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NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of work sponwred by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United St8tet
Government nor m y agency thereof, nor any of their empbyees, nor
any of their contractors, subcontr8ctors, or their employees, make8
any wrranfy, express w implied, or assumes any kg81 liabilw or
responsibility for the accuracy, compkteness, or u n f u l n e u of any
information, rppratue, product, or process direlored. or represents

that tts uue would not infringe privately owned rights, Reference
herein to any specific commercia1product, proc:ess, or service by
tradename, trademark, mmufacturer, or othermire, does not
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendationl or
favoring by the United Strt.8 Government or any agency therwf.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United :3t8tes Government or
any agency therwf.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
The Pinellas Plant, near St Petersburg,
Florida, is wholly owned by the United States
Government. It i s o p e r a t e d for t h e
Department of Energy (DOE) b y GE
Aerospace,
Neutron Devices (GEND).
This plant was built in 1956 to manufacture
neutron generators, a principal component
in nuclear weapons. The neutron generators
built at Neutron Devices consist of a
miniaturized linear ion accelerator
assembled with the pulsed electrical power
supplies r e q u i r e d f o r i t s o p e r a t i o n .
Production of these devices has
necessitated the development of several
uniquely specialized areas of competence
and supporting facilities. The i o n
accelerator, or neutron tube, requires ultra
clean, high vacuum technology; hermetic
seals between glass, ceramic, glassceramic, and metal materials; plus high
voltage generation and measurement
technology The existence of t h e s e
capabilities at Neutron Devices has led
directly to the assignment of other weapon
application products: the lightning arrester
connector, specialty capacitor, vacuum
switch, and crystal resonator. Other product
assignments such as active and reserve
batteries and the radioisotopically-powered
thermoelectric generator evolved from the
plant's materials measurement and controls
technologies which are required to ensure
neutron generator life.

Almost all Pinellas Plant products use
ceramic materials in some form. A product
development and production capability in
alumina ceramics, cermet (electrical)
feedthroughs, and glass ceramics has
become a specialty of t h e plant. An
extensive array of specialized laboratories
(gas, metallurgy, ceramics, materials, etc.)
support all phases of production and
measurement activities for all assigned
products.
In addition to the manufacturing facility, a
production development capability i s
maintained at Neutron Devices. During the
history of this plant, GEND has worked
closely with the Department of Energy's
national laboratories in converting their
designs into production units. The Pinellas
Plant's product development laboratories are
staffed with p r o d u c t i o n experienced
engineers and technicians capable o f
providing fast response to product change
and evolution
The Pinellas Plant employs approximately
1650 people. In addition, DOE'S Pinellas
Plant Area Office is located on the same site
with a staff of about 45 people. The plant,
which is approximately 715,000 square feet
in size, is located on 99.9 acres in central
Pinellas County with easy access to highway
and air transportation.

St. Petersburg:

Ten miles southeast of

Clearwater: Seven miles north of plant
Tampa: Twenty miles east of plant

Air: Tampa International Airport

CleawaterISt. Petersburg Airport

SITE DESCRIPTION
The Pinellas Plant is located near the center
of Pinellas County, Florida, which is a
peninsula bordered on the west by the Gulf
of Mexico and on the east and south by
Tampa Bay. The April 1986 population
estimate was 84 6,015. Latest population
estimates for the major cities surrounding
Neutron Devices are St. Petersburg 243,090;
Clearwater 97,882; Largo 62,624; and
Pinellas Park 40,720.

1100
1200
1400

- Reactive Metals Facility

- Security Facility
- Remote Shipping and Receiving Facility

The plant site, 99.9 acres, is bordered on the
east by Belcher Road (County Road 27), on
the south by Bryan Diary Road (County
Road 135), and on the west by the Seaboard
Coastline Railroad. Light industry a n d
warehousing operations are evolving in the
area immediately surrounding the site. The
closest residential areas are approximately
0.4 kilometers (114 mile) from the plant.

PINELLAS AREA OFFICE
The Pinellas Area Office was established in Florida
in February 1958, following the Atomic Energy
Commission's purchase of the Pil-ieilas Plant from
GE at a cost of more than $4 million.
Supported by a staff of 45, the Area Manager: (1)
administers a contract with GE, (2) provides
direction to the contractor, (3) inspects and accepts
the products for DOE, and (4%) represents the
Pinellas Plant in dealings with local, state, and
federal agencies. This requires a staff with
knowledge of, or familiarity with, all products,
processes, and assigned functions. All staff
members are involved in the review of contractor
activities to assure compliance with governmental
policy and DOE operational and contractual
requirements. Staff members also provide direction
and assistance to the operating contractor in all
functional areas.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
PINELLAS AREA OFFICE

OFFICE OF THE MANAGER
GW Johnson, Area Manager

ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY
ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH
WC Sherard, Jr., Chief
FUNCTIONS

Contract Management
Property Management
FinancialIBudgetManagement
Safeguards & Security
Public Affairs
Industrial Relations
Personnel Management
Information and Resources Management

HF Gregory, Jr. Chief

OPERATIONAL SURETY BRANCH
JR Klrby, Chief

FUNCTIONS

FUNCTIONS

Weapons Quality
Operational QA

Operational Surety
Emergency Preparedness
Facility & U t i l i Management
Maintenance Management
Construction Management
Technology Transfer
Classification
Development Programs
Weapons Programs

AND COMPLIANCE BRANCH
Chlef (Vacant)
FUNCTIONS
EnvironmentalCompliance
Safety Compiiance
Health Compliance
Waste Managment & Environmental
Restoration

November 1990
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NEUTRON DEVICES
Neutron Devices was formed within GE in 1966 for the
purpose of operating the Pinellas Plant under contract to
the DOE This department was created to succeed the
908 section of the company's X-Ray Department which
had participated with Sandia National Laboratories
(Sh4L.A) and the GE Corporate Research Center in the
original development of the neutron generator. Originally
under contract to Sandia National Laboratories (later
under contract to the Atomic Energy Commission), GE
built Neutron Devices and, w'th 285 employees, began
the operation of the 160,000 ft facility I D January 1957.

h

For about the first ten years of its operation, the plant
produced only neutron generators to be used as external
initiators for nuclear weapons. In the succeeding yea s
the plant has grown to a total size of 715,000 ft ,
employing approximately 1650 people in the production
of the products listed in this booklet.

h
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PRODUC

Lightning Arrester Connectors

Ferroelectric Ceramics

Electrical connector for weapons cables
designed to short circuit lightning strike
pulses to ground.

Used to power explosively activated neutron
generators. The production needs are
purchased from commercial sources;
however, Pinellas maintains a development
level capability.

Foam Support Pads
Components molded from syntactic foam
materials having controllable mechanical
crush characteristics used t o support
sensitive parts within the weapon.

Product Testers
Electronic testers des~gnedand built at
GEND, which are used by DOE for the
acceptance of their products.

Glass Ceramics
A family of vitreous materials which can be
cast into complex shapes and formulated so
that they will seal to a wide variety of metals.
A subsequent heat treatment converts this
material to a poiycrystalline form, producing
the strength and gas permeation
characteristics of a ceramic.

Optoelectronics
Alumina Ceramics
These materials are formulated in house
from the basic materials and fabricated into
numerous shapes in both developmental
and production quantities.

Cermet Feedthroughs
Alumina ceramic electrical feedthrough in
which the electrical conductor is an integral
part of the ceramic insulator.

Light beam generating, transmitting, and
detecting devices are used t o transfer
information throughout the weapon with
immunity to electromagnetic and ionizing
radiation.

Shock Transducers
Sensing elements utilizing lithium niobate
materials are configured into mechanical
shock sensing devices used primarily during
weapon testing sequences.

NEUTRON GENERATORS
The Pinellas Plant was constructed in 1956
for the sole purpose of producing neutron
generators to be used as atomic weapon
initiators. These components are designed
by SNLA who have over the years both
reduced their size and weight, and increased
the useful life of this limited life component.
The main subassembly of the neutron
generator is the neutron tube, which requires
expertise in glass-to-metal and ceramic-dometal seals, physical vapor deposition of
metals, controlled metal hydriding, and
advanced vacuum technoiogy. Also,
incorporated in the neutron generators are
two styles of power supplies. They are
composed either of discrete electronic

components or ferroelectric ceramics which
in operatiori will be depolarized by an
explosively generated shock wave.
Electronic power supplies require high
voltage and high current pulse-forming
circuitry. They also require production
proficiency in techniques and equipment for
circuit board assembly and specialty coil
winding. Electronic timers, pulse-forming
networks and direct current-to-direct current
transverters are typical of the circuits
assembled in production. Ferroelectric
ceramics are procured from commercial
suppliers and assembled into generators
using high voltage insulating resins.

Typical Fel*roelectric and
Electronic Neutron
Generator

VACUUM SWITCH TUBE
The Pinellas Plant-producedswitch tubes are
high vacuum gaps capable of holding off
10,000 volts. This gap can be placed in a
conducting condition by a small amount of
energy into the trigger electrode. In a typical
application, the tube conducts 200 amperes
for about ten microseconds. Under these
conditions, several thousand operations can
be expected during product lifetime.

High Vacuum Switch Tube

NEUTRON DETECTORS
Neutron detectors are small electronic
assemblies used in joint test assemblies to
vertify the output of a neutron generator
during an actual flight test.
In a joint test assembly, all fissile and
explosive materials are removed from the
weapon. A n u m b e r of s e n s i n g a n d
measuring devices (including the neutron

Typical Examples of Neutron Detectors

detector) are installed i n place of the
assemblies removed. Later, the weapon is
launched or dropped. During flight, all
instrumented events are measured, recorded
and transmitted via radio to a receiving site
where the data are analyzed. Based on the
informatiori received, operation of the
weapon can be verified without initiating a
nuclear explosion.

Typical Capacitor Designs

SPECIALTY CAPACITORS
Capacitors are used for the storage of
electrical energy. More than a dozen
designs are in production at the Pinellas
Plant to serve the needs of the electronic
neutron generator and weapons firing sets.
All designs can be placed in one of two

general design categories called either "wrap
and fill" or "liquid filled" capacitors. In both
cases the basic capacitor element i s
produced by winding a roll of interleaved
aluminum foils and Mylar films. The
elimination of particulate contanimate
through clean room technology increases
product reliability.

In the "wrap and fill" design the aluminumMylar roll is sealed with a polymer resin and
used in both neutron generator and firing set
applications.
For some firing set applications, t h e
capacitor roll is hermetically sealed within a
stainless steel enclosure, evacuated and
dried, and then filled with Fluorinert*
dielectric liquid. This combination provides
an energy storage density of more than four
times that available with the conventional dry
enclosure.

Treated Mylar films are available for use in
designs which must resist the discharging
effects of radiation.

*Trademark, 3M Company
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ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICES
few volts to hundreds of kilovolts. The
physical configurations vary from the single
layer solenoids of a few turns to very
complex winding geometries on toroidal
cores, ferrite pot cores, and laminated "C"
cores of magnetic material. Programmable
microprocessor controlled linear and torodial
winding machines are u s e d i n the
construction of the windings.

Electromagnetic devices are used to perform
functions such as pulse shaping, filtering,
voltage and current conversion, current
monitoring, and activation of mechanical
devices.

GEND has many years of experience in the
design and production of high voltage pulse
transformers and inductors for application in
neutron generators, and in 1985 received the
mission assignment for development and
production of electromagnetic devices for
other applications within the DOE Weapons
Complex. By the end of 1987, GEND was in
full production on more than 100 different
devices.

Most e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c devices are
encapsulated to provide mechanical stability
in the use environment. A number of resin
systems, both filled and unfilled are used to
satisfy specific electrical, mechanical, and
environmental requirements of t h e
application. The encapsulation process is
usually performed at low pressure to
minimize voids.

The list of products covers a wide range of
operational parameters and construction
methods. Operating voltages range from a

Typical Electromagnetic Components
17

THERMAL BATTERIES
A thermal battery is a group of primary
electrical cells in which the electrolyte is solid
(frozen) at room temperature. In this state
the battery is inactive, it produces no power;
however, in 'this condition it has a very long
nandeteriorating shelf life. This characteristic
makes the thermal battery ideally suited to
maintenance-free weapons application.

The battery is activated, whether electrically
or mechanically, by the ignition of an
exothermic reaction between iron powder
and potassium perchiorate. These materials
are pressed together to provide heat sources
in wafer form which are then used as integral
parts of Phe cell construction.

Thermal Batteries

LAMB BATTERIES
In addition to thermally activated batteries,
Pinellas supports S N U in their work on long
life ambien~tcells. Since the bulk of this
present effort uses lithium in an ambient
temperature operation, the acronym LAMB
has been coined. At this time, LAMB cells
are procured from two commercial sources,
acceptance tested and built into battery
assemblies by Pinellas. A long term goal is
the development of a cell with sufficiently
long life to lperform in place of the RTG.

Lithium Anode Cell

RADlOISOTOPICALLY=POWERED
THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
The need for a long-term source of electrical
energy led SNLA to the development of the
radioisotopically-powered thermoelectric
generator (RTG). The device consists of a
plutonium-238oxide heat source (about five
watts thermal) which is converted by
thermoelectric effect to electrical energy.
The present design produces 25 milliwatts of
electrical power at two volts for longer than
25 years.

the Pinellas Plant. Elemental silicon and
germanium are combined t o form
semiconductor materials. These
semiconductors are prepared in two forms
having either predominantly electron or hole
charge carriers. Using fused glass, wafers of
these two materials are assembled into a
thermopile; a group of thermocouples,
electrically in series and thermally in parallel.
This product requires vacuum metal casting,
powdering and sintering technologies.
Tungsten sputtering and photolithography
techniques are used for the configuration of
electrical connections.

The radioactive heat source is produced by
Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratories
(LANL) while the thermal-to-electric energy
converter is produced entirely within

Left to Right: Cutaway RTG Assembly, Thermopile, Bottom View of RTG Assembly
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FREQUENCY CONTROL DEVICES
For more than 50 years, quartz crystal
resonators have been used for frequency
control purposes. Within the weapons
production complex, there is a growing need
for precision tuned frequency and time
standards that have long-term stability and
resistance t o the negative effects of
mechanical shock. These requirements
have produced a new emphasis on crystal
cleanliness and gas impermeable envelopes
to enclose them.
The U. S. Army Electronic Research and
Development Command (ERADCOM),
sponsored at SNLA the development of a
ceramic crystal enclosure which maintains
the crystal in the required clean environment.
Because of the existence of high vacuum,
cleanliness control, and ceramic production
equipment, the Pinellas Plant was assigned
the responsibility of developing a quartz
crystal fabrication facility to manufacture
these devices.
The crystal resonator consists of a quartz
wafer that has been cut, ground, etched, and
g o l d plate electroded t o a specified
frequency. This crystal is mounted in an
alumina ceramic enclosure which is sealed
by a gold diffusion bonding process. The
final stages of processing, which include
cleaning by ultraviolet radiation, gold plating
to frequency (in two steps), and the sealing

Typical Crystal Resonators

and Osciilator/Clock Assemblies

of the enclosure, are accomplished in an
unbroken vacuum atmosphere. These
processes occur in an all metal vacuum
system maintained in pressure no greater
than 1 x lom8~ o r r .

Components of the Crystal Resonator

Two models are offered. A 5- to 10-MHz unit
for use as an ultrastable referen e enclosed
in a ceramic package 20 mm by 4 mm
thick, nd a high shock resistant model
10 mm by 3 mm thick in a 15- to 25-MHz
range of frecluencies. High frequencies are
obtained by operating the crystal in an
overtone mode.

'5

9

Crystal resoinators and clock oscillators are
now being produced at the Pinellas Plant for
various weapon applications.

QUARTZ DIGITAL ACCELEROMETER
The Quartz Digital Accelerometer (QDA)
offers unique capabilities for weapon
systems trajectory confirmation prior to
arming, thus increasing range safety and
mission assurance. Neutron Devices'
demonstrated expertise in quartz processing
and unique product packaging ensures full
support for weapons systems applications.
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A new facility was completed in June 1988 to
support the production of QDAs. Personnel
were fully trained, and prototype sensors
were constructed. Prototype QDAs were
fabricated using surface mount technology.
Testing has demonstrated fully acceptable
performance-

2m
2w

a

Quaitz Digital Accelerometers (QDA) GEND Development Units
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OPTOELECTRONICS
Based on light sensitiv~tyinstead of electrical
conductivitv, optoelectronic devices offer
increased information capacity, greater noise
immunity, radiation hardness, and improved
signal fidelity. In addition, they enhance
operator safety and security d u r i n g
construction and handling
Future applications of this new technology
include military communication channels,
weapon subsystem data links, and a variety
of pressure, distance, and velocity sensors.

Top View of baser Diode

Cutaway Drawing of Typical LAC

Typical Lightning Arrester Connectors

LIGHTNING ARRESTER CONNECTOR
Thisconstructionailowsaselectionofsurge
control voltages ranging between 900 and
1500 volts

Cables between the various electrical
components of a nuclear weapon are
terminated in a variety of connectors. One
such termination is called the lightning
arrester connector. It is the purpose of the
LAC t o p r o t e c t t h e weapon a g a i n s t
accidental detonation in the event of a
lightning strike.

There are more than 15 models of LAC in
production. Primary differences between
designs concern the number of conductors
in each; however, there are also differences
in maximum surge voltages and in operating
characteristics. Rutile granule LACS are
used in applications where h i g h e s t
resistance to ground is needed during
normal operation. When varistor granules
are used in place of the rutile, there is minor
current leakage at all voltages but lower
surge voltage limits can be enforced.

Each conductor in the LAC is provided with
protectionagainstvoltagesurgebypassing
it through a hole in a heavy metal plate
within the connector. The plate is held at
ground potential and the conductors are
separated from that plate by well packed
granules of rutile (titanium oxide) or varistor
material.

c

I
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MECHANICAL
CERAMICS

FERROELECTRIC
CERAMICS

A formulation and machining facility i s
dedicated to the fabrication and inspection
of 9 4 percent alumina ceramics, cermet
feedthroughs, and glass ceramic parts and
materials Parts are produced in b o t h
developmental and productton lot sizes.
Generally, Pinellas parts are small, from
severat to many pleces in a handfull. The
capability exists for parts of these sizes to be
molded, machined, metallized and
inspected.

Primarily coinposed of the oxides of lead,
zirconium and titanium, ferroelectric
ceramics are used at Pinellas t o power
neutron generators. Production quantities of
these materials are purchased t o SNLA
specificatio~isfrom commercial sources.
Pinellas Plant maintains the laboratory
capability to characterize materials at all
stages of pr~oduction.This is done for the
two-fold purpose of assisting the suppliers in
s o l v i n g p ~ r o b l e m sa n d f o r p r o d u c t
acceptance h plant.

Foam Support Pads

FOAM SUPPORT PADS
Foam support pads are used to protect
weapon components within the weapon
assembjy. Support pads are made from
syntactic foam utilizing a urethane elastomer
and in present designs are molded into the

two separate sedans that surround the
componef~t. The ~ d are
s designed by
LANL, ancl are produced in the Pinellas
area.
Plant's resin -sulation

Specialized Test Equipment Designed and Built in Pinellas Plant

TEST EQUIPMENT
Pinellas Plant maintains an internal
Equipment Engineering Organization under
Manufacturing. This organization i s
responsible for the development, design,
documentation, and fabricationlpurchase of
equipment required for product
manufacturing processes as well as quality
assurance testing. A high level of technical
expertise is maintained within the
organization to meet equipment provision
need. These areas cover: instrumentation
control computer interfacing technology.
Computers involved are the Hewlett Packard
Series 200 and 80 DEC's PDP-11, PerkinElmer Interdata.
The Equipment Calibration and Maintenance
group has the trained staff, equipment,
facilities and reference Standards Laboratory

necessary to provide calibration and repair
support for the most demanding quality
assurance program. Routine service is
provided on m ny systems including:. high
Torr) pumps, c o n t r o l
vacuum (''I-O
measurement and data systems; laser
systems from low t o medium power;
computer and data equipment from micro to
large s c a l e ; n u m e r i c a l c o n t r o l a n d
distributive numerical control systems,
robotics from small t o medium size;
environmental tests (electrical and physical);
precision neutron test and measurement.
The Standards Laboratory (electrical,
physical and dimensional) provides
standards and measurement control fully
traceable t o the National Bureau of
Standards.

PROCESSES

A Machining Facility on the Distributed Numerics/ Control System

NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A Hewlett-Packard HP3000-64 computer is
the heart of a Material Requirements
Planning System which plans and
coordinates the total manufacturing process
from the initial ordering of raw materials,
through the production phase, t o the
finished product ready for shipment.
Two Calma Engineering Support interactive
graphics systems (IGS) with Data General S140 Eclipse CPUs are used to support the
designidrafting of produd, tooling, and test
equipment. A similar system is used by
Plant Facilities for space planning. Paper
and magnetic tape systems, formerly used
to control numerical control (NC) machine

centers, have been replaced by a Distributed
Numerical Control System which utilizes a
Digita! Equipment Corporation (DEC) Vax
1 I f 7 5 0 computer to download data to
intelligent factory terminals.
The Shop Floor Control System uses an
HP3000-64 computer to plan, monitor, and
control the production of specific products
on the shop floor.
A DEC Vax 11/780 supports the Quality
Control data system by maintaining six
months of product test data on-line for IGS
access by design engineers at a remote
location viai leased 56-Kbps lines.

COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING
The GE Neutron Devices Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) program endeavors to
improve productivity, increase production
capability, reduce cycle times, improve
product reliability, and be responsive to
changes in business requirements. The
program pursues a two-track approach to
improving plant productivity, quality and cycle
time, both indirectly, by automating the
distribution of product and production related
information, and directly, by reorganizing and
automating manufacturing operations and
eliminating waste at all steps of the process.
The general strategies of the program are to
purchase turnkey minicomputer systems with
equipment and software supplied by the
vendor; install these as distributed systems in

the operations, bringing ownership of the
system closer to the user; and to integrate
data bases to allow information sharing.
To date, CAD and CAE systems have been
purchased from Calma, and Structural
Dynamics Research C o r p . (SDRC),
respectively. Equipment for the Central
Computer Facility, formerly purchased from
Honeywell, is being migrated to an IBM 3090
or equivalent. Hewlett-Packard equipment
has been emphasized for automatic test
equipment and scientific analysis, and Digital
Equipment Corp. VAX worker machines are
common platforms for the distributed CIM
systems.

CONTINUOUS FLOW
C o n t i n u o u s F l o w i s an a p p r o a c h t o
Manufacturing based on the premise that any
production step that does not add value to the
product must be eliminated Production steps
such as moving, rework, staging, hatching,
and queuing should be eliminated.
The implementation of Continuous Flow
dramatically reduces the manufacturing cycle
time. With this reduction comes a number of
important effects. First, the level of in-process
inventory drops in proportion to the cycle
reduction. Second, the reduced cycle time
provides for much faster quality feedback.
The ability t o provide effective corrective
action is greatly enhanced thus reducing
rework and improving yields. Last, the
flexibility of the entire manufacturing operation
is improved.

Since Contiinuous Flow is not a system, but a
philosophyJapproachto manufacturing, it is
applicable in low volume and high quality
business such as Neutron Devices. The
following are results from the first cell of
Continuous Flow implementation, the timer
board area.

TIMER AREA MEASUREMENTS
Base Data
Cycle Time
wlp ~~~~~~l 63
$264k
days
inspection Yields
F?st
83%
Final
100%
Process/lnsp
Steps
29
Handlings
131
Document T v ~ e s 33

Goal

Today

30 hrs
$20k

30 hrs
$14.2k

100%
100%

85%
100%

13

11
38
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Pa~erless
5
(excepi classified)

SURFACE MOUNT TECHNOLOGY
Surface mount technology allows leadless
chip electronic components to be soldered
to the surface of substrate boards
eliminating the old wiring and soldering
technique that required plated through holes.
Using commercially available pick and place
equipment, surface mount components are
easily fabricated at sizes 20 to 50 percent
smaller than previously attainable, while
demonstrating improved product
performance and enhancing productivity.
Technicians can produce up to 90 typical
surface mount boards a day, resulting in
substantial cost savings for large quantity
builds.
Primarily developed to produce the 0.95-inch
MC4081 clock, surface mount technology is
also applied to neutron detectors, neutron
generators, quartz digital accelerometers,
and optoelectronics.

Surface Mount Resistor

Thru Hole Resistor

The pick and pla
equipment can position
to 7500 components I
hour.

ROBOTICS AUTOMATION
Robot technology is a key computer
integrated manufacturing (CIM) element,
encompassing both information flow and
p r o d u c t flow i m p l e m e n t a t ~ o n s ,for
automation of the manufacturing operations
at GEND Robots are an example of flexible,
reprogrammable automation which is more
cos%effective than hard automation for small
batch size manufacturing.

GENB's first robot was purchased in 1981,
installed in the Purezone Clean Room in
December 1981 and released to production
for routine daily use in February 1982. A
Robot Development Laboratory was
established in October 1981 to stage robot
implementations during application
development activit~esand t o house
experimental robots which are used for
demonstrations, training, gripper and sensor
development, programming, and to assist in
determining the feasibility of proposed robot
applications Robotics activity is integrated
with the C I M program The Factory
Automation effort has expanded the planned
use of this technology.

Examples of robots in daily production
include:
Two Puma 250 series robots perform
particle removal cleaning of neutron
generator tube parts in a Class 100 clean
room,
A Puma 560 series robot mechanizes an
industrial X-ray facility for safety, improved
consistency of measurement and
increased production,
a A Puma 560 inspects printed circuit
boards,
0 A Cincinnati Milacron T3-726 robot
mechanizes vapor honing processes
resulting in greatly increased consistency
of produc%,
A Puma 700 series robot performs vapor
spray rn~etallizecoating of product
assemblies,
a Microbst Alpha robots produce powdered
metallurgy peliets needed in relatively high
volume quantities for thermal battery
production,
General Electric P50 process robot with
alpha-numeric recognition ability labels,
counts and acceptance tests purchased
components.

A Puma 700 Series Robot Vapor spray metallized a form support pad.
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MATERIALS JOINING WELDING, BRAZING AND
SOLDERING
The Pinellas Plant has materials joining
capabilities ranging from cold welding
(welding with pressure only, no heat) to las r
weldin (welding with energy beams of 10 Wlem power densities). Within this wide
heat range are materials joining processes
used i n the fabrication of the various
products manufactured at the Pinellas Plant.

t

B

Solid state welding processes such as cold
welding and ultrasonic welding are used in
applications where little or no heat can be
used on the part or when disstmilar metals
must be joined. Cold welding is used in
sealing electronic tubes while ultrasonic
welding is used in sealing capacitors.
Thermocompression bonding of g o l d
surfaced parts is used to seal the covers on
the ceramic flat packs which contain
precision quartz resonators. As many as
twenty-five sets of flatpacks are sealed in
one operation. Each set of parts includes a
frame and two covers (94 percent alumina
cerami ), making a package approximately
0.4-in. by 0.1 -in. thick. similar package,
0.1 -in. thick is
approximately 0.75-in.'by
sealed using the same basic process.

5

The covers and flatpacks are prepared by
gold plating (0.999 pure) the contact area.
After firing and ultraviolet cleaning, a gold
gasket is used t o bond the two plating
surfaces.
The sealing is accomplis d in a chamber
having a vacuum of 5 x 10 Torr or less and
at a temperature of 300 + 20'6. A hydraulic
. ~higher presram applies 350 to 360 l b ~ i n(a

'Y

*Trademark, Iso Vac Engineering

sure is used for the larger assembly) to the
stack of parts resulting in final seal.
The resonistors are 100 percent leak
checked by Radiflo* against a specifi ation
of I ak rate not t o exceed 1 x
std.
cm Is.

d

Resistance welding, using either direct or
alternatirig current, is the most common
welding process in production. It is used in
all product lines as a tacking operation prior
to permanently brazing or welding parts
together, or as a f i n a l joint between
component:;.
The most common resistance equipment
used at the Pinellas Plant is the direct current
capacitive discharge type. It is capable of
welding almost all our products except for
very t h i c k or very t h i n parts. Large
componerrts up t o 1/4 in. thick are arc
resistance welded. The thin parts, which
may be only a few thousandths of an inch
thick, are parallel gap direct current welded.
In addition,, parallel gap welding is used in
reflow soldering as weU as brazing of thin
gold plated parts.
Arc welding plays an important part in most
fabrication sequences, as gas tungsten arc
welding and plasma arc welding are key
contributors to successful materials joining.
Gas tungsten arc welding with steady level
alternating and direct current has been used
with excellent results for many years.
Today's designs trend to components either
with critical heat resistance tolerances, or
with precision joints that require an overall
low heat input.

To solve these problems, several pulsed gas
tungsten arc welding and microplasma arc
welding units that are capable of producing
extremely fine welds are in use. In addition,
these welders are computer controlled and
coupled with the movable part holding fixtures
to provide precise coordination between
welding current and travel speed. These
pulsed gas t u n g s t e n arc welding and
microplasma welding machines represent the
latest in state of the art technology in arc
welding.
The Pinellas Plant has acquired state of the art
technology in high energy welding processes.

Electron beam(EB) welding has been in use
for many years, but is still a very advanced
welding tool. A further refinement is electron
beam welding stations that are kept busy
producing a variety of critical welds in many
components. Also the plant has five laser
welding stations with others planned in the
near future. These welders are capable of
producing small, precise welds in devices
where these welds are near heat sensitive
components. As these laser welding
stations have computer control of the
workpiece movement and the laser energy,
they have high production rates without
required skilled operators.

Laser welder operator loads a component into the fixture in preparation for welding.

CERAMIC PARTS AND MATERIALS PRODUCTION
Pinellas purchases most ceramic parts for war
reserve (WR) production from commercial
sources For development or classified parts
the plant has c o m p l e t e ceramic
manufacturing processes that include the
production of powders from ball milling and
spray drying to the production of cermet
powder through blending of molybdenum and
aluminum oxide. Ceramic pressing can be

accompl~shede~therthrough the use of
Stokes presses (dry pressing) or isostatic
(wet pressing) We have full capability for
machining hlighly precision ceramic parts
which range in size and complexity from
simple rings to highly intricate shapes.
Capab~lity~ricludesgrinding and lapping
hardened ceramics t o tolerances of
+ 0.0005 usirig diamond wheels and slurry.

PROCESS CAPABILITIES OF CERAMIC MACHINE SHOP
Process 94 Percent Alumina Powder (94ND21: Ball millirig then spray drying.
Process Cermet Powder (CNB50): Blending 94ND2 and molybdenum then slurry loading
Fire Ceramic Powder: Prefire, airfire, or hydrogen fire.
Press Drv Powder Blanks: Stokes dry press or isostatic press to 30,000 Ib/in2.
Machine Green Ceramic: Drilling, turning, or milling.
Machine Fired Ceramic: Cut off, grind surface, grind id.and o.d., lap, and vibratory mill.

Cermamic Machine Shop

MACHINE SHOP CAPABILITIES
The Parts Manufacturing Unit has the
capability of producing a wide variety of
metal and ceramic piece parts from a large
range of materials. This capability includes
t h e b l a n k i n g of flat pasts o f various
configurations, forming of these sheet metal
blanks i n t o c u p s , t u b e s or other
configurations, and a machining capability
which ranges from pins and value stems, to

larger machined devices. This capability
~ncludessmall lot sizes produced on manual
equipment by skilled machinists to large
quantity runs produced on semiautomatic, or
NC machine tools. Standard machining
standards are & 0.002; however, with the use
ofNCmachines,grinding,andreaming,
tolerance control within r 0.0005 may be
achieved.

MACHINE SHOP EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY
Maximum Size
Capability

Tolerance Control
Capability

Metal Workinq
Blankina
~srrning
Hydroforming
NC Lathes
NC Mills/Drills
Screw Machines
Manual Lathes
Centerless Grinding
Manual Milling

22-in. diam (200 ton)
up to 22-in. blank '
24n. diam by 3-314-in. length
12-in. diam chucked 4-112-in. bar
22-in. diam ada~ter
20-in. by 40-in.
7/8 diam bar
1-in. diam bar
4-in. chucked
1-in. diam bar
12- by 30-in. table

* 0.002

+ 0 005

+ 0 001 i.d.
-+ 0.001

0.0005 position

+ 0.001

Ceramics
Isostatic Pressina
"
Dry Pressing
Manual Machinina
Grinding

6-in. diam bv 12-in. lenath
1-1/4-in. by i/2-in. lengrh
within ~ r e s s
ca~abilitv
within press capabiliti

--(loas\
1 ' of"diam.
r 0.002
+ 0.0005

CERAMIC METALLIZATION
Metallization of alumina ceramic IS a process
used at Pinelias Plant in the preparation of
brazed assemblies or to produce electrically
conductive circuits. This metallization is a
surface layer of powdered metal and fused
glass that will allow the ceramic to be joined
to another metallic surface. The metal is in a
continuous phase in the glassy matrix so it
can also function as a conductive path for
electric currents.

7138-2

hand painting i n many applications,
particularly now that it is being robotized for
greater productivity and consistency.
Screen printing is used on flat surfaces to
speed coating and improve uniformity. The
screens are manufactured in-house,
photographically, to produce metallized
patterns wit17 tolerances on the order of a
few thousandths of an inch on the finished
part.
These metallize coatings are dried following
their application and then sintered in
controlled atmosphere furnaces f o r
maximum strength and density. Quality
controls are in place throughout the
processing t o ensure precise pattern
application, thickness of material, and bond
strength.

Hand Painted Metallizing

The metallize is applied to the ceramic as a
siurry, formuiated in the plant from basic
materials. These slurries consist of
molybdenum, manganese, and titanium
hydride powders, in an organic binder. They
caw be applied by hand painting, screen
printing, air brushing, or vacuum drawing.
Hand painting is usually done on irregular
(nonflat) surfaces. Air brushing is replacing

~

Screen Print MetalPhr'rag

Specialty glasses are formulated to Sandia
National Specifications.

Glass-to-metal seals a r e produced
serninautornatically using radio frequency
heating.

Precision glass-to-glass seals utilize the
control available in laser energy.

GLASS FORMULATION AND PROCESSING
Glass in many forms has been used in the
Pinellas Plant since its beginning, originally
as the envelope of the neutron tube.
The equipment used in one process is a
standard glass lathe coupled with a watercooled copper coil and a radio frequency (rf)
generator that supplies heat for the glass
s e a l i n g p r o c e s s . C o n t r o l of m e t a l
penetration into the glass is by spring
tension with a hard stop. Position of the coil
for proper heat distribution around the
required s e a l area i s c o n t r o l l e d b y
micrometer settings. The heat distribution is
also controlled by continuous rotation of the
piece parts. Time at temperature i s
controlled by electronic timers that remove
the heat from the seal but do not interrupt
the part rotation. The lathe will
accommodate a 6-in. diameter piece part
and an assembly 12-in. long.
The current assemblies require a glass to
metal seal fabricated from three piece parts.
The specification requirements are a center
line requirement concentricity of 0.010 in.
and a seal width of 0.120 2 0.030 in. with a
metal penetration of 0.080 2 0.010 in. into the
glass.
Glasses having specifically controlled
thermal expansion characteristics are
formulated i n the plant using formulae
generated by SNLA. A particular glass has
been used in production that matches 21-6-9
alloy steel.

Sealing of this material is done in either of
two vacuurn chambers equipped with
Honeywell DCP-7700 microprocessor
controllers. The chamber size is 30-in. diam
by 24-in. high.

+

The vacuum capability of hese chambers is
approximately 1 x 10- Tor with most
processing done in the 5 x 10 Torr range.
These furnaces have argon purge capability
in order t o bleed from vacuum u p t o
atmosphere.

d

Temperature capability is room temperature
t o about 1 100°C, after w h i c h p o i n t
deterioration of Type R P f - P t - R h
thermocouples takes place.
The Honeywell microprocessor controllers
can be scheduled t o accept 9 different
programs of up to 200 functions total (i.e.
ramps, soaks or event switches).
Glass seals are made t o many other
materials also. This would include seals to
ceramics, stainless steel headers and quartz.
Seals are produced to withstand high gas
press res and can be tested t o 50,000
IbJin. . Carbon dioxide lasers are used
extensively where needed t o produce
precision seals and in cases in which the
seal cannot be exposed to the potential
contamination of heating gas flames.

Y

All metal exhaust and bake-out systems are used in neutron tube production.

HIGH VACUUM
The neutron generator produced at the
Pinellas Plant employs a high vacuum tube
which is similar in operation to a miniature
linear ion accelerator. High vacuums are
obtained in production using all-metal "dry"
systems consisting of sorption pumps for
"roughing" and ion pumps for further
exhaust. In systems such as these, no
diffusion pumps or mechanical fore pumps,
with their attendant vapor back-streaming
problems, are used.
As subsequent part of this process,
hydrogen isotopes may be admitted to the
evacuated tubes. Ultraclean metat films,
which are deposited on internal tube
electrodes, are hydrided to controlled ratios
of gas-to-metal atoms.
The Pinellas Plant excels in its ability to
measure high vacuums and minute leaks, to
produce thin metallic films, and to hydride
the films produced.

Leak detection is used throughout the plant
for qualifying the integrity of weld and braze
joints in a variety of products. Most parts are
leak checked on standard commercial
heli m leak d tectors to a specification of 1 x
10 std. cm Is, and a system which uses
Freyg* to leak check to a specification of 5 x
10- cm3Is.

-#

d

The vacuum integrity of a completely sealed
unit may be measured using a commercially
available system, Radiflo. This device
operates by immersing the sealed unit to be
checked in a radioactive gas atmosphere at
elevated pressure for a specified time period.
The leakup rate of themiume is correlated
to a radioactive decay level. The technique
has a supplier rat d leake detection
sensitivity to 1 x 10-71 atm cm 1s. Volum
down to 0.03 cm3 and leak rate to 1 x 10-1 7
are regularly being evaluated with the
system.

*Trademark, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Inc.
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Sputtered tungsten provides long life electrical connection for the RTG thermopile.

METAL FILM DEPOSITION BY SPUlTERING
Metal films may be deposited on properly
prepared surfaces by the process of
sputtering. An example of this i s %he
a p p l i c a t i o n of t u n g s t e n e l e c t r i c a l
connections to the therm~piieproduced for
an RTG.
There are five sputtering systems in the
Plant. Two dc diode sputter systems
capable of sputtering approximately 30,000
A of tungsten simultaneously onto both
sides of an RTG thermopile and a single
target dc diode system which can sputter
tungsten onto only one side of a thermopile.
Power level for the dc diode sputter system
is 6 kV and 107 mA.

The vertical sputter system contains rotating
fixtures permitting multiple sputtering onto
both sides of a substrate without air
exposure. Magnetron sputter targets (one
dc and one dclrf) are available for sputtering
various material. To date, aluminum,
molybdenum, boron nitride, gold, platinum
and rhenium have been deposited onto
substrates. The magnetron sputter system
is used to sputter only nonmagnetic sputter
materials. A vertical dclrf Magnetron Sputter
System which is capable of housing three 5by 12-in. sputter targets is also used.

METAL FILM DEPOSITION BY PHYSICAL
VAPOR DEPOSITION (EVAPORATION)
There are 14 metal vacuum systems
equipped with either single or double
crucible electron beam guns for heating
materials to the evaporation point. These
systems are capa$le o f - y a i n t a i n i n g
pressures in the 10- to 10 Torr range
while depositing films with substrates at

'

elevated temperatures. Film thicknesses
range from 1000 to 75,000 A. Materials
being deposited today include titanium,
erbium, vanadium, gold, molybdenum and
aluminum. Materialsareeitherdepositedas
pure films, pure films with underlays or as
mixtures.

Metallic Film Evaporation, Deposition, and Hydriding

HYDRlDlNG OF METAL FILMS
pure and reactive metal f i ~ m
produced
~
as
described above are hydrided in the Plant to
controlled gas to rietal atom ratios. In
general, all systems used for hydriding are
all metal apable of processing at pressures
in the 10' to 1oQ Ton range.

%

The gas-to-metal ratio attained approached
theorectical limits which imply that films are
very pure. All systems are computer or
automatically controlled.

Dry room are used for handling hygroscopic materials such as those used in thermal batteries.

DRY ROOM CAPABILITIES
The fabrication of thermally activated
batteries requires the use of materials which
must be protected from moisture. For this
reason, development and production dry
rooms are available.

r Powder f>rocessing: Grind, mill, blend,

size, fuse t o 650°C, vacuum dry, dry
storage, and pellet pressing 20 to 250
tons.
r

The Production Dryroom consists of 2700 ft2
of space maintained at a relative humidity of
less than 3 percent (frost point of -23°C;
equivalent to 750 ppm by volume: water
vaporlair).
These manufacturing processes can be
performed in a dry atmosphere:

Metal-Working: 10 ton OBI punch presses
with CAN1 feed, Diacro* punch and shear
with a large selection of round punch and
dies and many special steel rule dies:
Welding: 75-ampere pulsed tungsten inert
gas (TIG), 100 W-s spot welders

o Electronic a n d General Assembly:

Including handling of highly flammable
and explosive components

*Trademark, Houdaille Industries, Inc.

ENCAPSULATION CAPABILITIES
Unfilled Epoxy Resins

Many Pinellas products are encapsulated in
multicomponent resin mixtures for physical
or high voltage breakdown protection. The
materials used and machine capabilities are
listed below:

Two machines automatically meter, mix, and
dispense unfilled resin systems, at pressure
to 0.1torr, maintaining ratio accuracy of 2 1
percent, and shot size of 20 to 40 grams
(18to 36 cm ) with a rate of 60 shots an
hour maximum.

8

Rigid Urethane Foam
Automatic machines meter, mix and
dispense rigid urethane foam, maintaining
ratio accuracy in the mixture of the various
components of + 1 percent. Machine
capability is 20-gminimum shot size, 85-9
maximum, at a rate of 80 shots an hour
maximum.

Other Resins
Filled and unfilled urethane elastomer
systems can be processed by hand, same
capability as unfilled epoxy resin systems.

Support Equipment

Filled Epoxy Resins

Plasma cleaner, argon plasma at 0.5torr and
up to 500 W.

Automatic machine metes, mix, a n d
dispense resin systems filled with A1203 at
pressures to 0.8 Torr maintaining a ratio
accuracy of 2 1 percent and a shot size of 75
to 150 grams (30to 60 cm3) The shot size
can be maintained 2 I percent at 150 g, and
60 shots per hour

CAM or microprocessor controlled ovens for
cure schedules to 250°C and 40 h.

Automatic metering, mixing, and dispensing
of glass microballoon filled resin systems
maintaining a ratio accuracy of & 1 percent at
pressur s to 1 Torr and a rate of 2.3 grams
(2.5cm )/s.

8
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Technician Oversees Equipment in Process

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
A comprehensive test facility has been
established to ensure the adherence of our
products to environmental requirements To
verify that the products are capable of
meeting the shocks and vibrations expected
in use, many mechanical tests are available
at the Pinellas Plant. A typical capability is a
high acceleration sled, shown on the next
Page A high Pressure gas-driven ram
accelerates the sled carrying a Part to be
tested along the track shown. This sled is
stopped by mater-

ials of various mechanical constants
providing deceleration forces as high as
9,000 GS
another example of environmental
testing, automatic temperature cycling
chambers are used to evaluate thermal
effects on products and subassemblies.
These chambers can be controlled through
both heat and refrigeration cycles by a
preprogrammed cam or microprocessors.
AS

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING CAPABILITY
Shock Test
12-in.3 maximum size
30-lb maximum weight
5000 Gs peak, haversine
1.O-ms duration at 10 percent
amplitude
4-314-in. cylinder, 12 in. long
5-lb maximum weight
20,000 Gs peak, haversine
1.5-ms duration at 10 percent
amplitude
Accuracy: -+ 15 percent, amplitude and
duration
Test Record: Strip chart or photo of shock
signature

Vibration
Frequency Range: 10 through 3,000 Hz
Displacement Max: 0.5-in. pk/pk
Velocity Max: 35-in./s
Acceleration Max: 100 Gs with 20-lb
Control: Digital Computer with sine,
random, and transient
Records: Copy of test spectrum and actual
test condition, with two
accelerometers maximum
Temperature: Combined vibration and
temperature within -70 to
150°C 2 5°C
Linear Acceleration
190 Gs maximum
12- by 12- by 12-in. maximum
50-lb maximum

Temperature
Range: -70°C through + 150°C
Accuracy: 2 2'C
Records: Strip chart or circular chart
Size: 18- by 18-in. maximum volume

Accuracy:

47
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* 10 percent

High-G Sled

FURTHER TEST CAPABILITY
Ultrasonic

Therrnography

An onboard capability is available to interrogate
macro and miniaturized products for fabrication
integrity via ultrasonic techiques. Ultrasonic
nondestructive material evaluation techniques
are sensitive to material discontinuity. GEND's
on-site capabilities include four water
immersion, flat or cylindrical component
scanning systems w'th a maximum \loIume
capability of 216-ini3 . Frequency ranges
employed are 5, 10, 20, and 25 MHz. The
minimum flaw size detection presently required
by product specification is the equivalent of a
10-mil diam flat discontinuity at a depth which
is material dependent. Equipment development
facilities include-3 transducer sonic beam
profiling system and a Schilieren optical
system for the optical viewing of the sonic
energy path and dispersion profile.

Temperature problems are one of the major
causes and indicators of component failures.
The Pinellas Plant has acquired a thermal
imaging system for the nondestructive,
nonintrcisive evaluation of products and
components. The technique uses infrared
scanning to measure the variations in heat
emitted by an object. It converts the scanned
object's surface thermal pattern into a visit~le
image which can b e c o m p a r e d t o
standard/expected image patterns and profiles.

Six X-ray facilities are maintained for the
radiographic analysis of the integrity of
manufactured components and products.
These are 0.5- and 3-kVA systems with
maximum voltage rating of 130 and 320 kV
respectively. The productivity of one of the
systems has been enhanced by the application
of r o b o t i c s for film a n d c o m p o n e n t
manipulation.

CLEANLINESS AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL
The Pinellas Plant contains 20 downflow
clean rooms to support critical assembly,
welding and cleanrng operations. Many of
these rooms are Class 100, meaning they
maintain a level of partrculate airborne
contaminantslssthan100particles(O5p
or larger) per ft of atr

,

when modular flexible work areas are
desired. This has been very successful in
providing a Class 100 level of cleanliness at
lower cost

I

Typicaloperationsarehighvacuum
processing stations, assembly, a n d
inspection equrpment

d

Two new clean rooms were added in 1982 to
provide the ultimate in cleanliness conditions
needed to develop and assemble high
voltage vacuum tubes used in neutron
generators A thorough investigation was
conductedtodeterminethebestcleanroom
design and construction c o n t r a c t o r
capabilities. The result has been two world
class, state of the art rooms which operate
reliably, can be efficiently monitored and
maintained, and have met or exceeded all
specifications.

Prnellas also provides up to date cleaning
capab~lrtresincluding acid, UV, plasma,
ultrasonic, high pressure spray and
programmable degreasing processes. A
deionizedwatersystemprovidesthe
cleaning operation with 120 gallhr of high
purity water having a acteria level less than
1 colony per 1000 cm .

3!

The Plant supports the contamination control
and cleaning facilities with a contamination
control laboratory that performs microscopic
analysis, product contamination studies and
clean room monitoring capabilities

The development room is 51 ft2 while the
production room is 2470 f?
Both were
specified as Class 100 or less and both
rooms are operating at a Class 10 level

Consultation and training courses in
contamination control and cleaning have
been provided within the complex as
requestedandtoNationalTechnical
Conferences.

The plant has used laminar downflow tents
tohsuseindividualpiecesofequipment,or
groups of equipment, in clean conditions

84204-4
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Centralized parts cleaning facility services the entire plant.
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LABORATORY FACILITIES

LABORATORY OPERATION
The Pinellas Plant Laboratory Operation
provides the capability t o support the
p r o d u c t i o n a n d development of our
products. This capability goes beyond that
which might be expected in a production
facility,andisrequiredtoensurethequality
of the weapons components produced.
Research and development activity for

production process development is also
carried on here.
Several speciality equipments are shown
and briefly discussed on the following pages,
a n d h i g h l i g h t s of m a j o r l a b o r a t o r y
capabilities are given in tabular form in the
final section of this booklet.

Spark Source Mass Spectrometer

SPARK SOURCE SOLIDS MASS SPECTROMETER
The JEOL spark source mass spectrometer
Model 01BM-3,provides the ability t o
analyze electrically conductive solids for all
elements from lithium through uranium. The
sensitivity of the instrument is 10 ppb.
In use, two small slices of the material to be
analyzed are sparked together i n the
instrument with a 300-Hz, 60-kV source. The
resultant ions are accelerated through
electrostatic and magnetic analyzers where

they are separated by mass and detected on
a photographic plate. The position of the
lines formed identifies the element and the
line darkness is a measure of quantity.
Typically this instrument is used to analyze
the impurities in such high purity materials
as silicon (99.999 percent), germanium
(99.999 percent), gold (99.99percent),
copper (99.9 percent), and molybdenum
(99 99 percent).

!on Accelerator Facility

ION ACCELERATOR FACILITY
The Pinellas Plant's target assessment
facility was originally established to evaluate
the performance of neutron generator
targets. It consists of a 200-keV i o n
accelerat~rand two experimental sample
chambers equipped with various detectors,
target manipulators and surface analysis
instruments. It is contained within a
monolithic concrete building which provides
adequate radiation shielding.
The facility is presently equipped to make
the following kinds of measurements, each
of which can be obt ined from an area as
small as 0.065 mm at any point on the
target.

E!

Deuterium and Tritium
Distribution
The technique of low energy nuclear reaction
spectroscopy is utilized t o profile the
distribution of both deuterium and tritium in
metal h y d r i d e s The p r o f i l e c a n b e
determined to a maximum depth of 1 fi with
a depth resolution of 0.1 p.

Neutron Output
The neutron output of both DT and DD
reactions are measured using the associated
particle technique. This method results in an
accuracy of + 5 percent for the DT reaction
and + 10 percent for the DD reaction.

Secondary Electron Emission
The coefficients of ion induced secondary
electron emission target surfaces are
measured with an accuracy of + 5 percent
using a constant fraction beam monitor.
This information is used to investigate the
relationship between target conditions and
high voltage breakdown.

Rutherford Backscatting
Doubly ionized He-3 is used to make 400keV backscattering measurements. The low
energy limits this technique to the analysis of
surface contamination and the study of
interfaces between various thin targets and
their substrates.
In addition t o making the kinds o f
measurements described, t h e target
assessment facility can serve other useful
functions. The accelerator can provide an
accurately known source of 17-MeV
neutrons (pulsed or continuo s) with a
maximum output of 1.a5 x 1OH n/s. The
accelerator can also be used to implant any
of a wide variety of ion species over a 6- by
6-cm area. The facility is being upgraded
continuousiy and many new capabilities are
being developed to ensure state of the art
performance.

Auger ESCA System

AUGER/ESCA/SIMS SYSTEMS
The Electron Spectroscopy Chemical
Analysis system consisting of a scanning
Auger m i c r o p r o b e (SAM), X-ray
photoelectron spectrometer (XPS or ESCA),
and a secondary ion mass spectrometer
(SIMS) is used to determine the elemental
and chemical composition of solid inorganic
surfaces and thin films. The SAM is capable
of fast elemental mapping and point analysis
while the ESCA provides detailed elemental
and chemical bonding information. Both
techniques can detect less than a tenth
atomic layer of all elements except hydrogen
and helium.

The system has ion sputtering capability to
obtain elemental depth distribution profiles.
The SIMS is sensitive to all elements and
their isotopes to 1 ppm or better, and
provides complimentary data to the other
techniques. The system is equipped with a
rapid sample introduction chamber and a
specimen transfer system that permits
reactive or sensitive samples to be mounted
in a eontrollied environment, transported, and
installed in the analysis system without
exposure to atmosphere.

LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
On the following pages the technologies available in the Laboratory Operation are listed, with a
description of the equipment, the equipment's capability, and the most common applications of
this capability.

POLYMER
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Automatic Resin System Processing
Decker urethane foam
dispenser

Foam Machine (CHEM-MIXX)

Dispense various density urethane
foams through a wide ratio at a
rate of up to 10 Ibstmin.
1to 350 cm3 shot size

Encapsulationof electronic
assemblies for shock protection,
and fabrication of handling
cryogenic tooling.
Dispense urethane foam

10 ton clamp; 93 to 200°C

Molding thermosets,
Thermoplastics

Vacuum encapsulator,
designed and developed
by GEND

Process various resin systems
under vacuum using manual encap
suiulation techniques and to degas
as$types of resin systems.

Encapsulationof electrical
assemblies a d high voltage
or shock applications.

Pilot plant

2 gallons; RT to 120°C;
stirring action

Blending and reacting metallize
binder solution

Apply pinhole free coatings on
various substrates using
polymeric powders such as
polyurethaneepoxy polypropylene.

Coating of parts and. quipment
for acid or corrosion
protection or for electrical
insulation purposes.

Approximately 9 microprocessor-controllled
programmable
circu.
bting air ovens,
1QCAM controlled
pressure tanks, and
2 microwave ovens

Perform preheat and curing operations within a temperature range
of 30 to 600' C. Ovens operate
independentlythrough anytimetemperature profile.

Preheat and cure of various
resin systems.

UEtrawiolet source
(fusion)

200 to 400 nm range; elliptical
focus 2.1 inch, t O inch long bulb

Ultraviolet curing of resin

Perform thermoform (vacuum form)
types of operation on various
thermo plastic sheet materials.

Material handling fixtures,
tooling masks, etc.

Transfer Molder
(GLUCO)
Manual Resin Processing

Organic Coating
Fluidized bed mating
manufactured by
Polymer Corp.
Resin System Curing

-

Thermsforming
Thermoform equipment
manufacturd by
Kostur Industries
for processing
thermoplastic sheet
materiaIs

-

POLYMER (Continued)

Stress Analysis

I

Photoelastie stress
using polariscope
manufactured by
Photoelastic, Inc.

Perform various types of photoelastic stress analyses on materials such as epoxies, glass, etc.

Perform stress analysis on
many encapsulated electrical
assemblies to show high
stress concentration areas
and to provide assistance in
the elimination of same.

Rheometrics dynamic
spectrometer

Angular vel to 100 radians/s,
torque 2 to 2000 gcm, temperature
to 350' C

Solid and liquid Tg, shear modulus,
viscosity, strain rate, creep rate

Computer strain system for
monitoring strain gages and
stress analysis

Stress analyses.

Perform stress analyses on vacuum
tubes, various ceramic configurations, etc.

Adhesives

Process various types of adhesive
including silicones, urethanes and
rubbers.

Develop adhesive for product
application.

Fluoroptic Thermometer
(hxtron 1000 A)

20 to 240'~; nonconductive fiber
optic probe; low thermal conductivity

Measure temperature in RF field
of plasma generator

Wet honing by Vapro Blast,
Inc.

Preparation of surface using
aluminum oxide suspended in water.

Surface preparation.

Pencil blast by S.S. White
Airbrasive

Preparation of surface using
aluminum oxide in air blast media.

Surface preparation.

Plasma Cleaner manufactured
by Bronson Corp.

Plasma cleaning with argon, oxygen,
or hydrogen plasmas at 0.5- to
1.5-Torr pressure at 50- to 600-W
RF energy at 13.56 mHz.

Removal of surface contaminants,
especially organic films.

Plastic Tooling

Preparation of various types of
plastic tooling for use in many
areas of the plant. Materials include silicone urethane elastomers
and tooling epoxies.

Preparationof plastic tooling.

Resin batch mixer
Baker Perkins, Inc.

60-lb batch mixer, 2 blade,
hydraulic dump

Resin mixing

Surface Preparation

I
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POLYMER (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY
Metallizing

CAPABILITY
Provide metallizing slurries for
screen print and hand paint metallizing vehicles for slurries.

APPLlCATlONS

-

Metallizing of ceramic parts for
ceramic metal seals and electrical
f@edthroughs.

Environmental Conditioning
Centroiled relative humidity
chamber by Thermotron Co.

Temperature conditioning from 21
to 93OC with relative humidities
to 95 percent.

Temperature cycle chamber
(TtPermotron)

-73to 1nOc;4 f?;
programmable

Thermal conditioning of
units, resin curing

Shear modulus darning decrement
measurements at temperatures frolm
S O to 150°c.

Measurement of dynamic modulus
charaderistics or elastomeric
materials.

Tensile tester by lnstron
corp.

Tensile strengths, compressive
strengths, and flexural strength
measurements and modulus up to
10,800-lkrloads.

Tensile, compression and flexural
characteristics of materials.

Test chamber-temperature
range

Temperature chamber allows physical
testing from -65 to 20O0C.

Die shear tester

Measurement of shear strength of
adhesives.

Incoming material test. evaluation^
of selected adhesives in specific
applications.

Micro-pull testes (Dage)

0 to 10 KG; programmable

Wire bond testing

Impact tester (IZOD)

0 to

Fracture testing of plastic

Shear Modulus Testing
Torsion pendulum designed
and fabricated at GEND
Tensile Testinq

5 ft-ib

Viscosity Measurements
Cone and plate viscometer
manufactured by Brookfield
Engineering Laboratories

Measures viscosities from 261 to

191,608centipoise.

Viscosity measurements on metallize slurries, especially formulations with volatile solvents.

Requires only from 0.5 to 2 cm3 af
sample.
Provides constant temperature
control sf sample from 0 to O
I OOC,
but normally runs at 25 to 56OC.
Miscometer (HAKKE)

Cone and plate; 50-10x10E6 cps;

-20to 150°C

Wheological, viscosity measurements
of resins and metal slurries

POLYMER (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Surface Analysis

I

I

I
I

I

Nikon stereolphoto micro=COW

Magnification6.6 to 40X, 4 by 5
polaroid film format, electronic
exposure.

Visual surface analysis and photographic record keeping.

Microtone slicer, Sorvall
MT5000 ultra microtome

Microprocessor controlled diamond
knife to secion polymers; depth of
cut from 995 to 5 nm, repeatable
within 5 A per cutting
- cycle.
-

Microstructuralanalysis of crystalline plastics for failure
analysis, part design, and processing
- optimization.
.

Meseran surface analyzer

Radioactive evaporative method

Surface cleanliness

Color video cameralrecorder

Microscope mounting 19inch color
monitor, 314-inch tape recorder

Monitor reaction, procedures,
education, stop action of events

Wizard microprocessor temperature
controller, X-Y plotter, minipress
PP-45.

Measure dielectric constant,
capacitance, and loss factor of polymers during and after cure.

Cathode ray tube (crt) display,
dual disk drive, printer, multiprogrammer.

General pupose computing capability to interface with physical
transducers.

Cut hard materials such as ceramic,
alumina-filled resin, thin wall
tubing, and glass.

cal testing.

Dielectric Measurement
Audrey 380 dielectric
spectrometer
Computers
HP87 and HP150 computers
manufactured by
Hewlett-PackardCorp.
Sample Cuttinq
Pistorius cutoff wheel

dBC precision sample wtter

Preparation of samples for physi-

Accurate cutting of thin film
material to be used in physical
testing.

Preparation of tensiie strength
and modulus sample.

Vapor degreaser

Able to solvent clean parts without
actual physical contact with the
solvent.

Used to remove oil imbedded in
ceramic or other porous material.

Ultrasonic cleaner (3)

Clean parts by immersion in fluid
subjected to ultrasonic vibration.

General parts cleaning.

Hydraulic press 0 to 7 1 ton, 18in. platen separation, platen
heated 150 to 500° F.

General pressing operations,
sample curing under pressuretheat
conditions.

Sample Cleaning

Press

Carver laboratory press

CERAMICS
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Powder Characterization
W icrotrac

.

Patricle diameter determination
by means of light scattering
(Rayleigh) analysis.

PZT, varistor powders, tape
casting slips, metallized, RTG,
WCP, thermal battery powders

Relatively fast, particle diameter range -0.2 to 150 micron,
Cumulative volume distribution

Sedigraph

Particle diameter determination
by means of X-ray sedimentation
measurements.
Relatively slow, particle size
range -0.2 to 100 microns.
C~~mulatlve
mass distribution,
Assumes spherical particles can
only be used on pure materials.
Limited to elements with atomic
numbers > 13.

Horiba

Particle diameter determination by
means of centrifugally induced
sedimentation.
Faster than the Sedigraph. Time
varies from a fraction to 20 min.
Same limitation as above except for
atomic number.

Zetasizer

Automatic zeta potential determination. Particle diameter
determination by means of
diffraction of light.

Zeta Meter

Zeta potential determination in
susisensisns or slurries.

Leh-Qrthlux Optical
Microscope

Particle shape and size analysis.
Mineral identification.
Material morphological properties
particle shape, absolute size and
cleavage of single particles.
Identiiicationof phases and mineral
content of a sample. Homogeneity
of sample.

Chemical Preparation
of Ceramic Powders

Preparationof ceramic powders
from aqueous solutions. Affords
ease of preparation of nearly
any composition, ease of diyrers..
ing trace additives, control of
composition, homogeneity and
purity.

PZT, varistor powders, tape
casting slips. Compositions
requiring a high degree
of control

CERAMICS (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Variety of equipment for the
preparation of large batches of
solutions, mixing, precipitation
and filtering. Precise control
Tempress furnace, control atmosphere and vacuum furnace.
Ceramic Fabrication

-

Prepare body powder ball mill
raw material, spray dry.

-

Press powder isostatic (50,000
Iblin 9, automechanicaldie.

-

I

Sinter (up to 1750° C) air,
hydrogen, argon or nitrogen
atmosphere.

Electrical insulators (94 percent
alumina ceramic; special compositions doped alumina, pure
alumina, rutile, varistor, ferroelectric), cermet feedthroughs,
prototype components, braze fixtures, gages, rework of purchased
parts, vendor support and problem
solving.

-

-

Machine and finish grind tracer
and turret lathes, vertical mill,
centerless grinder, rotary surface
grinder, LNC Lathe, CNC Mill.
URrasonic impact machine, vibratory
finisher.

-

Cleaning and inspection dye penetrant testing, specific gravity,
inspection microscope.
Tape Casting

Able to produce layers of thin
ceramics (down to 0.001 inch) of
various compositions for use as
single layers or pressed together into laminates.

Material Forming

Injection molding of ceramics (low
pressure air injection). This machine
is still new to GEND but we have been
able to mold a 94% alumina body with
an 82% solids content. We anticipate
molding other ceramic compositions
such as PZT. Dual objectives are
near net shape forming to save
machining time and/or produce
higher quality ceramic structures

Glass Melting

Weigh and blend raw materials
precision balances, twin shell
blenders.

-

-

Melt and fine glass electric
furnaces (bottom loading with
platinum crucibles and stirrers).

Production of multilayer
ceramic capacitors (barium
titanate), current stacks
(PZT),thin substrates
(alumina).

Glass-ceramic insulators, preforms
for glass-to-metal seals.

CERAMICS (Continued)

-

Glass casting molds with preheat
furnace, vacuum assisted molding,
transfer molding with arbor press.

-

Annealing belt annealing furnace.,
box annealing furnaces.

-

Finishing slice and grind,
chemical etch and polish.
Glazing and Enameling

Slurry preparation and application
equipment.

Glazing of ceramics and enameling.
of metals.

Glass to Metal Sealing
Firing Capability

Mine zone belt furnace using
hydrogen, forming gas, argon, and
nitrogen for glass-Po-metal sealing
f he m a c e length provides excellent
annealing capability for a belt
furnace
Vacuum and inert gas retort furnaw
for glass-eeramic sealing and %dive
metal brazing. Control system allows
excellem Control M part temperature over complex profiles making
it very suitable for contmtling
the dwitrifiition of glass-ceramic
compositions.

Material Joining

Active metal bondingtbrazing performed
in vacuum using nonsilver braze material
as well as conventional silver bearing alloys.

Sealing

Capable of sealing a wide variety of
materials to various glasses producing
high quality seals. Appropriate sealing
furnaces are available.

Measurement and Test

Microscope/photographsdocumentation
toolmakers microscope IR and DC breakdown
equipment; leak detector Helium

Physical Testing
Xflius Olsen universal
tester

Computer controlled units capable
of testing to 30,000 Ib in a m pression or tension, with data
acquisition, analysis, display and
recording.

Testing of ceramic, metal adhesive
bonding for incoming inspeetion,
research and development, and product certification requirements.

CERAMICS (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

APPLICATIONS

CAPABILITY

Olsen cup tester

Measurement of relative ductility
(Iformability) of sheet metal.

To determine if material will perform well during forming operations.

Diiatometer

Measurement of linear comcie
of expansion to within 0.01 X 10
in.IoC, from -70 to 700OC.

Measurements of metals, glasses
and plastics for incoming test
and research and development.

'-lf

Active Ceramics (ferroelectric, piezolectric, etc.1

I

I

PT3138 Hysteresis
looper

Provides applied potential hysteresis
looping for ferroelectric materials

Ferroelectrics

Fractometer

Measures fracture toughness of
short bar notched samples

Ferroelectricsand other ceramics

P'3387 hydrostatic

Depolarizes ferroelectric materials
with pressure to 100 ksi

Ferroelectrics

Polarizes ferroelectric at
elevated temperatures

ferroelectrics

depoler
Hot poler

METALLURGY
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

-

APPLICATIONS

-

Hardness Testing!
Rockwell hardness, superficial Rockwell hardness
and macrohardness measurements

Measure macrohardness of sample,
surface hardness, hardness of an
individual grain of material. Both
metals and polymers (plastics and
rubber) can be tested.

Measure hardness of material to
determine if it meets material
specifications.

Shore hardness tester

Shore A and D.

Measure hardness of elastomers and
rubbers

Sample preparation equipment

Cut, mount, grind, and polish
metallurgical or ceramic samples,

All metallographicor ceramographic samples.

Dexton vacuum evaporator

Vacuum deposit metal and carbon.

Preparation of nonconductive
materials for electron microprobe
examination. Preparatiinof
replicas.

Technics sputtering system

Sputter deposition of metallic and
nonmetallic films.

Preparation of nonconductive
materials for electron microprobe
examination. Preparation of
replicas.

Optical microscopy Zeiss
Axiomat, Reichert MeF2X
metallograph, Bausch and
Lomb Balphot I metallograph,
Zeiss upright microscope,
Wild dual observation
microscope.

Light optic observation and photo.
graphy from 48 to 400X in relectedl
light with normal, dark field,
polarized and Nonnarski differential interferences contrast capabilities.

All specimens prepared for metab.
lographic or ceramographic
obsewat'ions. Usage ranges from
routine sampling to research
applications.

AMR 9000A scanning electon
microscope with Tracor
Northern EDA

Electron optic observations and
photography of materials from 5 to
300,800X9with 70 A resolution,
excellent depth of field. EBA for
elemental analysis.

Any solid material 6-in. diameter
by 10-in. height or less. No
special sample preparation
required.

deolco CX-1W transmission
electron microscope (TEM)

Microscopic examination of replic;as
or specially prepared thin samples
from 3,000 to 200,000X.

Prepared and replicated metallographic or ceramographic samples.

Gaton dual ion mill

Thinning of metallic and nonmetallic specimens by sputtering.

Preparation of thin specimens for
examination in the TEM.

Quantimet 900 with Stereoscan 100 scanning electron
microscope (SEM)

Evaluates surface features on
metallographic samples and photographs.

Measurement, evaluation, end
counting of selected features of
sectioned welds, brazes, alloys,
powders, and ceramics.

Metallography

-

-

METALLURGY (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABIL l N

APPLICATIONS

Radiography

1

Bicker X-ray system

Locates and measures flaws, inelusions, and piece parts within
opaque assemblies. Range: 1-5-in.
steel thickness or equivalent.
250 kV max., 5 mA max.

Nondestructiveevaluation of parts
and assemblies.

Qetects flaws and measures thickness of solid materials in the
range 0.15 to 2.00 in. Flaw size
minimum diameter approximately
0.010 in.

Nondestructiveevaluation of
welds, braze joints, raw stock,
machined parts.

Nortec NBT 125 thickness
gage

Measures thickness of solid materials in the range of 0.010 to 0.5
in., with digital display.

Measurement of thickness of tub@
frame walls or sheet stock.

Scanning ultrasonic
microscope

100 MHZ maximum operating
frequency permits resolution
of defects as small as onehalf mil. Depth profiling
and real-time image enhancement with preprogrammed
scanning allows semi-automatic
inspection.

Detects cracks, and porosity
in all types of welds, voids
and unbonded areas in brazes,
voids and delaminations in
potted assemblies, and pores
and interfacial defects in
ceramic-to-metal seals.

Measures thickness of metallic or
nonmetallic coatings in the range
of 0 to 10 mils, with digital
readout.

Inspection of metal coatings; nondestructive evaluation of vendorsupplied platings.

Enhances edges and discontinuities

Quantitative measurement of
feature size and location on product radiographs. Detection of
previously unknown flaws.

Ultrasonics
Tek Tran Immerscooe II

-

Panametrics Model
5601 pulser
receiver (2)
Tektronix 7912
transient digitizer (2)
DEK MicroVax I1 Computer
Automation Industries 510
Tank and Midus Controller
with contour following
capability

I

AeroTech 3-Axis Scanner
Eddy Currents

I

NDT Instruments, Vector 131

Ancillary NDE Facilities
Spatial data image enhancer

of radiographic images; magnifies

radiographic images and records.

METALLURGY (Continued)
--

TECHNOLOGY

CAPABlLlN

APPLICATIONS

--

Laser holometry system,
58 nW

Measures deformation of surfaces
in response to various stimuli.
Can &t@dand record displacemerlts
as small as 10 pin., approximately.

Betermin@location of weak spot in
walls of pressure vessels.

Schlieren system

Produces visual analogs of ultrasonic beams in water.

Quantitative evaluation of ultrasonic transducers. Assistance in
design of ultrasonic inspection
schemes.

Radiographic darkroom

For developing radiographic films,
as well as photographic plates
used in X-ray diffraction, spectrographie, and TEM studies.

Development of all Engineering
X-ray films and photographic
plates. Backup for Manufacturing
automatic film processor.

Thermal radiation sensing for
gross defects in materials
and assemblies.

Portable system. Coating, pipes, dude,
electronic components.

infrared

Inframetrics infrared
system

COMPONENT AND PRODUCT EVALUATION
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Anode Voltage Critical
Rate of Rise (dv/dt)
Testing

Three bench setups utilizing digital
oscilloscopes, pulse generators.
and dvtdt testing.

Acceptance testing of silicon
controlled rectifiers (SCRs)

integrated Circuit Testing

Electrical parameters tested in
various environments utilizing
bench setup.

Acceptance testing of monolithic
and hybrid integrated circuit.

Discrete Semiconductor
Testing

Electrical parameters tested in
various environments utilizing
curve tracer or bench setup.

Acceptance testing of transistors,
silicon controlled rectifiers
(SCRs), and diodes.

Discrete Passive Component
Testing

Inductance and capacitance at
frequencies from 100 Hz to 10 MHz.
Resistance from 1 kilohm to 100
teraohm, direct current.
NOTE: Full scale ranges.

Acceptance testing of inductors,
transformers, capacitors, resistors, wire, metal oxide varistors.

Dielectric Analysis

Two separate systems to measure
permitiiity and loss tangent for
thin sheets (< 254 p ) and flat plates
( <8 mm) at five frequencies '
between 120 Hz and 1 MHz in various
environments.

Acceptance testing of capacitor
dielectric and ceramic insulator
samples. Development of Dielectric
Materials technology.

AC Hi-Pot

Detection of electrical breakdowns
up to 60 kV at room temperature.

Acceptance testing of insulating
materials.

Reverse Recovery
Time (Trr) Testing

Bench setup utilizing a digital
oscilloscope, pulse generator,
power supplies and Trr fixture

Acceptance testing of diodes.

PC Board Testing

Point-to-point continuity and
insulation resistancetesting
utilizing bench setup.

Acceptance testing of printed
printed circuit boards.

Chip Capacitor
Testing

Capacitance, dissipation factor
and DC leakage from 100 Hz to 1 MHz
at temperatures up to 150°C (except
for 1 MHz), utilizing bench setup
and probing station.

Acceptance testing of
chip capacitors.

Oscillator Test and
Analysis

Waveform parameter measurement
with one part in 1025 V and time
resolution repetiiive. Three percent resolution on single shot
waveforms from dc to 225 MHz.
Frequency measurement to 8 digit
resolution.

Performance verification of production assemblies.

Either sinusoidal or random vibration in a temperature range from
-75 to 1 2 5 and
~ ~at a force pound
rating of 7000 sine, 5500 random.

Analysis of alt final units,
components and subassemblies.

Environmental Capabilities

-

Vibration both sinusoidal
and random vibration

COMPONENT
TECHNOLOGY

-

Shock mechanical impact
shock

High altitude simulation

Haversine shock pulses up to
20,800G's (0.2 ms 5 Ib package),
lower G levels up to 50 Ib. mix.

Analysis of units, components and
subassemblies.

Simulation of altitudes to 125,000

Analysis of final units, components and subassemblies.

ft wer a temperature range of

-75 to 10oOc.
Humidity

Steady state controlled humidity
or programmable temperature and
and humidity conditions simulatecl
as required via microcomputer.

Component and subassembly evilluation plus material analysis.

Temperature

Microcomputer controlled four
and eight cu. ft. chambers
capable of automated ramping ,
and profiles from -75 to + 125O6.

Final units, subassemblies,
components, and material
analysis.

Temperature shock

Mictocomputer controlled 2-zone/
Szone carrier transfer and
tempsature controlled chamber
from -75 to ++25'C.

Final units, subassemblies,
components, and material analysis.

Rate table

Mhro~omputercontrolled precision
22 in. rate table with a rnax. speed of
8,000~6
capable of performing
tests from -65 to 125OC and
monitoring specimen electrical
parameters via 30 slip ring
circuits.

Analysis of accelerometers
and future development
projects.

Discharge current life test,
capable of 15,068 V and 75,000 A,
direct current, and life test to
10,8330 V; dielectric strength in a
3-TOPK
vacuum to 35,000 V, insuisation resistance, breakdown tests to
20,000 V, all at room ambient ancl
environmental extremes. Capacitor
internal parameter measurements at
high voltages.

Development of capacitor technology and analysis.

+

Energy Storage Capacitor
Pest Capability

Quartz Resonator Test and
Analyses
Resonator Characterization

Measures resonant frequency and
motional parameters of quartz
resonators @om 1to 80 MHz at
room ambient temperature.

COMPONENT AND PRODUCT EVALUATION (Continued)
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I

CAPABILITY

Resonator Frequency and
Resistance ws. Temperature

Measures the change in resonant
frequency and resistance of
1 MHz to 80 MHz quartz resonators
over a temperature range of -55 to 125OC
with a minimum step size of 0.25OC.
The upper turning point,
or the temperature of minimum
frequency variation, and a third order
curve fit are typical outputs.

Resonator and Clock
Aaina Determination

Predicts the 20-year frequency drift
of a clock or resonator based on 30
days of aging. The frequency of
each device operating at its upper
turning point is measured with better
than one part per billion precision
per day. Ovens presently exist for 8 MHz,
16 MHz, 21 MHz, and 96 MHz quartz
resonators and for 4 MHz, 16 MHz and
96 MHz clocks. Ovens are commercially
available. Frequency measurements is
capable from DC to 100 MHz.

Clock Parameters vs.
Temperature

Measures clock frequency stability
during startup, clock power supply
current draw and output waveform
parameters of multiple output clocks
from 1 MHz to 100 MHz over a temperature
range of -65 to 150°C.

Clock Burn-In

Monitors clock frequency at a constant
temperature from -55 to 1 5 0 ~ ~
with a frequency precision of better than
one part per million and reports the date
and time of a failure.

Transistor Scattering
Parameters

The S-parameter tester is capable of
measuring the scattering parameters of
TO-5, TO-12 or stripline transistors
over the frequency range of 500 KHz to
1.2 GHz.

Remote Cesium Beam
Frequency Standard

Two long time constant local oscillators
in cascade are phase locked to a remote
Cesium Beam Frequency Standard accessed
through the Loran-C transmission
network. The phase error of each phase
lock loop is continuously recorded on a
strip charge for system verification.
The frequency precision and stability of
the standard is at least two orders of
magnitude better than the most precise
measurement data.

APPLICATIONS

COMPONENT AND PRODUCT EVALUATION (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

-

Defect Analysis
Testing, failure verification; disassembly by
machining, grinding, and
microsectioning; chemical
dissolutions; optical
microscopy; macro-and
micro-photography; instant
color photography, including
Viewgraphs, up to
8x10; scanning electron
microscopy and energy
dispersive X-ray analysis
with image processing

Perfom electrica!, mechanical,
and temperature tests using test
chambers, meters, oscilloscopes,
curve tracers, bridges, thermocouples and liquid crystals to
verify defects in products, cornpowents and hybrid microcircuits.
Fabricate fixtures and open
specimens using milling machine,
lathe, c u t d saw, hand grinders,
wafering saw, grinding and
lapidary polishing equipment.

Failure verification, postmortem
analysis and reporting,
including color photographs, on
electronic components, semicondrrctors, hybrids and products
inciuding neutron generators,
detectors, lightning arrester connectors, radioisotopic thermoelectric generators, internal
vacuum switches, crystal resonators, and clocks.

Use magnifiers, copy cameras, stereo microscopes and differential interference
contrast metallurgical microscope to
view and photograph, on instant
film, subjects from life-size to
aCMMX or up to 20,08QXon the SEM.
Elementally identify materials,
process SEM images and mnstruct
X-ray dot maps in color on the E019
Neutron/)(-Ray Measurement
SE-1065 Engineering
digitized Data System

Measurement and analysis of
transient nuclear and
electrical phenomena

Acceptance testing d neutron
generators. Neutron generator
development.

Bimatlon 8100
Digitizers

6 digitizers available.
Computer controlled. Measurements of 1000 samples at rates
up to 10 nS/sample. Automatic
calibration.

Tube-transformer assembly
development.

1600 BPI tape drive

Storage and retrieval of
waveformsldata.

10 Megabyte disk drive

Storage of test parameters.
Logs all activity on system.
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ADVANCED INSTRUMENTAL - DEVELOPMENT
CHEMISTRY AND GAS ANALYSIS
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Gas Analysis
Atlas Werke, CHtV mass
spectrometer

Analysis of gases and liquids,
mass range mle 1-2400, resolution
to mass 1500, detection down to
1 PPm-

Quantitative analysis of mixtures,
especially hydrogen isotope analysis; qualitative analysis, identification of unknown components in
complex mixtures; micro-analysis
and purity test; quantitative and
qualitative chromatograph; standardization of standard gas leaks.

Finnigan MAT 251 HOT mass
spectrometer

Analysis of gases; ;mass range 1
to 200 resolution 1/1300; detection limit of 0.02 pl.

Quantitative analysis of gas mixtures; analysis of hydrogen
isotopes outgassed from metal
hydrides.

Finnigan MAT 271 mass
spectrometer (magnetic
sector, gas inlet system,
HP9845 computer and disk
drive

Analysis of gases, multiple resolution (200-2500), mass range
6-300,external source slit selection, 3 faraday cups, 1electron
multiplier, detection limit 1ppm.

Analysis of ppm level impurities
in pure gases, 200,2500 resolution; high precision analysis of
hydrogen isotopes (1300 resolution).

QuPont 21-104 mass spectrometer

Quantitativeanalysis of gaseous
samples resolution 2000, mass
range 1-1500, detection limit
0.02 pi.

Analysis of hydrogen isotopes,
outgassing analysis of metal
hydride occluder films.

Consolidated Electrodynamics

Analysis of gases; mass range m/e
1-150; resolution 1/200; detection
50 ppm.

Quantitative analysis of gas mixtures; purity test of bulk gas
samples; gases evolved from metals
heated to 900°.

200-kV linear accelerator
system (Accelerator Inc.,
Model 200 MP Accelerator,
three independent beam
lines, HP data system,
Ortec multichannel analyzer, particle and gamma ray
spectroscopy systems.)

Nuclear reaction analysis, rutherford backscattering analysis and
ion implantation with focused ion
beams; analyzed beam currents up
to 1 mA with singly charged
energies between 20 and 200 keV;
analysi chamber vacuums down to
1.2~10 torr; fast neutron production, continuously pulsed,
with fluxes up to 10 per s.

Nondestructive measurements of the
neutron ouptut efficiencies,
hydrogen isotope content,
helium9 content and surface
oxide thickness of hydride films;
spatial and depth profile measurements of heavy elements in light
element matrices, hydrogen isotopes and helium-3 in hydride
films. Trace analysis of oxygen
and nitrogen by fast neutron activation analysis in bulk materials;
calibrated neutron production for
neutron detector calibrations and
development.

-8
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ADVANCED INSTRUMENTAL - DEVELOPMENT
CHEMISTRY AND GAS ANALYSIS (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

-

APPLICATIONS

Laser milliprobe

Qualitative identification and
semiquantitativeanalysis of
all trace impurities in solid
insulating samples. Mass
range is from lithium through
uranium. Sensitivity of 10 ppb.
Mass resolution 1part in
10,000. Minimal sample
preparation.

Analysis of high purity ceramics,
glasses, and quartz as well as the
qualitative analysis of small (15 nricrom
diameter or larger) spots or
inclusions in both insulators
and conductors.

Varian WR-380 nuclear
magnetic resonance
spectrometer

Analysis of liquids and solids
which contain certain magnetic
nuclei possessing e nuclear spin.
Limits are both concentration
and nucleus dependent. Most common
are proton and carbon-13 analyses.
Through fourier transform analysis
millimolar solutions may be studied

Quantitative analysis of solutions,
liquids, and solids, especially
organics. Presence or absence d
certain magnetic nuclei in different
dblkadional groups can be
confirmed. Structural and
geometric relationships among
the magnetic nuclei can be
examined. Reaction rates of polymrs,
resins, and other organic reactions,
composition of plating baths and other
solutions can be monitored.

Gas chromatograph/mass
spectrometer

Separation, qualitative identificatlon
and quantitative measurement of the
constiiuents of organic mixtures.
Limit of detection is about 100 picogram.
Mass range 1to 15,000 AMU. Mass
resolution 1 part in 50,000

Analysis of organic mixtures,
gold phosphate compiexes, high
m o k i a r weight polymers,
measurement of solvent purities,
analysis of organic polfutants
in water, analysis of organic incoming
solvemts and materials, process
solvents, etc.

Analytical quadrupole analysis system (turbomolecular
pumped high vacuum system,
HP data system, UTI lOOC
quadrupole mass spectrometer)

Analysis of gases via scanning or
peak stepping, scan rate of 2 AMU
per s, step settling time AMUS to
AMU3QOEpf1 s, sample environment
of 5x10- torr or better, external manifold for calibration gases,
external sample manifold with
controlled temperature operation.

Permeation testing of vacuum materials, analysis of trace amounts
of residual gases in small components, small sample outgassing
studies, gas phase reactiono
kinetics studies.

Thermal desorpdion analysis
system (UKI lOOe quadruple
mass spectrometer, HP data
system, Research Inc.

Analysis of gases, scan rate of 1
scants with computer data reduction 2M, arm le vacuum environment
of 9x10 torr or Her, d ection limit of 4x10 std cm ,
programmed sample temperature
ramping capability from ambient
to 10wOc.

Measurement of gases evolved from
solid materials heated in a
vacuum; measurement of tube exhaust gases, measurement of gettering characteristics of solid
materials in a high vacuum environment.

JOEL 016-M spark source
mass spectrometer

Analysis of solid material; mass
range 36 to 1 (e-g., mte 7-252 in
a single setting); limit of detection 0.01 ppm.

Analysis of high purity metals asid
thin films, semiconductors, powders, liquids and solids.

-7
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ADVANCED INSTRUMENTAL - DEVELOPMENT
CHEMISTRY AND GAS ANALYSIS (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABlLiTY

APPLICATIONS

X-ray difftactionfmicrodiffradion

Identification of crystalline
phases for specimens as small as
30 jb; quantitative determination
of phases; surface residual stress
measurements.

Metal hydride identification; RTG
SiGe alloy composition; incoming
inspection; shelf life studies.

X-ray emission

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of elements Z s 14; film thickness measurements.

Incoming inspection; film areal
density measurements; materials
identification.

Rapid, nondestructive identification and analyses 2>20; nondestructive film thickness and gas content
measurements in tritided films.

lncoming inspection; film areal
density measurements; identification and sorting of materials.

Qualitative identification and
quantitative analysis of elements
Z> 6, especially particulates in
the range of
and greater;
small area film thickness meawrements, X-ray mapping and secondary
electron backscatter photographs.

Areal density measurements; Quasimetallize thickness; particulate
contamination identification;
diffusion studies.

Nondestructivecharacterization of
solid surfaces; detects less than
0.1 monolayer of surface atoms;
ESCAIAuger sensitive to all elements
atomic number 3 and greater;
quantitative indication of elemental spatial distribution; 5-pm
point analysis; depth composition
using inert gas sputtering; information on surface topography;
performs elemental mapping; obtain
photographs using secondary electron
backscattering and absorbed current. Provides chemical bonding
information; SlMS detects all
elements and their isotopes;
provides ppb elemental sensitivity.

Chemical analysis of surfaces,
evaluation of surface conditions
after processing, sputtering and
depth profiling; evaluation of
cleaning and degassing procedures;
point analysis of small areas;
element maps for detailed comparison of elemental concentration;
determine location of impurities
on surface; characterize solidsolid-gas interfaces to obtain
information about the chemical
state and bonding processes;
study effects of surface reactions
such as solid-gas reactions in the
oxidation of metals; determine
distribution of hydrogen isotopes
in materials.

Quantitative analysis of airborne
contamination levels; sizes and
counts particles in 0.5, 1.0,
5.0, 10.0, and 15.Op rangetft?301
of
air; capable of collecting data in
in data processing tape form.

Determine airborne contamination
levels in a form comparable to
Federal Standard 2098; dynamic
collection of particulate contamination information.

Electron microprobe

ADVANCED INSTRUMENTAL - DEVELOPMENT
CHEMISTRY AND GAS ANALYSIS (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABlLlN

Airborne particle counter
Royco 245

Airborne particle counter
Royco 245 commuter
interface

-

EBi f!uorescence microscope
Olympus Qanox

-

Microscope brightfield/
darkfieldtEPl Normarski
interference contrast
Olympus Vanox

-

-

Polarizing microscope
Olympus Vanox

Polarizing microscope
Wild M-20

-

-

APPLICATIONS

-

Quantitative analysis of airborne
contamination levels; sizes and
counts yrticles in 0.5 to 20.0 p
rangetft of air.

Determine airborne contamination1
levels in a form comparable to
Federal Standard 2098; stationary
monitoring of clean rooms.

Same as above plus collected data
can be processed and plotted to
allow easy interpretation of data.

Determine airborne contamination
levels in a form comparable to
Federal Standard 2096; stationary
monitoring of clean rooms.

Microfluorescence observation of
opaque and nonopaque materials by
illumination with ultraviolet,
vioiet, blue and green light at
magnifications of 120 to 1200%
photomicrographic, CCTV and video
taping capabilities are provided.

Differentiation of particulate and
fibrous materials undistinguishable by more usual microscopic
methods; detection and quantification of bacteria, pyrogens and
contamination associated with deionized water systems, surfaces
and production processes.

Sizing and counting of collected
particulate matter, magnification
up to 400X (1000X with EPI Normerski); used to study the morphology
and characteristics of discrete
particulates and surficiai contam- .
ination; has photographic, CCTV,
and video taping capabilities.

First fine of identificaton of
unknown contaminants; can be used
independently or in conjuction
with other laboratory instrumentation; also, optical micrometry to
approximately 0.5 P and percentage
areal analysis of surfaces.

Qualitative and quantitative deter..
minations of the optical characteristics of nonopaque microspecimens
at magnifications up to 1000X;
used to observe morphology of
internal structures or microstresses within crystalline and
noncrystalline transparent
materials; has photographic,
CCW, and video taping capability.

Identiiication of nonopaque particulates end fibrous materials;
refractive index determinations of
transparent solids; optical micrometry and angular measurement of
microscopic features.

Thermomicroscopic determination a
continuous observation of material
behavior at controlled temperatures
to 3 6 0 " ~
and at magnifications up
to 4WX; optional polarization
capability affords greater accuracy
and allows for enhanced monitoring
of minute changes in internal
morphology of nonopaque materials.

Individualand mixed melting point
determinations of microgram scale
samples; dynamic behaviour studies
of materials at elevated temperatures; purification of minute
samples by sublimination.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY SERVICES
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

'Total organic carbon
analysis

Quantitative analysis of water for
organic carbon (50 ppb to 2 ppm).

Liquid scintillation
Counters, two Beckman
series 5800

Quantitativeanalysis for alpha,
beta, and gamma emitters in liquid
samples; measurements of activities due to tritium at pcilml
levels and 10 percent counting
error.

Determination of activities due to
tritium in environmental, bioassays and smear sampies.

Alpha spectrometer

Determination of activities due to
alpha emitting isotopes in the 4.0
to 6.0 MeV energy range.

Determinationof environmental .
levels of plutonium isotopes in
air, soil, water, an bioassay$.

LASS Ialpha scintillation

Measures gross alpha particles.

Plutonium contamination monitoring.

Beta, gamma counter

Measures low levels of
radiation due to Beta or
Gamma emissions.

Sealed, radioactive sources, fallout
samples, and lead probes.

Atomic absorption/flame
emission spectrophotometer,
Perkin-Elmer Model 5000
with Zeeman graphite furnaceaccessory

Quantitative determination of
metal concentrations as ppm levels
in solution by flame AA or at ppb
levels in solution by graphite
furnace AA.

Chemical analysis of metals,
glasses, and ceramics; trace
impurity analysis in environmental
samples and plating baths; precision thin film measurements.

Optical emission spectrograph, Bausch and Lomb dual
grating 1.5-m spectrograph
with Zeebac arc source and
Apex arc stand

Semiquantitative multielement
analysis of chemical constituents
and impurities at trace ad ultratrace levels in solid samples.

Quality control of incoming
materials and metallize powders;
first test performed for identifying unknown inorganic residues.

Inductively coupled plasmaatomic emission spectrometer, Instruments SA, Inc.
Model JY-38VHR sequential
spectroanalyzer

Multielement chemical determination of metals and some nonmetals
at subpart per million levels in
solution; measures five elements
per min. with a precision of
better than 1 percent (R.S.D.).

Measurement of trace metal impurities at ppb levels in solvents and
materials; analysis of high purity
metals and alloys; thin film analysis at microgram levels.

Atomic fluorescence
spectrometer, Baird AFSI
2000 with automatic sample
changer

Quantitativedetermination of
metals and some nonmetals at ppm
levels in solution; simultaneous
measurement of up to 12 elements.

Chemical analysis of metallize
powders, glasses, ceramics, and
various alloys; analysis of environmental sampies for trace impurities; analysis of plating baths
for major and minor constituents
and trace impurities.

,

Determine organic carbon levels in
Dl process and product water.

Absorption/Emission Spectrometry

Calorimetry and Electrochemistry
Adiabatic calorimeter, Parr
Model 1244 and 1243

Measurement of heat of combustion
and heat of reaction of sample
sizes in the range of 500 to 5000
calories.
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Determination of calorific output
of thermal battery heat pellets,

heat papers, and other heat source
materials; characterization of
iron powders.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY SERVICES (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

-

APPLICATIONS

-

Differential pulse polarography
and differential pulse stripping
analysis, normal pulse polarography, normal pulse stripping,
dc polarography and linear sweep
voltometry.

Quantitation of electrochemical%y
active ions in solution at trace
levels; analysis of mluable incoming materials, sovents, battery
materials, plating bath impurities
and environmentalsamples.

infrared spectrephotometer/
Perkin-Elmer Model 2838

Provides structural identification
information of organic and inorganic solids, liquids, and gases;
can detect absorbing species down
to microgram levels.

Verification of incoming materials
solvents; defect analysis end
characterizationof resins and
polymer systems; analysis of contamination control and environmental health samples.

Fourier transform infrared
spectrometers, Nicolet
Model 20-SX, and Nicolet
Model 5 s - 8 .

Performs identiiication of organic
and inorganic solids, liquids, andl
gases at trace Bevels; spectral
substraction, integration, peak
picking, baseline correction, and
spectral library searching.

Quantitative measurement and
molecular structure identification
of incoming materials; charaderization of polymers, giass-ceramiics
sol gel glasses, battery materials
and ferroelectrics.

Ultraviolet (UV)lvisible
qxctrophotometer, Beckman
Acta MVI spectrophotometer

Quantitative determination of
metals and mmeta6s in solut~ora
with high precision and accuracy;
sensitive down to ppm levels.

Characterization of metals and
alloys; precision thin film measurement and calibration; analysis
of pollutants in water and air
samples.

High performance liquid
chromatography, Waters
Associates Model 224 with
refractive index and UV
dePec%ors

Provides liquid/solirf (absorption),
liquid/liquid (partition), ion
exchange and gel psmeation (siize
exclusion) modes of separation for
complex mixtures of liquids and/or
solids.

Qualitative and quantitative
characterization of polymer sys-,
terns, water pollutants and transformer fluids.

Gas chromatography, PerkinE l m r Model 2000 with flame
ienization, thermal
conductivity, and electron
capture detectors; and
Tekman Model LSC-2 liquid
sample concentrator

Separation and identification of
volatile compounds in complex mixtures, and concentration of ppb
components for separatiin and
identification.

Identification and quantitation d
volatile organic components and
contaminants; measurement of incoming solvent purity; analysis
of organic pollutants in water,
wastewater, and air samples.

Gas chromatograph, Varian
Model 3700 with thermal
conductivity and electron
capture detectors

Separation and quantitative messurernent of volatile halogenated
organics down to ppb levels.

Analysis of wastewaters for
chlorinated organics and PCBs in
in and oil samples.

Polarographic analyzer
EG and G Model 384

Spectrophotometry

Chromatography

GENERAL CHEMISTRY SERVICES (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS

Gas chromatograph, PerkinElmer Model Sigma 2000
with flame ionization,
thermal conductivity and
electron capture detectors

Separation, identification, and
quantitative measurement of mixtures of gases and volatile compounds; headspace analysis.

Quantitative measurement of
LAMB cell gages.

ion chromatograph, Dionex
Model 16 with conductimetric and electrochemical
detectors

Separation and quantitative detection of organic and inorganic
anions and cations in aqueous
media.

Quality control analysis of incoming materials, chemicals, and
solvents; analysis of ionic pollutants in water and air samples;
characterization of battery
materials.

DuPont 990 and 1090 thermal
analyzers equipped with
high pressure differential
scanning calorimeter, dual
sample differential (-200
to 750°C), scanning calorimeter, intermediate differential thermal analysis
(DTA) cell (-200 to 8w°C),
high temperature DTA cells
(0 to 1200°C and 0 to
1 6 ~ C),
0 ~thermomechanical
analyzer (TMA) and thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA).

Determination of heat of reaction,
glass transition temperature,
specific heat, crystallization
temperature, melting and boiling
points, degree of cure of polymer,
coefficient of thermal expansion,
and quantitative weight change as
a function of temperature.

Characterization of ferroefectrics
varistor materials, glass ceramics
sol gel glass, thermal battery
materials, and polymer systems.

DuPsnt Model 903H moisture
evolution analyzers (two)

Determination of moisture in
organic and inorganic solid
materials as a function of temp
erature.

Quantitative measurement of moisture content of polymers, PZT,
glasses, thermal battery materials
and polymer systems.

Elemental analyzer, PerkinElmer Model 2408

Quantitative microanalysis of
organic and inorganic materials
for percent carbon, hydrogen, and
nitrogen.

Quality control measurement and
characterization of resins and
polymers; technique for studying
polymer mixing and extent of
reaction.

Thermometric titrator,
Sanda Model DVR thermotitration system

Automatic and fast thermometric
tiirations k r measuring acid
base, redox and precipitation
titrations.

Characterizationsof incoming
materials, thermal battery
materials and plating baths.

Surface area measurements on powders using both the modified
single point and multipoint BET
techniques; allows measurements of
average pore volume, pore size
distribution, adsorption and
desorption isotherms, true powder
density, permeametry and average
particle size for nonporous powders.

Powder characterization and quality control of powder grinding
including ceramics, metallize
powders, and thermal battery
materials.

Thermal Analysis

Surface Area Analysis
Monosorb surface area
analyzer, Quantachrome Corp.
Quantasorb surface area
analyzers, Quantachrome
Corp., (two)

GENERAL CHEMISTRY SEWICES (Continued)
TECHNOLOGY

CAPABlLlN

APPLICATIONS

-

Classical Methods and instrumentation
Gravirnetric, volumetric,
ion exchange

Quantitative elemental analysis of
materials for purity, composition,
and trace impurities.

Inorganic and organic incoming
materials and solvents capable of
dissolution.

Automatic titrator, Metrohm
Model 636 tiiroprocessors
(two) with autosamplers

Performs automatic pH colorimetric
or potentiometrictiiratizns,
recording the volume-potential
curve or the first derivative.

Application in all precision
volum@tric analyses for supporting
incoming inspectionand production.

KjeMahS nitrogen analyzer,
Teeartor digestion/distillation apparatus

Quantitative measurement of total
nitrogen in organic and inorganic
materials.

Measurement of nitrogen content in
polymer materials and nitrogenated
phosphate glasses.

Digital pHlmV meter with
automatic restalardization,
Orion Reearch Model 801A,
Coming pHlion meter

Precision pstentiomfstric and pH
measurements and trace ion analyses
with specific ion electrodes.

Measurement of pH and inorganic:
ions in incoming materials and
solvents; chemical characterization sf battefy materials; anion
impurity analysis.

pH meter9Sargent-Welch
Model L
S

pH measurementsto 0.01 pH unit.

pH measurement of incoming malterials and solvents.

Carbon/sulfur analyzer (LECO)

1 ppm carbon or greater; 10 ppm
sulfur or greater.

Carbon and sulfur in metals..;

Moisture analyzer, Photovolt

Quantitative measurement of moisture content in the ppm range.

Moisture content on incoming, pr*
duction, and development liquids
and solids.

Carbon dioxide (C02)
Apparatus

Quantitative analysis for C02
from 0.01 to 10 percent.

CO content of inorganic compou%ds.

Air/Helium Pycnometer

Density determination on garticulate m terials to 0.1 cm ,
0.9 g/cm

Density measurement of production
and development materials.

Measurement of flash point of
organic solvents.

Incoming solvents and materials,
environmental samples, production
process solvents.

3.

Flash point tester, Fisher
Scientific Co.

ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY, AND SECURIN

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
The Neutron Devices's environmental program
ensures sound environmental management
consistent with DOE environmental policies and
directives. Base environmental activities include
monitoring, sampling and analysis, operation of
pollution control equipment, and waste
management activities.

The Pinellas Plant is not required by the State of
Florida to conduct on-site or off-site air quality
' monitoring for toxic air pollutants. Emissions sf
both toxic and criteria pollutants are small and
have a srnall effect on air quality.

Waste Management
Environmental & l ~ n i t ~ r i n g
The effluent and environmental monitoring
programs maintained by Neutron Devices are
designed %sdetermine the efficiencies of
treatment and control mechanisms for
environmental releases; t o provide
measurements of discharge concentrations for
comparison with applicable standards; and to
assess the concentrations of these discharges in
the on-site and off-site environment.
The Plant's combined sanitary and industrial
liquid effluents are directed to %hePinellas
County Publicly-Owned Treatment Works
(PBTW) and are analyzed for compliance with
the Pinellas County Sewer Use Ordinance.
In addition to the nonradioactive effluents
mentioned above, small quantities of radioactive
tritium are released to the POTW. The
maximum tritium concentration detected in
samples of the liquid effluent released to the
POTW were substantially lower than the
maximum concentration standard set in the U.S.
DOE Interim Concentration Guides.

The Neutron Devices's waste management
activities are conducted in accordance with %he
Pinellas Plant Waste Management Site Plan.
This plan presents the administrative controls
and operational procedures for both low-level
radioactive waste and waste classified as
hazardousundertheResourceConservation
and Recovery Act waste management system.
Waste management operations at Neu'tr o n
Devices are designed to comply with applicable
FIoridai Department of E n v i r o n m e n t a l
Regulation, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and U.S. Department of Transportation
regulations for the storage, treatment, disposal,
and shipment of waste materials. In general,
Neutron Devices conducts all activities invoilving
hazardous waste, radioactive waste, and any
other pollutant in a manner that ensures the total
safety of plant personnel, operations, and the
surroundingcommunity.

-

PLANT SAFETY
Overall Safety Record
The National Safety Council (NSC) publication,
Work lniurv and Illness Rates, includes a listing
of the "Best Records Known in Industry" It
shows the number of continuous hours worked
without an occupational injury or illness involving
days away from work or death in accordance
with the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) r e c o r d k e e p i n g
requirements The 1985 edition shows that for
the Electronic Components Industry (Standard
Industrial Classif~cation,
3679) the record is held
by the Pinellas Plant with 9,665,511 hours. The
Plant received the NSC "Award of Honor" for
this record and has received numerous other
awards from the Nat~onalSafety Council and the
Department of Energy for outstanding safety
performance.

Fire Protection
Approximately 99.5 percent of the Plant is
protected by automatic wet-pipe sprinkler
systems. The systems are fed from the Plant's
fire protection water system, which consists of

two 1,500-gallmin diesel-driven pumps taking
suction from a 400,000-gal water tank, and a
1,000-gal/min electrically driven pump taking
suction from a 150,000-gal tank. Both tanks are
reserved for fire protection use and have no
connections to the domestic water system,
except for fill lines. If all pumps should fail, a
connection between the fire protection water
system and the county system would
automatically open.
The few unsprinklered areas have ionization type
products of combustion detectors on National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standard
spacing or better. Both the sprinkler systems
and the s m o k e d e t e c t i o n s y s t e m s are
connected to the continuously manned Security
Patrol Office. Several Halon extinguishing
systems protect high value and/or critical
operation areas and equipment. Adequate
extinguishers of the proper type are provided
plant-wide. In addition, hose reels with 150 ff of
1-112 in fire hose are located throughout the
Plant.
A trained fire brigade is maintained on the Plant
site. Also, a written contract is provided for
back-up firefighting assistance from the
Seminole Fire Department.

The New Security Building Features Firing Range (left)
and Weight Training Room (above)

PLANT SECURITY
Pinellas Plant Management is committed to
effecting an optimized security operation
n e c e s s a r y t o l i m i t a n y c e s s a t i o n of
production capability and to prevent the
unauthorizedremovalofclassified
information and material from the plant site.

A Perimeter Intrusion Detection Alarm
System (PIDAS) was installed in Building 400
to greatly decrease the "outsider threat,"
while metal detectors were installed in the
entrancestothemainfacilitytoreducethe
"insider threat."

Pinellas Plant security provides a well-trained
and properly equipped 24-hour security
force to carry on the day-to-day control of
movement of people, vehicles, equipment,
material, and classified information into,
within, and out of the plant. The security
force also provides a response capability
that will detect, delay, a n d c o n t a i n
individuals involved in forced entry onto the
plant site or into one of the buildings.

Intensified protective force training was held
jointly with the Pinellas County Sheriff's
Office Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
Teams.

The recently completed Security Building
centralized Security administration and
training, and includes a firing range and
weight training facility.

An Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is
maintained to provide a command center in
the event of a Plant Crisis. The Emergency
Preparedness Program manager
coordinates all EOC activities, selects and
trains the EOC command/support staff, and
reviews and updates the Pinellas Plant
Emergency Plans and Procedures Manual in
conjunction with current EOC functions.

.
" ' m e US. Department of Labor is ultirnate~~res~onsible
under the EEOICPA for determining the POC.
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In this document the word "facility" is used as a general term for an area, building, or group of
buildings that served a specific purpose at a site. It does not necessarily connote an "atomic weapons
employer facility" or a "Department of Energy [DOE] facilitynas defined in the Energy Employees
Occupational Illness Compensation Program Act [EEOICPA; 42 U.S.C. § 73841(5) and (12)].
EEOICPA defines a DOE facility as "any building, structure, or premise, including the grounds upon
which such building, structure, or premise is located ... in which operations are, or have been,
conducted by, or on behalf of, the Department of Energy (except for buildings, structures, premises,
grounds, or operations ... pertaining to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program)" [42 U.S.C. 5
73841(12)]. Accordingly, except for the exclusion for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program noted
above, any facility that performs or performed DOE operations of any nature whatsoever is a DOE
facility encompassed by EEOICPA.

For employees of DOE or its contractors with cancer, the DOE facility definition only determines
eligibility for a dose reconstruction, which is a prerequisite to a compensation decision (except for
members of the Special Exposure Cohort). The compensation decision for cancer claimants is based
on a section of the statute entitled "Exposure in the Performance of Duty." That provision [42 U.S.C. §
7384n(b)] says that an individual with cancer "shall be determined to have sustained that cancer in the
performance of duty for purposes of the compensation program if, and only if, the cancer ... was at
least as likely as not related to employment at the facility [where the employee worked], as
+ determined in accordance with the POC [probability of causation'] guidelines established under
subsection (c) ..."[42 U.S.C. 5 7384n(b)]. Neither the statute nor the probability of causation
guidelines (nor the dose reconstruction regulation) define "performance of duty" for DOE employees
with a covered cancer or restrict the "duty" to nuclear weapons work.
, c d ,i s .

As noted above, the statute includes a definition of a DOE facility that excludes "buildings, structures,
premises, grounds, or operations covered by Executive Order No. 12344, dated February 1, 1982 (42
U.S.C. 7158 note), pertaining to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program" [42 U.S.C. § 73841(12)].
While this definition contains an exclusion with respect to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, the
section of EEOICPA that deals with the compensation decision for covered employees with cancer
[i.e., 42 U.S.C. 5 7384n(b), entitled "Exposure in the Performance of Duty"] does not contain such an
exclusion. Therefore, the statute requires NlOSH to include all occupationally derived radiation

3.0
-

INTRODUCTION AND OCCUPATIONAL MEDICAL DOSE

Diagnostic x-ray procedures were a contributor to the occupational radiation exposure of the Pinellas
Plant. The Pinellas plant required pre-employment physical examinations as part of their occupational
health and safety program. In general, the dose from these exposures was not measured, considered
or included as part of the occupational exposure of the employee, although it is clearly related. Under
the EEOICPA program, diagnostic medical x-rays administered in conjunction with routine or special
physical examinations required for employment are recognized as a valid source of occupational
exposure. These medical examinations typically included diagnostic Posterior Anterior (PA) and
infren~
~entlvI ateral (I AT\ chest u-r-c

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AEC

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

Bq

becquerel

Ci

curie,

DOE

U.S. Department of Energy

9

gram

JFD

joint frequency distribution

keV

kilovolt-electron, 1,000 electron volts

L

liter

,'

,S

m
MEE
ml
mrem

meter
maximally exposed employee
milliliter
millirem

\.a\

picocurie
RTG

radioisotopic thermoelectric generator
sievert

TBD

technical basis document

U.S.C.

United States Code
year

.pCi

microcurie

.

.

I
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Figure 4.1.4-1 Location of Exhaust Stacks
Table 4.1.4-2 ~adionuclides'~eleased
From Pinellas Plant Stacks

I

conditions without loss of efficiency. The depleted uranl um meral was I U I Ibut
~ Ira11
storage flask, and no information could be found to indicate that depleted uranium metal was released
during plant operations (Ward, p. 12).
L,lV

-. .

Unused depleted uranium "ctiucks" or small pieces'measuringless than M" were fabricated from a 50
gram piece for the loading of'ttie tritium'storage tubes. The machinist apparently kept this material for
several minutes in his pocket'upon transfer to ttie machine shop (ORAUT-2004-0127). No uranium
bioassay analysis was conducted at Pinellas.
.

* -.

. . ,

.

.

.

. -,

.

.. -

. ..
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Table 2-4. Chronology of unusual events.
Date
11-1957
12-1957
12-10-57
2-1 1-58
7-8-58 .
3-7-58
8-16-58
8-18-58
2-10-59
64-59
6-18-59
1-1960
2-5-60
2-1 1-60
7-8-60
9-1963
2-1964
24-65
12-1965
5-1966
1-27-67
4-1 967

-

Description
Neutron generator output measured at 10 millirem/pulseat 2.5 cm (1 inch).
Raytheon X-ray units found to contain 10 nanocuries of Co-60
Operator error in reading manometer in Room 18
Error estimating amount of tritium remaining in charging system in Room 18
Glass system breakage in Room 22
Glass system breakage in Room 18
Operator error with tritium loader valve position Room 21
Glass manifold breakage Room 21
Operator error in valve positioning- Room 8
Personnel error working on SECS test system Room 21
Excess air released from tritium loading system
Operator error - stopcock lefl open on tritium loading system
Glass manifold broke from strain
Operator error stopcock lefl open on tritium loading system
Broken sample bulb
Krypton-85 first used in Radiflo leak testing units
E-beam welder found reading 250 milliremlhr at startup shielded to 4 milliremlhr.
Explosion during cold trapping of krypton
X-ray diffraction unit found leaking -new shielding installed
SECS cold water removal problems
Glove box vacuum pump oil degassed
HP surveying new X-ray machine received 1.6-rad exposure. Shielding installed.

-

-

-

-

458
1,253
280
567
780
1,180
286
753
423
40
72
308
6.8

-

I Document No. ORAUT-TKBS-0029-2 I
1-17-68
2-1969
2-3-69
9-1969
12-28-70
3-12-71
10-9-71
10-21-71
4-1972
5-1972
8-3-72
1-31-75
2-10-75

Curies
released

Revision No. 01

I

Effective Date: 10/0412006

Faulty relay in Radiflo unit No. 1 -vented krypton-85 when placed in manual
Leaking flange at absorption pump in Area 108
Equipment failure - Radiflo valve did not seat properly Kr-85 vented
X-ray unit in Area 155 found leaking to 1.6 rad/hr
SECS column saturated due to air leak in Area 108
Copper gasket uncovered in Room 18 hood high internal dose
Radiflo Unit No. 1 Krypton-85 storage tank leak
Tritium release from improperly baked evaporator system in Area 182D
Area contaminated from liquid discharge in Area 182D
Hand exposure from XRE X-ray emission unit No. 7R during cleaning
Leaking absorption pump
Improper valve closure on uranium bed
Absorption pump leak -Area 182D

-

-

-

38
252
32

1
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129
8
20
117
7.3
6.1
129
1.5
12
150
42

Source: GE (1990, pp. A-1 to 8-8).

Calibration Sources
Pinellas used multiple calibration sources for checking and calibrating plant instrumentation. These
items were maintained in the Health Physics Laboratory in Area 113 of Building 100. While the exact
~ ) sources
inventory of radioactive sources varied, most sources were sealed microcurie (1~ 1 0check
of radioactive isotopes such as I3'ce, 238.23e~u,
%o, I4c,and " ~ (PDN
r
765, pp. 1-6).
2.3.3

Waste D i s ~ o s a l

Liquid Radioactive Waste

. . .

. .

n -.-?L--.

?--l..-~-:-l

-L..-:-..l

-...A

1

Table 5-10. Chronology of unusual events and significant activities in relation to internal dosimetry.
Date
12-57
12-10-57
2-11-58
7-8-58
3-7-58
8-16-58
1 8-18-58
2-10-59
2-20-59
2-21-59
3-12-59
6-4-59
6-5-59
6-18-59
1-1960
2-5-60
1 2-11-60
3-25-60
5-14-60
6-21-60
1 7-8-60
7-13-60
8-12-60
9-10-60

Curies released
of Trltlum

Description

Foot monitor installed in Area 108
Operator error in reading manometer in Room 18
Error estimating amount of tritium remaining in charging system in Room 18
Glass system breakage in Room 22
Glass system breakage in Room 18
Ooerator error with tritium loader valve ~osition Room 21
1 Glass manifold breakaae Room 21
1
Operator error in valve positioning Room 8
Hand contamination operator not wearing gloves
Area contamination - ooerator broke alass svstem
Operator contaminated during system cleaning by another worker (Room 14)
Personnel error working on SECS test system Room 21
Area contamination-diffusion oumo exoloded in hood 14
Excess air released from tritium loading system
Operator error - stopcock left open on tritium loading system
Glass manifold broke from strain
1 Ooerator error stoocock left ooen on tritium loadina svstem
1
Operator error caused exposure to 3 employees
-. -.Broken flask caused area contamination Room 10 .- . -Ion aaae exoloded room 16
1 Samole bulb d r o. .~ ~ e droom 23
I
Manifold shattered, exposing worker room 23
.'"-:!; J : .
,I I ?ebll( !: . -: ,
Contamination spread TIH2 in area 108 from broken flask.:I~,
for full anti-contamination dothing in Area 108 reduced to lab coats for n o r r n a ~ r o d u ~

-

-

458
1,253
280
567
780
1.180
286

-

-

-

753
423
40
72

-

-

-

-

1

308

1

-

6.8

-

1

'

,.-..-,..,.-

I&CI~LIUII>

11-14-60

1 4-61

4

10-62
12-62
9-1963
4-5-63
3-30-65
3-20-65
5-1966
1-27-67
10-12-67
6-18-68
2-69
2-69
11-569
11-69

x'

1-70
2-70
11-20-70
12-28-70
3-12-71
10-21-71
11-10-71
12-1-71
4-1972
8-3-72
5-73

1 Began using NBS Handbook 69 (NBS 1959) for maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs)
1 Area contamination from svstem breakaae
"

1

I

..

A modified personal monitor was installed in Area 108 :
Breathing air supply line connected to Area 108 exhaust duct
Employees found falsely identifying urine samples
.
Uncontrolled spread of tritium air contamination
.

.

.. .

.'* .

...

.

.

...

. .. ..
Flask explosion - room 12
,
. ..
.._,
.
>:____
._ .
).
. SECS cold water removal ~roblems .. ,-".'"b
.-.
. -.
.
Glove box vacuum pump oil degassed
Personnel contamination - O-ring mishandled -room 18
Acid cleaning explosion -Area 181
Leakina flanae at absomtion oumo In Area 108 . :'
. ...
.
Area contamination when pump exhaust lines were art during hood removal.- room 2
Area contamination In building 400 associated with Dbed
Building 400 cell #3 contaminated with TiH2from used flask storage; all flasks moved to burning pad west
of 400.
Area contaminationlpersonnel exposure from flaking tube part In gas lab
Area contamination from pressurized sorb pump (air expansion) room 2
Area contaminated when operator used vacuum cleaner on ScHzdust in Area 182D
SECS column saturated due to air leak in area 108
Copper gasket uncovered in Room 18 hood -high internal dose
Tritium release from improperly baked evaporator system in area 182D
,
Area contamination from T loaded disc-Auger spectrometer sample -Area 154 ..-.
Hiah internal exposure room 18 hood work
-.,a
- -- - . ;...
.
~ ~ r contaminated
e a
from liquid ditcharge in area 182D . - :. . .
1 Leaking absorption pump ' ' -' ." .
Area contaminated with ErH2film in Areas 156,157 and 158
' .
. -.
. *.
.,. ,
. , -,..*
:+.
,
.
. A_L

_

252
32

8
8
?

-

. - %

-

I

.

. '.

&L\

-

,

1
I

117
7.3
129
0
1
1.5
12

I
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Date

j(

-

w3

.:

ti,

zt=a.lOt

...

. .
'

. ...--.

Fire in boom box- building 20.
-1 1-73
-1-31-75 .-dosure
on Uranium bed
2-10-75 Absorption pump leak area 182D
1-30-76 Contaminated 6 Inch valve

4-80
8-80
4-81
2-2582
4-20-82
5-24-82
9-1-82
1-5-83
1-19-83
4-5-83
5-84

7-25-84
12-9-85
6-24-86
1 1 -4-87
2-11-88
5-5-88

.. pescdrptlon
. ... -.,
- - .- - .
-

-

-

-
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Curies released
of Tritlum

.

- .- . . -.
-.

.-

0
150
42

-..-

0

Area contaminated from film flaking -Area 1586
.
.
contaminated electron ml&oscope1 , ,. '
. '1 :
r-., : 1' 1 '
. 9:
Three waste drums fouiid'dlh bassing d u h g truck loa'dlng were r e r n o a t o ' h a 108;a procedure to
check all drums for out gassing prlor to transfer to the stofagebbilding was'iet up. . ' I
Tritium recovery system (TRS) valve left in wrong position after malntenanceg(;llt p 3 , : \ . . a .
Operator left TRS valve in wrong position after maintenance area 108
TRS valve left in wrong position after maintenance -area 108,exhaust unit 513
Sample bulb leak
Tritium storage bed oxidation problems
Absorption pump leak area 208
Bed heater control failure -Area 108
Tritium air monitor system In Area 182 was rearranged .
Absorption pump sleve dumped Into drum In area 108
Sorb pump overheat area contaminated
Mass spectrometer oil change workers exposed to tritium gas
Test of oxygen regeneration unit
Leaking sample bulb In area 108
Pume left on over third shift in Area 108 SECS ovemressure

'

-

-

""'

-

-

-

-

-

..
,Y'

I

-

- -

0
0

8.6
48
9.5
3
130
9
0

67
0
1.5
12
8
2.7

Each of the above incidents identifies that Pinellas took some routine operational actions to maintain
exposures below the applicable limits of the time. Routine air monitoring and contamination
monitoring usually led to identification of problems. It is evident that if personnel were suspected of
internal exposure to HTO, they were promptly asked to submit a urine sample. Work orders quite
often required bioassays after completion of the work (PDN 240001443; PDN 240001441). In
addition, outside contractors were given HTO bioassays from the start of Pinellas operations in 1957.

"

5.6

I

' ,

-,

'

,(

...

.

RADIONUCLIDES-NOT INCLUDED IN THE BIOASSAY PROGRAM AND METAL
TRlTlDES
,1

-7

Some Pinellas Plant health physicists investigated whether T metals, primarily titanium alloys, needed
to be analyzed separately from HTO.
1

The metal hydrides (primarily ScT2, ErT2, and TiT2)formed during production processes could have
been released in the work environment as particulate aerosols. The gas was allowed to react with
metal surfaces, thin metal coatings, and metal powders for various purposes. Powders were normally
contained with vacuum systems, and metal systems normally remain intact (Burkhart 1995a p. 2).
(Table 5-10 later in this document lists where incidents involving some of these materials occurred.)
'qt

Intake prevention occurred by the elimination of the possibility of inhalation by means of ventilation
and personnel protective equipment. There was little known of the biological behavior of these
materials throughout most of the lifetime of the Pinellas Plant. The inability to detect the deposition of
potentially small amounts of the low-energy beta-emitting tritium by whole-body counters or other
external means would have made it very difficult to analyze for these soluble forms ICRP Publication
71 indicates that one study in relation to TIT2 of an in-vitro study using 1-pm particles (count median
diameter) as a serum ultrafiltrate produced an assignment of absorption Type M (ICRP 1996, p 32).
An in vivo study also indicated a Type M dissolution rate. ICRP 71 assumes that the biokinetics for
metal hydride particles follows that of HTO. The Pinellas Plant provided the referenced researchers
with the TiT2to conduct the research (Weaver 1992a). A recent Health Physics journal article (Zhou
and Cheng, 2004) categorizes TiTp as ranking between type M and type F. The dose reconstructor
should consider TiT2as type M based upon ICRP 71 and the recent article in the Health Physics
journal. Besides incidents, metal tritide intakes could have occurred from any of the process areas
listed in Table 5-8 for HTO processing as presented in section 5.1 2.
Organic 14Cand as C02 are considered Class SR-2 (ICRP 1995, p. 22). The chemical form of 14c
used at Pinellas is not known. The period of use was likely between 1979 and 1983, as evidenced in
the environmental stack monitoring reports of that period (DOE 1979 - 1983).
The form of 63Niis also not known, though it was plated on the vacuum switch tubes.
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Source: PDN (1022); Author unknown (1986, p. 1).
a. Neutron generators produced for use in nuclear weapons are not listed in this table and may have been
found throughout the plant.
b. (ORAUT-2005-0274).

rorennal rrlrlurn raaloacrlve marerlal use areas.
Name
Activity
Tube Assembly
Vacuum tube manufacturing & coating
Tube Exhaust and Test
Vacuum tube evacuation and testing
Product Analysis
Magnetic and radioactive gas leak checking
Tube Test
Final Tube Test
Fan Room
Stack effluent control & tritium recovery
Gas Analysis Laboratory
Hydrogen isotope analysis
Tube Assembly
Vacuum tube development and testing
Tube Exhaust
Vacuum tube development and testing
General Development
CPE Hood Room
Ceramic product testing facility
Radioanalytical Laboratory
Radiological Laboratory, tritium recovery
Engineering Environmental Testing
194
Test areas
200
Accelerator and Calibration
800
Waste Storage
1000
Source: DOE (1995, p. 5-3); Weaver (no date).
a-a.
Location
107
108
109
128
131
132M
1571158
182-C
182-G
183
191

I auie

-

3

Table 6-8. Selection of neutron radiation energies for Pinellas Plant

Source: GEND 1987a, GEND 1986

')(An

ion accelerator facility that was used to test various components
photons
.... generated
---.
. - I (UP
.- -.to
.A--- 200

b. NA - not available.

Some Pinellas records on facility monitoring, safety evaluations, investigations, etc. exist;most of these records concern operations after 1 9 7 p Records of radiation dose to individual workers
from personnel dosimeters are generally available for 1957 to 1994 for the workers' time of
employment. The dose from dosimeters was recorded at the time of measurement, reviewed by
Pinellas health physicists, and rolltinelv made available to workers. External Dose Reconstruction

~m~lementation~uidelines
(NIOSH

%&

T&

~ J I ~ Saoo
L ,a

1-27
Table 6-3. Pinellas Plant historical dosimetry events.
Event
Date
New employee orientation in radiation safety offered.
April 1957
Measured neutron dose rates at all test positions.
October 1957
Measured neutron doses of neutron generators at 10 mremlpulse
November 1957
at 1 in.
Sandia National Laboratories-Albuquerqueasked to provide film
December 1957
badges.
Full-time Health Physics representative assigned to Area 108.
January 1960
Began use of wrist badges in place of ring badges for limited
November 1963
I number of employees.
I Memorandum comparing performance of two types of neutron
Februarv 1965

m 1 9 7 8
October 1979
October 1986
October 1987
October 1988
April 1990
1971 - 1993
September 1994

Reference
GEND 1990a
GEND 1990a
GEND 1990a

GEND 1990a
GEND 1990a
GEND 1990a

I Szedziewski 1965

I Memorandum on personnelneutron dosimetrv recommending use I Holliday 1978
of new Landauer neutron badge using polyca;bonate plastic.Began using Mound neutron dosimeters.
Memorandum on estimated doses to GEND personnel handling
unmarked neutron generator units.
End use of Mound neutron dosimeters.
Memorandum on radiation dose rates from RTG heat sources.
Changed from Landauer film badges to TLD dosimetry.
Various determinations for doses from testing of sealed neutron
generators.
Nuclear product development and testinn end. Other Radiation

Burkhart 1986
GEND 1988
GEND 1996

1

Table 6-6. Radionuclides contributing to workplace radiation fields.
Energies and abundances of major radiationsa
Nuclide

Source

pph;

Gamma (MeV)
Neutron (MeV)
X-rays
were
18.6
14 MeV and 2.5 MeV neutrons from
H-3
also produced testing of D-T neutron generators
probably of
2.5 MeV neutrons from D-D and D-T
medium energy neutron generators.
- 30 -250 kev.
Leak check source 10.72 yr
Kr-85
687.1 (99.6%) 0.514 (0 4%)
0.6617(decay 1175.6 Cs-137 Callbration source 30.07 yr of Ba-137m)
(5.4%)
511.6 (94.6%)
432.2 yr 5.49 (85%) Am-241 Part of AmBe
59 (35.9%)
AmBe produces themnal neutrons by
sealed neutron
5.44
13.9 (42.7%)
a-n reaction.
source
(12.8%)
5.39 (1.4%)
5.54 (0.3%)
Depleted Uranium Metal Powder for H-3 Storage
4.51E9 yr 4.15 (21%) U-238 99.75% weight
Weak spontaneous fission (2 MeV).
4.20 (79%)
7.1 E8 yr 4.21 (6%)
0.144 (11%)
U-235 0.25% weight
Weak spontaneous fission (2 MeV).
0.163 (5%)
4.37 (17%)
. <
4.40 (55%)
0.186 (57%)
4.60 (5%)
0.205 (5%)
2.47e5 yr 4.72 (28%) 0.053 (0.12%) U-234 0.0005% weight
4.77 (72%)
Plutonium Isotopes used i n RTG Enclosed in Triple Metal-Encapsulated Sealed Sources
87.74 yr 5.50 (72%) Pu-238 80%
-.
. . Weak spontaneous fission (2 MeV
5.46 (12%)
Av )
a.
. '80
, , ,er
24,IlOyr 5.16(88%)
Pu-239 20%
Spontaneous fission (2 MeV)
5.11 (11%)
I
a, "0 reaction.
a
Energy information from Hacker 2001.
Loaded in neutron 12.33 yr
generators

.

-

MeV

Beta (keV)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 6-7. Beta and photon radiation energies and percentages for Pinellas Plant processes.
Radiation Type Energy Interval Percentage
Process Type
Facility or Location
30 - 250 keV
Photon
100
-Bulldings 100,200, Neutron generator production,
quality assurance, and RTG
300,400,Medical
production.
> 250 keV
100
Building 100,Area . Product analysis (Radiflo and X-ray). Beta
Photon
30 - 250 keV
86
109
Building 800

Calibration and accelerator.

Photon

> 250 keV
30 - 250 keV

14

100

-Employee Monitoring

An external dosimetry program was started in 1957 to monitor individual personnel working in the
production areas for the neutron generators. From 1960 to 1973, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) annual exposure summary reports showed that Pinellas had 27.5% of its workers wearing
dosimetry. In the 1980s, approximately 10% to 14% of workers were monitored for radiation dose.
This percentage range appears to be representative of the entire history of monitoring at the Pinellas
I Plant (no documentation was found that shows all employees were monitored during any given
period). Only employees that performed activities that could have caused them to obtain doses
greater than radiation protection guidelines were monitored. A smaller percentage of employees were
monitored for internal exposures. Therefore, a majority of employees could have received
environmental doses that were not monitored because they did not wear external dosimetry or were
not monitored for internal dose.
-a

I
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Table 5-2. In vitro measurement f r e q u e n c i e s , . measurement types and MDCs for tritium urina~ysis.~.~
Recording level
pCilL
e l pCilL

MDC
~requency~
vCIIL
Weekly
0.30.

Dose record level
Reference
<5 mrem
Claims and PDN 240001043
1 pCilL = 6 mrem
< I pCilL
<5 mrem
Weekly
0.30
1958
Claims # I 3872
1 pCiIL = 10 mrem
Weekly
0.01 pCiIL , ,i
< I mrem
1959
Claims # I 4194
0.30
.,'
IvCilL = 10 m k m
0.30
0.01 pCilL
Weekly
1960
s20 mrem or <
Claims #I4194
0.01 pCilL
0.30
Weekly
1961
<20 mrem or <
Claims #I4194
0.67 or < pCilL
0.13
Weekly
<20 mrem or <
1962
Claims #I4194
0.67 or < pCilL
<20 mrem or <
0.13
Weekly
Claims #I4194
1963
. 0.67 or < pCiIL .- ,- <5 mrem 7 . , . Claims #I4194
Weekly - , - 0.13- 1964
0.67 or < pCilL
Weekly
0.1 3.
<5 mrem - 1966
1965-1972
Claims and GE 1971
0.67 p C i 1 =~ 5~ mrem <5 mrern ?
GE 1973
1973-211974 Daily to monthly? 0.13
infinite dose 1,250
mremlyr
311974-1986 Daily to monthly? 0.10 +I- 0.01 > or = 0.1 pCilL (0.42 1978
Claims #14194; GE 1975;
,
,. .
mrem) -. .
' IpCilL = 5 mrerh
GE 1984a
Daily to monthly 0.01
0.10 pCi1L (5
1987
1987-1989
PDN 240000969
4.21 mremlpGilL
mremlpCilL infinite
infinite dose dose - 12day eff.
T I 12')
IOday eff. TI12'
0.10 pCilL
Daily to monthly 0.006
1990-1997
4.21 mremlpCilL
PDN 030000352
infinite dose PDN240001222
10day eff. T112'
a. Sources: RadioanalysesSensitivities (GE 1973); Holliday (1983); Burkhart and Richardson (1986).
b. Urinalysis method was LSC for tritium oxide (HTO) throughout Pinellas Plant site history.
c. eff. TI12 = effective half-life.
d. See section 5.2.4.1 for more detailed frequency information.
Period
1957

.

-
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Table 5-1. In vitro measured concentrations or MDC averages for plutonium urinalysis by year.

I

Average
MDC

Maximum
MDC

Average activity
concentration

5.2.3

In Vifro Methods for Individual Radionuclides

5.2.3.1

In Vifro Bioassay for Tritium

Maximum activity.

Beginning at least as early as 1966, urine samples for liquid scintillation'counting (LSC) were
submitted on a daily basis at the end of a worker's shifts or at the beginning of the next shift for each
individual worker. Spot samples were composited from each shifts' individual samples to be counted
on the next shift. If the samples were weekly, daily samples were composited to give the weekly
sample that was then sampled and counted. A sample consisted of 0.2 ml of the composite sample
combined with 16.5 ml of fluour (1 L toluene, 0.2 L ethanol, 3.5 g PPO, 0.12 g) (GE 1964). The MDC
for the samples should have been the MDC for water samples or 0.09 pCilL, but a value of 0.67 pCiIL
was used as the recording level and listed in some documentation (Author unknown 1973). A chronic
infinite dose of 5 mrem whole-body dose was calculated at this 0.67 pCi!L excretion level
(GE no date).
I;:
'.

iI
!

Table 6-10. Selection of neutron radiation energies and associated dose fractions for the
RTG building 400 Pinellas Plant processes.
ICRP 60
Facility or
Location

Building 400
Building 400

Neutron
Energy

Default Dose
Fraction

0-2 MeV
2-12 MeV

0.25

Factor
0.48

0.75

0.99

Process Type

RTG assembly and testing
RTG assembly and testing

Table 6-11. Photon and beta dosimetry missed dose by facility or location.
Facllity or Locatlona
Building 100. Areas 107. 108. 109,
132M. 155. 1571158, 182, 191
Buildings 200
Building 100. Areas 107, 108, 109,
132M. 155,1571158,182, 191
Building 100, Areas 107, 108, 109,.
132M, 155, 1571158,182,191
Buildings 200, 400. 1000
Building 100, Areas 107, 109, 114,
131,132,139,148,161,175,176,
181,183, 184,191,194, 196;
Buildings 200; 300; 400; 800; Medical
Building 100, Areas 107, 109, 114,
131.132.139.148,161,175,176,

Perlod of Use
Doslrneter
1957- June 1974 film -whole
body
July 1974 About 1983~
July 1974 About 1983~

-

About 1983a
April1990
April 1990
1997

-

Exchange
Frequency
Monthly (n-12)

Max. Annual Missed
Dose (rern)'
0.24 beta -photons

Monthly (n=12)

0.06 photons
0.24 beta

0.01 photons
0.04 mrem beta

Monthly (n=12)

0.06 photons
0.24 beta
--..

0.01 photons
0.04 beta

Monthly until Jan.
1990 (n=12)
Quarterly afterward
(n-4)
Quarterly (n-4)

0.06 photons (monthly)
0.02 photons (quarterly)
0.24 beta (monthly)
0.08 beta (quarterly)
0.02 photons
0.08 beta

0.04

Monthly (n=12)

0.24

0.01 photons
0.04 beta
0.01 photons
0.04 beta

Monthly (n=12)

0.06 photons
0.24 beta
0.06 photons (monthly)
0.02 photons (quarterly)
-.
10.24 beta (monthly)
0.08 beta (quarterly)
0.02 photons
0.08 beta
0.24 beta -photons

MDL (remlb
0.04

Landauer
0.01 photons
Type K (beta- 0.04 beta
whole body
Landauer
Type J whole body
Landauer G l

'

Landauer Z l
dosimeter

-

0.01 photons
0.04 beta

181.183,184,191.194,196;

I

Buildings 200; 300; 400; 800; Medical
Building 100, Areas 107,131,161.
175,181
Building 100, Areas 107, 131, 161,
175,181; 400
Building 100, Areas 107, 131, 161,
175. 181; Building 400
Building 100, Areas 107,131,161,
175, 181; Building 400
Building 100. Areas 131. 139
Building 100, Areas 131. 139;
Building
- 400

a.
b.
c.
d.

-

1957-June 1974 Film badge
wrist
Landauer
July 1974About 1983~
Type M (wrist)
About 1983a
G5 wrist film
1990
badge

-

I

I

-

1991 1997

K5TLD wrist
badge
1957-June 1974 Film badge

-

About 1983a
1997

-

,finnar
... . .

I

0.01 photons
0.04 beta
0.04

Monthly (n=12)

I
Quarterly (n-4)
Monthly (nr12)

beta -photons

I

I

U3 TLD (LiF) 0.03 photons
finger
0.04 beta
- ring

-

Monthly until Jan.
1990 In-1 2)
~ u a r t e r l'~
afterwards (n-4)

0.18 photons (monthly)
0.06 ~hotonsfauarterlvl,
0.24 beta (monihly)
0.08 beta (quarterly)

.

As determined from site operational information.
Estimated MDLs for commonly used photon dosimetry (ORAU 2004a).
Maximum annual missed dose calculated using the MDL divided by 2 (NIOSH 2002).
Dates are approximate. No information could be found to determine when the G1 replaced the Type K and J, the G5 replaced the
Type M, and use of the U3 began.

This analysis assumed that workers wore finger and wrist dosimetry in Building 400 for the production
of RTGs due to the handling of plutonium (Weaver 1987).
Unmonitored dose should be assigned to account for external dose that may have received that was
not measured. Summarized dosimetry data available for the period 1983-1993 indicates that the

Kelarlve aloloqlcal errecuverress IUI

3.1u.1

I I trlulll

An RBE of 1.7 was used to calculate tritium exposures for years before 1976. This was suggested by
the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), ICRP, and National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements published references of that time. Exposures through 1975 were corrected to a
1.0 RBE. Calculations for 1976 and subsequent years were made with an RBE of 1.0 (Holliday
c. 1976). In the exposure records, most of the tritium dose records were corrected from 1957 to 1975
by dividing by 1.7, as indicated in handwritten calculations in the claimants' DOE dose files. All of the
results discussed in Section 5.1 0 were not corrected for the 1.7 RBE. (Tables 5-5 and 5-7 used an
RBE of 1.7, Table 5-6 used an RBE of 1.0). The infinite tritium dose calculations were used in the
Pinellas computer program1 '>3"
beginning
about 1976.
?
i

The infinite tritium dose calculations were as follows'O/Veaver1994b):

[ Document No. ORAUT-TKBS-0029-5 I Revision No. 00
.
Number of
workers
monitored

Calendar
year

134
226

1993
1994

I

a.

L

I

Effective Date: 10/07/2005 1 Page 20 of 31

.

~veragetritium
dosez(mrem)

Maximum tritium
dose (mrem)

,(0.77)
_
I.6 (0.80)

I

I

References
PDN 240001205
Weaver 1995

21 ,.
6

,

I

I

( ) Values indicate averages of positive and non-positive bioassays results averages. Non ( ) values indicate only

positive bioassay result averages.

b. A RBE of 1.7 was used from 1954-1975. A RBE of 1.0 was used from 1976 -1994.

Table 5-7. Summary of average and maximum tritium doses derived from tritium urinalysis by year."
1 Numberof I
I
I
Calendar
workers
Average tritium
Maximum tritium
year
monitored
dosea(mrem)
dose (mrem)
References

1

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963-1975
1976
1977-1978
1979
1980-1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

49
181

20.00 (7.29)

..

367
150
170
160
200

GE 1958
Jech 1963a
Jech 1963a
Jech 1963a
Jech 1963a

117

Holliday 1977

3

236

194
139
129
201
177
202
164

16.85 (4.38)
(2.77)
7.21 (1.04)
12.76 (1.93)
(0.91)

I-

I-.

91
236
120
86
105
130
97
31
101
35

'

Mauer 1979
PDN 240001310
PDN 240001310
PDN 240001310 & I 205
PDN 240001205
PDN 240001205
PDN 240001205; Majestic 1989
PDN 240001205
PDN 240001205; Harder 1991
PDN 240001205
PDN 240001205
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Table 6 4 . Dosimetry used at Pinellas Plant for external whole-body, wrist and extremity exposures.
Period
I Monltoring Technique I
Doslmeter Descrlptlon

-1957 - June 197

Betdphoton Dosimeters
Photographic film badge. Nuclear-Chicago or similar film badges utilized in-house. Nudear-Chicago film badge
whole body
contained single film packet. Three filters (front and back) were incorporated into film
]badge for eg
n
ryi
dependence: cadmium, aluminum, and iead (ORAU 2003b).
I
July 197 -About 1983. ILandauer Type K (neutron,lT~peJ and K dosimetry were film badaes but the K dosimeter had NTA film for hiahbetagammaj, J (beta and energy neutron radiatidn. Gamma and X-ray: 30 keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 M~v.
whole Lmdy
gamma).
Landauer G l .
About 1974' -April
Film emulsion packaged placed in standard Gardray holderibadge for monitoring beta,
1990
X-ray, and gamma exposure. Insensitiveto neutron radiation. Required in areas
whole body
where krypton-85 was used. Required for radiationgenerating equipment and
accelerator operators.
Gamma and X-ray: 30 keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 MeV.
May 1990 1997
Landauer Z l dosimeter.
Comprised of 3 TLD-700 chips for monitoring beta, X-ray and gamma exposure.
whole body
Insensitive to neutron radiation. Replaced Landauer GI.
July 197 -About 1983' Landauer Type M (wrist
Type M dosimetry was a film badge. Gamma and X-ray: 30 keV to 20 MeV: beta:
wrist
betagammaj badges.
over 1.5 MeV.
G5 wrist film badge.
About 1983' 1990
Responded to beta, X-ray, and gamma exposure to provide data on extremity dose. ,
Wrist
Extremity dosimetry was worn in locations where plutonium oxide was handled.
l ~ a m m a a n dX-rayi30 keV to 20 MeV; beta: overl.5 MeV.
1991 1997
IK5 TLD wrist badge.
IComprised of 3 TLD-100 chips.
wrist
1957-1974
Film badge-finger.
Nuclear-Chicagoor similar film badges. Nuclear-Chicago film badge contained single
film packet. Three filters (front and back) were incorporated into film badge for energy
dependence: cadmium, aluminum, and lead (ORAU 2003b).
About 1983' 1997
(LiF). , ... .
U3 TLD
Responded to beta, X-ray, and gamma exposure to provide data on extremity dose.
, .. .
Extremity doslmetry was wom in locations where plutonium oxide was handled.
finger ring
Gamma and X-ray: 30' keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 MeV.
Neutrons
1957- 1978
NTA film badge.
,.
Nuclear-Chicago or similar film badges Kodak Nuclear Track Emulsion NTA films:
. . ..whole body
Fast neutrons undergoing elastic collision,w\@pntent of emulsion or cellulose
acetate base matgoal proquce recoil protons, &hi& are recorded as photographic
tracks In emulsion. Track density is linear,functionof dose. Developed image exhibits
'
tracks caused by neutrons, which can be viewed using appropriate imaging method
-.
(i.e., oil immersion) and lOOOX power microscope or projection capability.
July 1974 -About
Landauer Type K badge. Landauer NTA film badge for neutrons 1 to 10 MeV.

I
I
1

-

-

I
I

-

-

a,.

-

whole body
About 1978'

.

- 1997

ILandauer Neutrak E l
dosimeter.

.-

..,

:

:.

- IPolvcarbonate flexan)

--

neutron recoil track reaistration device used to monitor fast
neitron interadions. '~eutrak144 has dosimeter element for response to fast
neutrons. Neutrqk E l has a polyethylene radiator over CR-39 chip that would monitor
for fast neutrons; only Lexan responded to neutrons by recording ionization damage
caused by neutrons lnterading with carbon and oxygen atoms, which leaves a track.
It had uniform energy response from 3 to over34 MeV with threshold of about 1 MeV.
E l could be combined with G1 (and later with 21). Accelerator operators were
required to wear E l l G l combination. Workers were required to wear E l l G l
dosimeters when working around neutron generators. E l l G I dosimeter or G I
dosimeter was required when working with calibration sources.
Evaluated exposures to "'Pu4 2-MeV average neutrons and gammas during
handling of RTG units at Building 400. :.. . '"'

October 1979 - October Mound albedo dosimeter.
1987
whole body
October 1987 - 1994
Landauer 18.11 or RI
Combined TLD albedp neutrbn monitor with track recoil device (CR-39 [allyl diglycol
Neutrak Extended Range carbonate]) that responds to proton recoil events. Neutron energy range was
whole body
dosimeter.
approximately 1 x l o 4 to 10 MeV. Albedo response to thermal neutron radiation was
subtracted to yleld fast neutron dose. The 'Neutrak ER' has an albedo element with
abovedescribed elemenW.Qualitative relationship was derived to determine ratios a
neutrons of various energies. This badge was'combined with G I to make dosimeter,
known as R1 that monitored beta;X-ray, gamma, and neutrons. R1 film badge
arrangement, which was used in locations where m ~ u & ~handled,
a ~ replaced
Mound albedo dosimeter. 18 did not meet ail DOELAP requirements dunng
performance testing. After G1 was replaced by Z1 (21 was called F1 beginning In
1995). combined unit was known as 11. After production of RTGs was halted in
October 1991.11 was onlv used as area monitor for americium-bervllium (AmBe)
Isource. 18 is still offered by Landauer. -.... r.. -. . .
Sources: Burkhart 1987b, 1988; GEND 1990a,b; Greene 1985; Holliday 1978; Landauer 2004; lngle 1991; Weaver 1991,1995,1996;
Passmore 2004; Koperskl2004.
- -.? & a .::.I
This analysis found no documentation thatshows the start of GI; ~ 3~ ,5 1 8and
, ~1.dosimeteruse and the end of Type K, J, and M
badges use.
..
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Table 6-12. Neutron dosimetry missed dose by facility or location.
Faclllb'
Or Loc*lOna

:"P;*Od

H.?L>
10

!I=

.&

&,?'D(h. ,.

of UH,A

. ) .I: -..

Building 100. Areas
128, 131, 148, 176,
161, 182, 163, 184,
191, 194, 196;
Buildings 200; 800, .
400
Building 100. Areas
2 8 3 1 1 4 176,
181, 183, 184, 191, - 1 ,
194, 196;
Buildirigs 200; 800,
400
Building 100, Areas
128, 131, 148, 176,
161. 183, 184,191,
194, 196;
Buildings 200; 800
Building 100, Area
182;
.. . .
Building 400

p.r Badge
(nrn)., -

; !,,=thange

.

Max.
,

. Exchange Fmqurncy
,

I,!.

,
,...
!I ,;.y.'.i r r
1957 -June. NTA track film 0:0335Jtrack, ..::
Monthly (n=12)
1978~. . . I . I . . I:,
fadlng) (1857-1968}
.::!.... >:;a,? :..;.: ,U . '0.05 (MDL)U...-.L - . .. ...c Monthly (n=12)
;
...,. . , .
0.03 (poor enemy
MonVlly (n=12)
...
:* , . .# .,,I.response). (for RTG
.. ,.
. .
1975-1990 only)
I
July 1978
Landauer Type 0.0335 track fading)'
Monthly (n=12)
I!
About 1983~;K'..
0.M (M'DL c...: Monthly (n-12
l"
-.,.v.G;
I.. ' 9 1 vdv.'u. ! L
0.03 (pwrlanerg~.Y*~. Monthly (n.13
r !m',E R ' ~1
8 (1,. .:(el 1'
'. " ' ' ?+ '.:.
.-.,.A response)' ([or R T ~ , , .+,
;
,
1975-1990 only)
. .,,,I! ,(-$I: . ) '

,

,.-/A,

1

-.

.

.

:arl.

I

Annual
Mlsred
Dose
(rem)
0.402
0.60
0.36

.

,I

-

.

a::;.

.:

.

..

0.402
0.24
0.36

I

#.

About July
1978~1997,- ,,. :

.

Landausr
Neutnk E l
dosimeter

0.02 (MDL)'

.

f.

Monthly untll Jan. 1990
(1142)
Quarterly afternerds ( n 4 )

. #

I

0.24
0.08

I

October
Mound albedo 0.01 (MDL)'
Monthly (n=12)
0.12
1979 . :rl dosimeter ,I 0.011 (signal fading)" . Monthly (n=12)
0.132
October,;;
.QI
.
0.040
0.0033 (poor energy)( !.; Monthly (n=12)
;
RTG
', . .
--:,.,,\kreaponse)'.(~,or
:,
.:
1975-1990 only)
September' Landauer 18
0.02 (MDL)'
Building 100. Area
Monthly untll Jan. 1990
0.24
1987 1990' Neutrak
182;
(n=12)
0.08
Extended
Building 400
Quarterly afterwards'(n4)
Range
Monthly until Jan. 1990
0.079
0.0066 (energy dose
dosimeter
0.020
response)' {For RTG
(n=12) .
Quarterly afterwards (n=4)
1975-1990 only)
a.
As determinedfrom slte opentlonal Information.
Dates are approximate. No doarmenlatlon could k found to vetify the dabs for when the E l mplaatd the Type J and when tho Type
b.
J replaced the NTA track Rim. U n of area monkorlng for p e m l monkorlng for neutrons may haw ocarnud untll May 1MO. The
rnlssed dose calwlaUon would likely be fawnble to dalmanta. (GEND 1WO).
67% Ira& fadlng per month a8 determined In a fade study (GEND 11389). Thla b rnulllplled by the MDL of0.05 mm to obtain tho
c.
amount of rnlssed dow due totnck fading per badge exchange.
d.
(ORAU 2 W b , Table 6-17).
m. Fllm M A poor energy msponw calculated from We Savannah River Slte d o n factor of 1.14 neutrons. in the energy range of 0.1
to 2 MeV. This wrredlon would be only appM to RTG sxpoauma (ORAU 200%).
67%dose response of Neutrak ER or 18 dosimeter to RTG neutrona a8 detedned by GEND health phyrlca group. 1.33 Is multlplled
f
by the MDL lo oblaln Iha rnisaed don due lo poor lowanorgy msponw leadlng to a poor don response. This correction would be
applied only to RTG exposures (GEND 1987s).
Landauer dosimetry speddcaUons from Paumom (2004).
g.
h Mound dosimetry wrredlon for signal fading (ORAU 200)b).

-

.

I

-

:

6.4.2.1

Missed Dose by Dosimeter Type and Year

Table 6-13 summarizes the MDL to be used for each dosimetry technology and the corresponding
missed dose segregated by the mode of the missed dose (i.e., track fading, MDL, and poor energy
response). Little information could be found regarding the MDL for each dosimetry technology
throughout most of the history of the Pinellas Plant. Therefore, an MDL is proposed for cases in
which a limit is not known so missed dose can be calculated. The purpose of the proposed MDL .
values is to be favorable to claimants.
,

.,

- .,. ..

,..-.,.,t

1.

,;,,..a 8 t . i . .

-.--

.I.

.. .:.... :..-

ddt;:

=&!....:iii

Personnel monitoring for neutrons &ay have began in 1960. Not all tkuiiron tube workers werg
m u i r e d to wear badges (Mevers 20%): Note, not ail workeis designated as'tube workers were tube
testers. tor external dose)only tube testers would have been exposed toneutmn radiation. Neutron
dose from 1957 to 1959 might have been estimated from area monitptg.' The missed dose calculation
for 1957 to 1959 as presented in Table 6-13 would be favorable to claimants:
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.
highest annual external dose for an individual at the Pinellas Plant was 0.550 rem. Typical annual
and W.9 indicatzd few individuals received
dosimetry results for personnelX d o s e s greater than 0.500 m. Even though doses at the Pineilas Plant were expected to be lower
. . of
than fhe maximumindividual dose, the maximum doses may be-assigned based on an assumption
0.550 rem to each full or partial year. ' ' I
d

I
1

..
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Table 6-9. Internal and external doses amona

-

NIA not applicable. Highest case'numberused In this t a w was case C18821.
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Table 6-5. Minimum Detectable Level (MDL) and ~ d x i m u r npotential Missed Photon or Beta Dose.
-7 .
Max Annual Missed Dose (rem)
Dosimeter
- ? ? 4 ~ ~ e r i o d % f ~ s e " ' "W
' D L J ( ~ ~ ~
(MDU2)
-.
Nuclear Chicago or Pinellas 1957: June
0.04 photons
0.24 beta -photons (monthly)
.
. 1974
.
. 0.04 beta
film badge-whole body
0.06 photons (monthly)
0.01 photons
Landauer Type K
July.1974-About 1983b
0
.I
0.24 beta (monthly)
0.04 beta
whole body
0.06 photons (monthly)
0.01
photons
July 1974-About ~ 9 8 3 ~
Landauer Type J
.
0.24 beta (monthly)
0.04 beta
whole body
0.06 photons (monthly)
0.01 photons
tandauer GI. About 1983b- ~ p r i1990
l
whole body
0.02 photons (quarterly)
0.24 beta (monthly)
0.08 beta (quarterly)
Landauer Z l dosimeter -".. -May;1990;:1997
- 0.01 photons
0.06 photons (monthly)
i
'
0.04 beta
0.24 beta (monthly)
whole body
0.04 photons
0.24 beta-photons (monthly)
Nuclear Chicago or Pinellas '1957- June 1974
film badge Film-badge-wrist
0.04 beta .
0.06 photons (monthly) .
Landauer Type M - JSrl') 1974-About 1983bc" 0.01 photons
. . -rq!,:, ,-Jfi> 1. ,-re, )- . .....' .S1"'! '0.04 tjkta: ;
'0.24-beta (monthly)
Wrist
0.01 photons " 0.06 photons (monthly)
G5 wrist film badge
'hk%out 1983b2'?990 "".
...t: ;. .I:[$ ,.:
0.04 photons (quartet$
0.04 beta
Wrist
0.24 beta (monthly)
. : ,;:
;;,dl wr.:;;,.;
L,,: ,iil,.i:!~:
10
hpIc
,.,, i z . ,.- Oi08'beta (quarterly)
''
0.06 photons (monthly)
0.01 photons
K5 TLD
1991-1997
.
C.
0.24 beta (monthly)
0.04 beta
wrist
0.24 beta-photons (monthly)
0.04 photons
Nuclear Chicago or Pinellas 1957- June 1974
film badge Film badge0.04 beta
I finger
I
I
0.1 8 photons (monthly)
About 1983b- 1997 . 0.03 photons
U3 TLD (LiF)
0.08 photons (quarterly)
0.04 beta
finger ring
0.24 beta (monthly)
I
I
( 0.08 beta (quarterly)
'

-

-

p

,

,

__.

'

'

'

-,,!.

.-.r

A

-

I

'

b

,

' a

,r

'

1

J

1

J.;.,,

"

-

Ia.

b.

Estimated MDLs for commonly used photon dosimetry (ORAU 2004a).
Dates are approximate. No information could be found regarding
K and J, when the G5 replaced the
- when the G I replaced the Type
..
Type M, or h e n use of the U3 began.

6.2.4

Workplace Radiation Fields

Potential sources for workplace radiation fields at Pinellas can be placed in two categories,
radionuclides and machine-generated X-rays, neutrons, and electrons. Radionuclides were used
directly in the manufacturing processes, manufacturing support, and various calibration sources.
Machine-generated X-rays from the equipment listed in Table 6-1 supported the Quality Assurance
program and process monitoring, and provided specific manufacturing support (i.e., E-beam welding
and operation of an accelerator).
Table 6-6 lists radionuclides that would contribute to workplace radiation fields. The radionuclides
applied in the manufacturing processes at the Pinellas Plant were kept in containers, in sealed
sources, or in the process piping.

I

.

. .-, -. .- .
I1 3 IIIU
~ prtnclpal
~ nazard
~ from
~ these~ isotopes
~ is from
alpha particle emission irom quantities retained in the body. Plutonium oxide is relatively insoluble
and, if ingested, is not readily retained in the body. The primary source of body deposition i s by
inhalation of respirable particles.
,
.
. ..':1
.
I.

.. : . ,I
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Depleted Uranium
.," , . . %
,;...,. b,o:tt,, :.
'
Tritium was stored in one o f , s ~ ~ ~urknium
ral
hydride flasks~eachstorage flask containing 50 grams
(1.8 ounces) of depleted 238Upowderin a stainless-steel cyllnder 25 millimeters (1 inch) in diameter
by 152 millimeters (6 inches):long. The tritium bonds with the depleted uranium metal to form
uranium tritide, which is stable at mom temperature but can be decomposed by heating to release
ultra-pure tritium. The uranium beds can be hydrided anddehydrided many times under appropriate
conditions without loss of efficiency. The depleted urani urn metal was fully contained inside the
storaae
- " - flask. and no information could be found to indicate that depleted uranium metal was released
during plant operations (Ward, p. 12).
so,

..

Unused depleted uranium "chucksn or small pieces'measuring less than %'were fabricated from a 50
gram piece for the loading of'lhe tritiumstorage tubes. The machinist apparently kept this material for
several minutes in his pocket'upon transfer to the machine shop (ORAUT-2004-0127). No uranium
bioassay analysis was conducted at Pinellas.

1
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The tritium concentration in the liquid contained in the north-east retention pond and discharged to the
drainage ditch was reported in environmental monitoflng reports from 1971 through 1994. Table 4.1.5
1 summarizes the annual ,maximumand average-concentrationof tritium /n the retention pond. Since
no data is known for the years paor to 1'971,:the highest concentration for the subsequent years was
assigned to 1957-1970. Note that the data in Table 4.1.51 are reflective of results as measured at the
discharge point to the drainage ditch. The actual quantity of tritium sent to the retention pond from
Pinellas Plant manufacturing processes is not known.. -=--I
- 7 :---

.

----

-

-

I

I

Table 4.1.5-1 Tritium ~once'nt6tionsin the ~orth-eastRetention Pond

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

Maximum
Average
Concentration
Concentration
-in the-water
In the Water
-(pCi1mI)-7-(pCilml) - 5.5E-4
- 4.6E-5
5.5E-4
4.6E-5
5.5E-4
4.6E-5
5.5E-4
- 4.6E-5
5.5E4
4.6E-5
5.5E-4
4.6E-5
5.5E-4
4.6E-5
5.5E-4
- 4.6E-5
5.5E-4
4 . 6 E - 5 - - 4.6E-5
5.5E-4
- ---- 4.6E-5
5.5E-4
5.5E-4
4.6E-5
5.5E-4
4.6E-5
5.5E-4
- 4.6E-5
5.5E-4
4.6E-5
1.5E-4
4.7E-5
3.OE-5
8.6E-6
2.6E-5
9.2E-6 '
9.8E-6
6.4E-6
6.7E-6
4.1 E-6
6.7E-6
5.OE-6
5.2E-6
4.1E-6
1.l
E-5
3.6E-6
6.OE-6
8.7E-6
1.4E-5
1.3E-5
1.2E-5
6.7E-6
5.OE-6
1.4E-6
4.8E-6
8.7E-7
3.2E-6
8.9E-7
2.1 E-6
9.OE-7
1.05E-6
5.6E-7
1.3E-6
4.4E-7
2.8E-6
4.9E-7
5.1 E-7
NR
4.8E-7
NR

-

-

Minimum
Detection Level
- (pCilmi)

-

Discharge
Volume
(liters of Water)

Total Curies
sent to
Retention Basin

I

-

1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
- 1.OE-5
- 1.OE-5
-- - 1.OE-5
- 1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-5
1.OE-6
1.OE-6
1.0E-6
1.3E-7
1.6E-7
1.4E-7
1.4E-7
1.4E-7
1.4E-7
1.6E-7
1.7E-7
3.OE-7
1.7E-7
8.5E-8
5.5E-7
7.8E-7
6.3E-7
5.1 E-7
NR
NR

-

NR
- - n NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR NR
-NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
1.32E8
NR
NR
1.23E8
3.9E7
1.90E8
1.27E8
8.72E7
9.05E7
4.69E7
1.09E7
2.74E8
1.73E8
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NRNR
NR
NR
5.6
NR
NR
0.79
0.16
0.95
0.54
0.31
0.54
0.60
0.73
0.37
0.15
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

-

. .....
::.
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1970
1971

Tritium
Gas (Cilyr)
587
694

Tritium
Oxide (Cilyr)
465
374

Krypton85 (Cilyr)
44
12

1972

111

222

15

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

74
155
154
101
129
132
128

318
202
165
176
161
156
206

1
4
1
20
28
5
5

1980

140

209

2 .

1981

222

195

4

'

.

---

.-.

-,

,.!.

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

227
259
96
111
33
68
132.2
43.7

257
152
206
,149.
161
138
124.1
60

1990
1991

61.6
23

60.5
88 - -

8

-

.

-A--

Mairl~ . ~stack-height
was
~ ~ O ~ I I ., ~ ~
-,:

,.

'- ' -

'

reduced from 30.5 m
(100 ft) to 21.3 m (70 ft) after June 30, 1981,
to provide improved stability in the event of
hurricane force winds.

4. E-05
- -. -- .. . .. . ,.
1 E-05.-.
.
.
..
..
NR
1.97
. ..
5.31
NR
.i-,
.--.
.
.
4.6
NR . -.
~ l l n . - M ; , , ~. ...- ~
.
, . c,,
5li.. ..
.
38
NR
NR
30
For the first time, discharges from the
12.9
NR
Building 200 exhaust stack began to appear.
DOE, 1991, .pages 32, 53,65
10.1
NR
' 4 .T.. . -. ,NR
In 1991 two minor point sources (chemical
hoods) exhausted tritium gas and tritium
.... .
oxide through two roof openings. These were
. . -.
roof open,i;p'?378 (Chemistry Laboratory)
l>:r,' '
-. ..-..
-:.
an'd'roof opening
w1,3 (Environmental
-9,
, .'
, .
<: c-:.-.
~atjorato
j).
NR
Emissions were only from the two main
10
stacks (undetectable amounts from Buildings
800 and 200 exhaust stacks).
'
'
NR
19 .
. . NR .
See Note 2:
,
.
13 .
'-

-.

.

,

-'

-

A

a

,.I.

a

'

-

uI

'1992

.

8
--- 11 . -.

.. .

-..

Carbon-14 Additional Information
(~ll~r)")
NR
NR
Building 100 Main Stack and Building 100
Laboratory Stack,
Building 100 Main Stack and Building 100
NR
Laboratory Stack.
NR
NR
NR
NR
ERDA, 1977, p. 3-1 & p. 4-2
NR
NR
1.E-04
The reported G14 discharges (1979 - 1983)
are from the Building 100 Laboratory Stack.
2.E-04
Releases from Bldg. 800 began to be
reported in this year.
9.E-05 . DOE, 1982, pp. 3-1 3-2, provides the
following information:
. ,
,:
,....

1

8%

32

Total gas and oxide: 12
1993
Total gas and oxide: 25
1994
(1) From Building 100 main stack.
(2) NR = No recorded release. For the first/sixyears of operation, no ~ r k was
5 used,ai'the site (Burkhart, 1990). For C-14,
no documentation was found regarding its use or releasg otherJhan for pose years for which values are given.
By 1992, approximately 82% of all stack releases had dccurred during the firstdyears ~ f t h e
plant operation, 19571960.
15:
17
;\FA,LL) I
.
. .
Note 2: The releases for 1994 were: 13.6 curies of tritiuni gS~l1.4Curiesof tritiumTxide, and 13 Curies of Kr-85,
respectively (Weaver, 1995).
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1

Table 4.3.1-1 Total ~ n n u a~l k e r n aDose
l
to a MEE Due to Stack ~missions'

associated with the release of 1 Ci of each radionuclide from the laboratory stacks.

+&,es+:

o/3

Rtqnuu A',$

~ C C ~ A R 7CR- S

F)~R bJ
-
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Table 4.2.4-1

,

,

---.-

. .

1 Document
No. ORAUT-TKBS-0029-4 I
- .
- - -.
.S,t

1

Page 12 of 29

it

"C';,

2:

umber ofBecquerels of Each ~%dl6nuclldeInhaled
Each Year by a MEE from Stac
-.

Emissions

-

associated with the release of 1 Ci of each radionuclide from the 2lm-high main stack and the 30mhigh laboratory stack.
b. 1981 was broken into two halves: January thmugh June, and July thmugh December because of the
change in stack height
c. For 1993. it was assumd that tritium releasedwas all in oxide form.

1
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Table M a

Annual Releases, for 1957 to June 1981"
Total releases from
Bldg. 100 3 0 m stacks (Ci)

Year

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

1

1 Page 28 of 29

H-3 oxide .

H-3 gas

6,660
31,920
&r41,0703
6,265
504

140
580
dl330
435
306

\

207.03
93.57

'1.

(ci)
C-I 4

Kr-85

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

I

1980
138.26
1981b
108.03
a. NR = no release recorded.
b. January through June 1981

Total releases from Bldg. 800 6.411 stack

4

2
3.28

.

3 . .

I Document No. ORAUT-TKBS-0029-5 I Revision No. 00

NR
NR
NR

'

2.OE-04
,& r 4 . 5 ~ 0 5

3

. ,

800
1000

I

I

.

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

1.97E+00
1.41E+00 $ r 2 . 3 2 ~ + 0 d
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1

&""

H-3
oxide

#f 1.74E+00

,
Table 5-9. Plutonium'radioadiematerial
. management areas.
.. . ,-.
..
...

,

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

H3-g as
NR
NR

. --.-. --Accelerator
Waste Storage

i
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U.S. Department of Labor
'* the 2 P s t Century

l a n u d r y 24. 2008
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:EEGTCP

Home Page

-,<;Fin
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EEOICP Site Exposure Matrices Public Website -- Toxic Substances Present By
Facility
Facility type: DOE site
Facility: Pinellas Plant
Select

Return to facility type selection

Toxic
verified as having
been onsite at DOE site "Pinellas Plant"
at some time
433 listed at this time.

1,1,1,2,2,2-Hexachloroethane
1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane
8 l,l,l-Trichloroethane
8 1,3-Butylene glycol
u 1-Chloro-1,l-difluoroethane
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol
8 2-Butanone
8 2-Butoxyethanol
8 2-Butoxyethyl acetate
2-Ethoxyethanol
8 2-Ethoxyethyl acetate
8 2-Naphthol
2-Pyrrolidone
3,3',4,4'-Benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride
4,4'-Methylenebis-(2-chlorobenzenamine)
4,4'-Methylenedianiline
8 Acetic acid
8 Acetone
* Acetonitrile
8 Acetylene
Acrylic acid
Acrylonitrile
Aluminum
Aluminum nitrate
8 Aluminum oxide
Aluminum potassium sulfate
Americium
Ammonia
* Ammonium bifluoride
Ammonium chloride
Ammonium fluoride
Ammonium hydroxide
Ammonium iodide
Ammonium molybdate
Ammonium molybdate tetrdhydrate
Ammonium perchlorate

-

Quick Links

DOL WANTS YOUR INPUT!
The Department of Labor welcomes
your input to the Site Exposure
Matrices. I f YOU have unclassified
information that you would like to
have considered for use in the
Matrices, please submit it using this
button :
Submit Information

Updates and Status of the Public SEM
website:
Review status of public input

31te b,xposure Matrices

P,LVICY

.

= Hydrazine
Hydrobromic acid
Hydrochloric acid
Hydrofluoric acid
Hydrogen
Hydrogen cyanide
Hydrogen peroxide
Hydrogen sulfide
Hydroquinone
8 Hydroxypropyl cellulose
= Iodine
Iron
Iron 11 sulfide
m Iron 111 oxide
Isoamyl acetate
= Isoamyl alcohol
8 ~sobutyl
alcohol
Isopropyl alcohol
w Isoverre stripper
m Kerosene
m Krypton
Lactic acid
Lead
Lead fluoroborate
Lead I 1 nitrate
Lead I 1 oxide
Lead I 1 sulfate
m Lead IV acetate
s Lead IV oxide
Lead nitroresorcinate
m Limonene
Lithium
m Lithium bromide
Lithium carbonate
Lithium chloride
Lithium cyanide
Lithium fluoride
Lithium hydride
Lithium hydroxide
Lithium metaborate
m Lithium niobate
Lithium oxide
Lithium silicon
w Lithium tetrachloroaluminate
m-Phenylenediamine
m-Xylene
8 Magnesium
Magnesium hydroxide
Magnesium oxide
Magnesium sulfate
Manganese
Manganese dioxide
Manganese I1 chloride
Manganese 11 nitrate
Mannitol
8 Mequinol
Mercuric chloride
Mercury
8 Methane
8 Methyl acetate
Methyl acetylene
8 Methyl alcohol
Methyl cellulose
Methyl isobutyl ketone
m Methyl orange
= Methyl purple

m
m
m

.

-

.

EEOlCP Site Exposure Matrices Public Website-

Methylpyrrolidinone
Mica
m Mineral spirits
Molybdenum
8 Molybdenum disulfide
Monoethanolarnine
N,N-Dimethylbenzylamine
N,N-~imethylformamide
N-(2-~ydroxyethyl)ethylenediamlne
n-Butanol
n-Butyl acetate
m N-Dibutylarnine
n-Hexane
N-Methyl-2-pyrrolldone
n-Octadecanoic acid
m Nadic methyl anhydride
Naphtha
m Nickel
m Nickel I 1 acetate
w Nickel I 1 carbonate
Nickel I 1 chloride hexahydrate
Nickel ll cyanide
Nickel I 1 oxide
Nickel I 1 sulfamate
w Nickel I 1 sulfate hexahydrate
Niobium
= Niobium pentoxide
m Nitric acid
Nitric oxide
m Nitro-cellulose
Nitrogen
Nitrogen dioxide
m Nitrogen tetroxide
Nitromethane
Nitrous oxide
m Nonane
Nonyl alcohol
m 0-~hlorobenzylidenernalonitrile

8

omega-chloroacetophenone
Oxalic acid
= Oxygen
8 Ozone
p-Xyiene
m Paraffin
pentaerythritol tetranitrate
Perchloric acid
Perrhenic acid
m petroleum distillates
petroleum mid-dist~llate
Phenol
Phosgene
Phosphoric acid
Phosphorus
= picric acid
Pine oil
Piperidine
Platinum
platinum I1 chloride
m Plutonium
plutonium dioxide
Polonium
polyacrylamides
Polyethylene glycol
Polypropylene
m

-

EEOICP Site Exposure Matrices Pubiic Website--Toxic Substanc,
Ammonium persulfate
= Ammonium phosphate, monobasic
= Ammonium sulfate
w Ammonium thiocyanate
= Ammonium thiosulfate
= Amyl acetate
= Anhydrone
Aniline
= Antimony
= Argon
Arsenic
Arsenic trioxide
= Asbestos
Ascarite
Barium
Barium carbonate
= Barium chloride
Barium chromate
= Barium nitrate
Barium oxide
Barium titanate
= Benzene
= Benzoic acid
Benzyl alcohol
Beryllium
Beryllium oxide
~eryllium-CopperAlloy
= ~is(2-ethylhexy1)phthalate
Bismuth
Boric acid
= Boron
= Boron carbide
Boron nitride
= Boron oxide
Borosilicate
= Bromine
Bromthymol blue
Butadiene
= Butane
= ~ u t ydiglycol
l
acetate
Butyl stearate
Butyronitrile
= Cadmium
Cadmium nitrate
Calcium
Calcium carbonate
= Calcium chromate
= Calcium disilicide
= Calcium hydroxide
= Calcium nitrate
Calcium sulfate
m Calcium sulfide
= Californium
= Carbon
Carbon (graphite)
= Carbon dioxide
9 Carbon monoxide
= Carbon tetrachloride
Carbon tetrafluoride
= Ceric oxide
Cesium
= Cesium chloride
= Chloramine-T
Chlorine
= Chlorobenzene
Chlorodifluoromethane
B

= Chlorodiphenyl
Chloroform

= Chloromethane
Chlorotrifluoromethane

= Chromic sulfuric acid
Chromium
Chromium trioxide
Citric acid
Cobalt
= Cobaltic-cobaltous oxide
= Cobaltous chloride
Copper
Copper Ioxide
Copper I1 nitrate
Copper I1 oxide
Copper I1 pyrophosphate
Copper sulfate
= Cupric chloride
Curium
Cyanoguanidine
= Deuterium
Di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate
Diacetone alcohol
Dibutyl phthalate
= Dichlorodifluoromethane
Dichloromethane
= Dichiorotetrafluoroethane
= Diesel oil
Diethanolamine
w Diethyl ether
= Diethylenetriamine
= Diethyltoluene; 4,4'-Methylbis(3-chloro-2,6-diethyleneanle)
Dimethyl sulfoxide
Dioxane
Diphenylamine
Dysprosium
= Epichlorohydrin
Epon Resin 815
= Erbium
Ethyl acetate
= Ethyl alcohol
Ethyl benzene
= Ethyl carbamate
Ethyl cellulose
Ethylene glycol
Ethylene oxide
= Ethylenediamine
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
Ferric ammonium sulfate
I
!
= Ferric chloride
Ferric nitrate
Fluorobenzene
Fluorosilicic acid
Formaldehyde
Gadolinium
= Gallium
gamma-Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane
Germanium
= Glucose
Glutamic acid
= Glutaraldehyde
= Glycerin
= Gold
Gold cyanide
Helium
m Hexahydrophthalic anhydride

EEOICP Site Exposure Matrices

Polypropylene glycol
~olytetrafluoroethylene
Polyurethane
Polyvinyl chloride
Potassium bisulfate
Potassium bromide
potassium carbonate
Potassium chlorate
potassium chloride
s Potassium chromate
Potassium cyanide
m potassium dichromate
Potassium feldspar
m potassium ferricyanide
Potassium ferrocyanide
potassium gold cyanide
Potassium hydrogen phthalate
s Potassium hydroxide
s Potassium iodate
Potassium iodide
Potassium nitrate
s potassium perchlorate
s potassium permanganate
r potassium peroxydisulfate
s Potassium phosphate
s potassium sodium tartrate
Potassium sulfate
potassium thiocyanate
s Promethium
8 Propane
Propetamphos
Propylene carbonate
propylene glycol methyl ether
Protactinium
Pyridine
Radium
Rhenium
Rosin
s Salicylic acid
Selenium
Silica gel
m Silicon
s Silicon carbide
Silicon dioxide, crystalline
Silicon tetrachloride
Silver
Silver cyanide
m Silver nitrate
Sodium
Sodium acetate
Sodium bicarbonate
Sodium bisulfate
m Sodium bisulfite
Sodium borate decahydrate
Sodium carbonate
Sodium chloride
Sodium chromate
Sodium cyanide
m Sodium dichromate
Sodium fluoride
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium hypochlorite
Sodium iodide
Sodium nitrate
Sodium nitrite
Sodium oxalate

m

EEOICP Site Exposure Matrices

Sodium oxide
Sodium peroxide
Sodium sulfate
Sodium sulfite
Sodium tetraborate pentahydrate
Sodium thiosulfate
s Stannous chloride
Stannous octoate
Strontium
Styrene
Succinchlorimide
Sulfamic acid
m Sulfur
Sulfur dioxide
m Sulfur hexafluoride
Sulfuric acid
Tetrachloroethylene
Tetraethylenepentamine
Tetrafluoroboric acid
Tetrahydrofuran
Tetrahydrophthalic anhydride
Thallium
m Thionyl chloride
Thiourea
Thorium
Tin
m Tin I 1 fluoroborate
Tin; Lead; Isopropyl alcohol; Rosin
Titanium
Titanium dioxide
Titanium I 1 hydride
Toluene
Toluene-2,4-diisocyanate
Toluene-2,6-diisocyanate
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene
Trichloroethane
Trichloroethylene
= Trichlorofluorornethane
Trichlorotrifluoroethane
Triethylenetetramine
Trifluoromethane
Trimethylolpropane
= Tritium
= Tritium oxide
Tungsten
Tungsten hexafluoride
Uranium
Uranium dioxide
Uranium tritide
Vanadium
Vanadium pentoxide
m Vinyl chloride (monomeric)
Xenon
Xylene
Zinc
Zinc chloride
Zinc chromate
Zinc oxide
Zinc sulfate
Zirconium
Zirconium bromide
Zirconium carbide
Zirconium I V fluoride
Zirconium I V oxide
Zirconium nitride
Zirconium selenide

-

-

Constant Air Borne Fines as irritants:

-

Aluminum oxide
Aluminum Powder
Fibrous Glass
Graphite powders
Calcium Carbonate
Calcium Chromate
Calcium Sulfate
Carbon Black
Iron Oxide
Lithium powder
Magnesium Oxide

Constant Air Borne Fume Irritants:
Phosphoros
Portland Cement
Various plating baths including gold (cyanide)
Vacuum pump exhaust (sometimes radioactive)
Welding fumes
Soldering fumes

Constant Contact wl these Metals:
Aluminum
Beryllium Copper
Cadmium
Copper
Ceramvar
Kovar
Lead
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Silver
Tin
Tungsten W Insoluble

Constant Chemical Irritants:
Acedic Acid
Acetone
Acetonitrile
Acetylene
Ammonia
Ammonium Chloride
Amyl Acetate
Antimony
Benzene, I,
2 Dimethyl
Butanone, 2 Methyl Ethyl .
Butyl Acetate
Butyl Alcohol
Butyl Glycidyl Ether J
Carbon Tetrachloride '
Chlorodifluormethane
Chloropentafluoroethane
d
Cyclohexane d
Cyclohexanone
,,.
Denatured Ethanol
Diala transformer oils J
Dichlorodifluoromethane
Dichloromethane
DichIorotetraflouroethane Diethanolamine
Diethylaminoethanol,2
Diethylenetriamine
Diemethyl Formamide J
Dioxane
Epichlorohydrin
Ethoxyethyl Acetate, 2 J
Ethyl Acetate
Ethylene Glycol
Fedron (cleaner) J
Fluoride .-'
Formaldehyde
Formic Acid /
Glycol Ether .
Heptane .,/
Hexane
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrofluoric Acid
Hydrogen Peroxide
Hydroquinone
Hysol resins ,./,
lsobutanol '-,/'
lsopropyl Alcohol

'

/
'

/

J

-

lsovera (stripping agent)
Manganese Chloride Tetrahydrate
blethyl Alcohol
Methyl Ethyl Keytone (MEK) r /
Methyl Styrene. Alpha
~ethyl-2-~yanocr~late
Methylene Chloride /
Mineral spirits
~onoethanolamine
Multiple Freon dielectric oils
Multiple Freon cleaning liquids
Nitric Acid
Nitrogen Dioxide
Oxalic Acid
Paraffinic Oil
Pentane
/'
Perchloroethylene
Petroleum Distillates (naptha, lacquer thinners, mineral spirits, gasolin
Phenol
Phosphoric Acid
diesel fuel, etc.)
Phthalic Anhydride I/'
Piperdine hardener
Potassium Hydroxide
Propane
Silica Gel
I
Silica, Amorphous ./
1
Silicone ,
I
Shell Epon 828 hardener ./
Sodium Hydroxide
Sodium Metabisulfate
I
Sulfur Dioxide
Sulfurhexafluoride
Thionyl Chloride
I
I
Titanium Dioxide
Toluene
\
Toluene Diisocyanate
Toluol
\
\
Trichloroethane
Trichloroethylene
I
Trichlorofluorrnethane
Trichlorophenol
Trichlorotrifluoro ane
Trim coolant
Vinyl Cyclohexene Dioxide J
VM&P Naptha
Zinc Chloride
Zinc Chromate
I

/

,/

'

J

\

I

J

7

APPENDIX K
List of Hazardous Substances and Extremely Hazardous Substances

b

Hazardous Substances a s . ~ @ 0CFR,,@O~.
4,Appendix B) as of07/OI/PI

-

Chemical Name
(Radionuclides)

Z

Synonym

P;MERICTUM-24 1
BARIUM-133
BISMUTH-210
CADMIUM-109
CARBON- 14
CESNM-137
COBALT-57
COBALT-60
CURIUM-244
GADOLINIUM-148
HYDROGEN3
IRON-55
KRYPTON-85
LEAD-210
MANGANESE-54
NICKEL-59
NICKEL63
PLUTONIUM-238
PLUTONIUM-239
POLONTUM-2 10
PROMETHIUM-147
PROTAm-234
RADIUM-226
SODIUM-22
STRONTIUM-rn
THALLIUM-204
THORIUM~230
URANTUM-238

9

8 /(/AS
~

CAS # -

RCRA Hazardous
Waste #
NIA
NIA
WA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NlA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
N/A
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
N/A
NIA
N/A
NIA
NIA
NlA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

7440-35-9
7440-39-3
744049-9
744043-9
7444044-0
744046-2
7440484
744048-4
7440-51-9
7440-54-2
1333-74-0
7439-894
7439-90-9
7439-92-1
7439-96-5
7440-02-0
7440-02-0
7440-073
7440-074
7440484
7440- 12-2
7440-13-3
7440-14-4
7440-234
7440-24-6
13494-80-9
7440-29-1
74404 1-1

~f

@~~f%m,d
.
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>Ci Limit

Data Source

YES ----

N
O
NO
NO
NO
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

-,

YES
YES
YES
NO

'
'

NO
NO
NO

-.-------INVENTORY

NO

NO
NO

NO

m m R Y

INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
R \ N E ~ R Y
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
MVtiNTORY
INVyTrORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
-.- INVENTORY
-.- .- -- --..-lNVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY

.

INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
INVENTORY

Ehe/hX ///3/1/7

Hazardous Substances as dejined in 40 CFR, VabIe 302.4) as a/07/01/94

-

RCRA

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS #

(I.l'-BM~~SMAMWE-J~lCIURQ

IS-DICHWROEENUDENE

(I.l'-IIRHRM)4#DIAMNE-3~MmcOXY-

33-DIMEllfOXrBENIIDlNE

119-904

(I.~~BIPHENTL)~~LMNE-UD~METHVL

33-DIMmMBENZJOlNE

ll9.933

PHOSPHOROlH101CACID

Dl-91-2

ElHYLlDENEDICHU)RlDE

75-34)

1.1-D~O€lHYLENE

ETHENE. 1.1-MCHIDRS, MHILlDRlECMOIIIDE

lS3U

I.I-DKJH~ORWROP~

n-9

1.1-DR(EMIL IrYDRNlNe

Yhl4-1

.

~

Z

-

l

N

~

O

l

~

-

~

~

7613.1

IIwm

I.lqlj-PHENYLEN€JPW
I.7.b~U)ROBMZEM

IIM-l

5645-3

B'&NUAwTMm

I W - m lE

m

81s O

- ~ H E ~ L ) ~ T P

111<1-1

I Z - D l B R ~ ~ W 1 1 O C A N 6

PROPANE I ~ - D ~ R D ~ 3 € l M R O

9b11J

1.2-PI-

AZRlDlNE I-LIETHIL

19YY

I,PENrADma

I-I-MmMMm

-9

I>~&M
sum

IZ4XATHloL4NE2.mICJX?CWi

I.4WXANB

I.4D~YLNEDlOXR~E

*.IN-

I.4NAPHTHALENEDIONE

IXLIU

I-ACeMl-7HIOUIIlA

A ~ M I D E NWANM-~
.

J9ldCI

I-NAPlflMUNm

UPHA-NAPHTHILAMlHE

IY3I-1

I ~ O P AL, ~ ~ R O M D
p m
, r r ~ @I)
~ a

nus ( ~ . r n e ~ o u o r ~ oMS~WATE
~n)

I-MOPA L, 2-Wmm.

ISOEUM. ALCOHOL

I.PRDP~v~~

N-PROPYLAMINE

107-IM

l , ? - B I O ~

~
IC
I: DE
I POXYBVM
I

1464-5>9

14-n-)

I>MCHU)ROIROIAN8

~ - D K Y U 3 R O P AR ~m

FWl

19339.3

I.2-BENZMWUCENE
Ij.BENEN€acrwOmuCACn,

Kg

76-154

PHOSPHORUlH10ATE

I.IDICMLMOETHAM

I

> 1000

91-94-1

MONO) ~ O P E N r A F L L Q R O m U P n
0,bDlEIHn

HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

.

11S714
1lM1.1

1z6n-1

, -1

--

7S994

U
+
-

IJ95uUla

U,T~UCHWRO~~K~

v13.n~

~ a m a m o m a

9131M

~MCHLOROPRO~E

nnd

I

Hazardorrs Substances as defined in 40 CFR, pable 302.4) as of 07/01/94

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS R

RCRA
HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

I

2.U.t

ACID

Z U T . A C m C ACID, (IUTRJCHLOROPHE XY)

PS76S

Z e T A U m

llSl47

Z W T m w

15lbCIl-4

Z U T SALTS

I39a9)-I

ZU.l?ESl'EW

3LIYK9

'

L 4 D ACID

A r r n C ACID WDICHLOIOPHE mY.4-D.

SALTSAND ESTERS

94-7S7

L4-D ESTEM

94401

Z4DIMElHYUHENU.

PHENOL Z I D I ~ ~ ~ %

IYOM7-9

l.4D~OPHENOL

PHENOL Y.4DlNllRO

91-n~

l3-DlNllROPHENOL

1

)

~

N

319-114

E

I,&DICHU)ROII~

MALnCANHYDWDE

IOC3ld

PIIENOI. l.&DICtlLORO

n454

I.&DINITROWENOL

57J.M-S

I-IIVIR(ALI.4DICHUMb

I.CDMMIL~1-WlENE

xm.oaarmn~~nm

mICHLOROEIHOXT-

lC~OHAnmULP(E

B R A C H L O R O A P ~

2-NMNCAMOXNDEHYDS

FURNML

1

BnA-NAJ~nAMlNE

-

N

A

P

~

~

764414
Il a 7 9 4

91-%7

9881-1

2 - F r r m m

ONmOlHMOL

2-NIlROPROTANe

PROPANE, l - M l l K b

P
-I-I

PYMJINE.

z-uvn

Xu-

91-94

.

07S-S
7P-169

Iw

m

669-191

3 . 4 B E H U C ~

BENq@CMDlNE

11S-914

3,CBENIorm

DENWAlPYRINE

%3l4

DIN^-

, 61b39-9

4. MElWLlME 81% MhOlOAMUNE

IOI.IU
PWtf0L,I.-Cma

534.91-1

4AMMOI~INE

CPYUDMAMME

14+149

4€HLOROMCIIE~

pCHLOROMCREJa

%n%l

4 6 D I N I l R b O C I L l S a A N D SALTS

msn-3

*CHLO~oPWRIYLrHRmmR
CNRROTHMOL
AC~NMIIIHLEME

-.. .---

p N m O M a

PHMOL&NITRO.

la~11.7
LUII-9

-

> 1000

Kg

.

?

Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of 07/01B4
-

RcRA

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS #

HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

> 1000

Kg

v

law-m

AL~MINW ?HOWHIDE
AUJMNUM SUFAlE

AMITROLE

ItU4161-3
IRIf.4~LMMlNE

6ldl-3

AMMONlA

7654-4 1-7

AMMONM(ACETATE

631414

AMMONIUM BMZDAlT!

l 8 6 W

AMMONNM BlC4KBONAlE

1W33.7

AMMONNM BtCHllOMAlE

m9.094

A M M O W BIFLUOIIIDE

IYI-49-7

AMMONNM B I S U L r n

10191-)04

AMMONIUM CAMAMAIE

1111-7W

ALIMOMUL( CAILMNAlE

d?r - 6OJ

AMMONlUM CHLOltlDE

1112S-023

AMMONIUM CHROMATE

nSC9r-9

AMMONNM~l€.DlMSlC

MlldSS

~ O H M ( F U K j ~ l z

lrnM3.0

ALR(ONIVMRUDlllDE

1111so1~

AMHOHlllM HI.DROXlml

I3W114

AMLWNrVM m

.

llom

m 1

m.w

AMMoNnmlOXALA~
AMMONIUM PEILSUVAlT!
AMMOMUM n m n

LMOI

~

~

.

I

cAMMONIUM
~ o SALT
.

rUR(OHIVM SUVAMATE

1 ~ 7 u

Tn+060

AMMONlUumE

I113S%1

AMMoNNMSuvne

101960(6

AMMONIUM T A J ~ T M ~

1116C19-1

AMMONIUM lWXTANATE

1161-954

AMMONIUM VANADATZ

VANAMC ACID. AhWONRM SUT

ANILMB

0 - m

.

-- .

71)0>55d
6lIdJ-7

AMIZ ACZTAlE

'

YES

61-13.)

ANTHMCEN#

11~11-7

m o N Y

74#)64
I
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Hazardoris Substances as defhed in 40 CFR, r a bfe 302.4) as o/07/011R4
.-

Chemical Name

Synonym
I

I

AmWmYmAclmNDE

~l-lb*

AMIMONY IOTASSfUMTAR1MlX

lmb7&S

ANm(OHI71111)ROIRn

.AHrmOFRTIIlCHUIUM

HAZARDOUS
RcRA
WASTE #

CAS U

lllP41-9
~1001%~13

.

> 1000

Kg

Hazardous S~tbstancesas defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of07/01/94
.-

-

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS #

RCRA
HAZARDOUS

WASTE #
B E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~.~-WMELWL
C E N S

7.11-DIMmnBENqA)ANIWMCENERIE

e m m r ~ ( b n &~-M~~YLENEBI~(XHLORO

4,#4,?-L(rmYLENEBls(lCHLOR0ANILIUE)

101-14-4

B E N 2 E N A M M L l - ~ HVDROCMI)ILRIE
,

MUUIIDINE HYDROCHLORIDE

63611-9

BENlmAMlNE, bMETWnSNlTR0

SNlTROolUUIIDlNE

99-934

BPRENuUNE, MHLORO

PC~ROANILINE

106114

*CHLOR~lULUlLIff4€ HVDROCHWNDE

JlbS-3

BENZENAMlNE, N.NDDArmnrr?HENW&D

+DMI?IH\ZAMI

60-11-7

BENZENAMNE&NlTRcb

P-NlTROANm

*CHLORCl-WmMr, IYDR-

BENZENAMl?4E,

AZWENENE

100014
71-01

~ . ~ ' w - n t c m m o m m m ~W~ e ~)

~

X

Y

n~ss

UEIHOZTCHLOI

-

I

BENZENF. I 2 - m O .

12-DICHLOROBENZENE

9SSl

BENnmE,ISmO

I.XSlRMlROBENPHE

99.334

I>DICHU)ROBENENE

MI-nt

~plm
I)DICHLL)RO
BENZENE I

,

&

~

~

3

.

~

~

C

H

L

4

J

R

9S94-3

BENnmE, l 3 . U - ? E m A ~ O

~

P-DICHU)ROBENWE

O

~BROMOPHENYLr

rum& I ~ R O W M ~XI-

.

1-1

m mm

IOI.JM

BENZEN4 I - L ( m m l 4 ~ 0 .

14DMIROlOLUENE

121-14-1

8-

l,6DINllROTOLURlE

606-l0-1

I-L(~~%SDMIRO-

BENZBlL I - M m m E l H y L r

CUhENE

9tJl4

BErum& 1 & W W A N A -

TOLUENE D~SOClANAlE

1647161-J

BpaR(seML)Rcb

CHLOROBENENE

108-967

B m C H W R O m

BENZn CHLONDE

I W 7

B

XYLRlE

lllO-)O7

m

-

BENzMll'EXAm&

HEXACHLORfmEMZENE

B D R R I L . m l G

CYCLOHEXANE

BDRRIL.HIDROXY-

PHENOL

11-9>1

~~~

TOL~ENE

lUidb3

B

FrrmOBRllRn

R-95-3

m

m

B

Kg

97.974

BEmENE
amma.

> 1000

O
~

~

A

IIM4-I

.

PENTACHU)ROBENZRIE
~

~

Ilba-1

m
9
3
.
3

BENZENE, ? E N l A C H U ) R m @

pENTACHU)RONTlROB~

82.681

B E N 2 E N ~ l N C H U ) w ~ ~

gMZOTHNCHWNDE

9601-7

~&-mmc

B M I I M N L F O N ~CHLOFlDE

Rm.9

ACID CHWWDU
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Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR,(Table 302.4) as of 07/01fl4
Chemical Name

BENUDWE

-

Synonym

THlOPHRlOL

lOe9U.Y

(I.I-BwtIENltn-

9147-Y

BENuJ [WPERvLN

191-241

a

msn

BMZWI[)FUID-

107-OC)

a

w

m

l

s

FUlOMEmmre

m

BENtDn: AClD

RcRA
> 1000
RAZARDOUS
Kg
WASTE #

CAS#

'

.

1061*0
6-U

BEN-E

IW74

~ENUJ~CHLOR~DL

9

MILLIUIM

BER*LLNI('

~

~

4

7Ub41-7

BERltUUM

r01~

BERYLUUM QILOlllM

Tn7.4?-5

BEllUlVMF W D W

mT4?-?

BERnJJUMmn

11597494

BETA-BHC

31-7

BETA--AN

33213.4-

s aQQIU)II~~~)

HER

uc~m~omnm

IIIU

alqxm311-

MEIWNII

D I C M O R O W f W X Y ~

111.91-1

1-~OT-

J9e)I.Y

Dam

BIICuiNm
BROUOACEmNE

I-~OL(O

BROMOFORM

U~W~&IIIIIIRO~

nss

BItmN6

~~~YCHHIDM-l~mtmox~-

357-17-3

BUMACEIArr

S v M l b R n ~ ~

1-7

l4vmAum.

Ia9.739

B u N N C AClD

101-9l4

C
U
I )
m

lUM>*

-.
WOb

W M N M

CADMIVM ACEIAm

M3.W

CADMlVMBROMIDE

m

~ M l V M C H L O ~

IOI(ICLC1

CAtCNMAWMATE

-

--.

4

T ~ U I

,

-- ----

-

-

____._-

Hazardous Stlbsfances as deJined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of 07/01/94

v

-

RCRA

Chemical Name

Synonym
,

CALCmAWENm

cAl.fmu CARBIDE
ULCIUW M

CAS #

HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

> 1000

Kg

51101M
lSm7

r n ~

m1.m 1

CAIICrVL( CHROMAlF.

CHROMIC ACID. CALCIWMSALT

l ~ ~ l 9 . 0

CAlAxlM CHROMAlF.

-CALCllM CHROMATE MllERJES
WNMCYANlDE

YES

Dm.WYl

YES

Wal.Uall.

YES

Mdll

W
l
l
M WDECYIBENENE SUl.FQNATE

16161661

CALCRlMHYFOtXWRJlE

7'InWl

UrtAN

13Mb-I

ClrMM*ICAmmESIE11

EnnCM4AIUll€

5I.lV4

c x m w l C A C l b . ~ o 5 4 ~ ~ R

N-FrrmOSON-Urn-

61SR2

C A I M M I C ~ 5 D I M ~

mmmmmtmn~m~

7PU1

~ A M A R ~

~SZSZ

CMKmJMN

IMl-4%2

CARmNDlSChFlDE

7SlM

CAUUNOXYTLUJnIlX

CARBONlCMn.mE

l5S90.4

CAMoNTETMm

~ m R A O I L O R ~

S-5

-AClD.DlTWUWM@)Shl.T

THALLNMCAMONATE

6533-?W

PHOSGENE

1US

DlCHLOlllDt

amma~mmlc~c~q~mm~$~~~
CHLOML
--

CHUMMa

H

-

~

~

A

~

ACETALDEHIDE.7WCHU,RO

-c
cHLoMMN€

m nC

-

-

BENZENEBVTANUC

E

79-11-1

7M4
--

~cm

awl>
51-14-9

-

m-s.3

CHLD~CYAWIIIII

506-n4

aRORNATmZN6

N
m
-

4914l.1

CHLOROlamLATa

BENlRlUCEllC

JID-IS6

CHLOROMBROMoMmUNh

11-1

CHLOROmUNh

7-3

CHU)ROFOM(

~ I I O F O ~ C o M 1 1

MImMNTLTIIICMaRS

67663

Dall

I

Hazardous Substances as dcjlned in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of 07/01/94

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS#

aw~o~rmom

CMIM-HETH~~~

7790.94.S

C

nzl-z

U

)

~

CHROMICACiTAn!

1066YO-4

CHROUlCACII)

1111S74-S

CHROMIC SUVAlE

IOlll.SW

CHROMlUM

744047.3

m ~m
.y,m

CHILO~COVDE~

CHROMOVS CHWIIIW

->-I

1

O

U

7

11WI-9
ln9-4Y.1

COML1WS BROMlDII

L

YES

lawas-s

CHRMENE

A

Kg

DOBI.ma w02 was. m7

CH~~OMICACID

~

> 1000

101-30.1

CHU3RoSU~AClD
H

RCRA
HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

S

~

WIb3

~

1417415

COMLTOCRSWAMAn!
---

COMPRESSEDaW

Wal

1
4
4
o
.
m

Dan

COPPERCHWWDf2

YES

IleW-3

CORER CYANID8

r n l . Dool.mx wal m 9 .

COU~upma

boas. m7.m.mw. TWZ.
FaOP.W.UII~UIY.UItd

ns

DoaZoaolooos

YES

COMtmvEmuDs
omnwHO3

#n4

Cmnon

mo-m.9

--

, 131%77-3

CRESWC AClD

CllESOL

-

9Y67

CllEW

4lle30.3

1.IWIMAL

C R U l u N ~

141-11-1

mmlc A m A m

llOO1dJI

PmOIIEm

C V I I L I C A C E l v ~

7U7.194

CUTNC CHWUDE

JI5I.234

mucm1E

s9-J

ClJmCoXAUTE

2 ~ 0 % 9 0 f ?, ~

.

i

A

II

8

6

:.
,

.

B!

F

!?l

-

6

&

3

'

1I".

.

Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as 0/07/0I/4
RCRA
Chemical Name

Synonym

I

CUQRIC W A l Z

CAS#

> 1000

Kg

n5a9E-1

CwRlC W A T E AMMONMlED

10380-9-'1

CUPWCTATRAlZ

~lm.7

CYANR)!! C O W a M %

31-11-5
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HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

--

t

Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of07/OI/94
C

Chemical Name

.

Synonym

RcRA
HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

CAS #

DlCHLOlloMrmnm

Mmum

Y1-E-I

DICHUHO-E

AkUWaJSLwawmm.rHENIL

6%-

DICHLOROPROPENE

Kg

16951-IU
IIS3l-2

DKIOTM.

ara&DmmN ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ ~ X U O $ - H E ~ O . I ~ L W ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ A -

MELDNN

O C T A H ~ ~ J I M L ~ ~ ~ B E T ~ ~ ~ L I B ~ ~ ~ ~ P W ~ E T ~ ~ M W H A ~

nmM.PmINAnl

a4662

A c I L x D ~ ?E!a'ER
~~

IEIEN-XlUC

-

~~~~~~

D

PHOSPHORIC ACID. DlETHn +NllRMHENVL ESILR

r#061WAlZ

DlEIwILT-m-

D

> 1000

I

~

31144
1
7
-

~

m

m

- -

~~(mnnmwm

I . I . B E N ~ E D I C A M O ~ I C ACID DlMETiln ESTER

D~ME~~SJLFAR

SUFVRK: ACID. DLMEIH~

DR(ETWIULmra

~

131-11-3

~rrm

~

n.nl
U

-

12-3

~

I

Hazardous Substances as de/ined in 40 CFR, flabfe 302.4) as of 07/01/94
RcRA

Chemical Name

CAS# HAZARDOUS > 1000
Kg
- WASTE #

Synonym

m c n t m u s m a n F o M c Acm

lll7bn-0
6 S H r m A -142.BENWMOXATHEPIN. 6.7,~9.lO.lbHEXOCHLOR~IJJh6.Y.9A.HEXAHYRO-.U)XlD&

-AN

E N m S W A N an#FATE

IISl9-7
1031474

R~M~ULL

~owrcmo
IUII n m ~ m ~ x r~ uc m
c

1 4 s n ~

ENDRlN

ENDW,& MErMM.llES

n-~ol

ENDmALDEHYDE

7111.9l-4

ETICICHUIROHYDNN

0~rrurr2~~0urmnb

IMI

E I M ~ E

~r-~
. ~ t ?y~ ~m. rno rl o ~ o x r) -m zm k~

3143-4

l3HANAMR(€.N-mmCNHmOSO

N~~OSC!>~YLMm(E

5Sl&J

EllWJE I.rdXYllIS

ETHYLETHER.EIHYLE.VER

6bl9-1

ETHANf I.I.IJ-mM~0.

I.I.Il-TETRACHLOROETHANE

6mlM

~~HANE,
I.I.I.IILIC~O-

m nCHUI~O~IU(

71.1%

EllWJEl.IU-mCHum0.

I.I~-rrmAcmoROETHANE

mw5

ElMNE, I . I J - m O

I.I3.TRICHU)ROETIWE

7940.5

ETHANE.12-DlOhORO

1.2-DICHLOROETHANE

10746)

EllUNE, HEXACHIDRo.

HEXACHUIROElHANE

dl-n-l

ETHANE.TEHTACHIDRO

MACHU,ROrmANE

7CQI-7

E-F"OAUlM

THIOAC~AMIOE

61JM

m%u(Nmm
)as

N.NlTR-

llI C Y 7

~~~~

PEILCHLOROmMDIE

Ill-IW

mmrqIJ-L~CHUJR~. 0

I J - D I C H ~ ~ O ~ Y L ~

1-5

~~~@

VRM CHLORIDE'

7Y41-4

-.

m a

oaal.maY.mar

mnACETATE

A C ~ CACID

mMACllYLATB

1-PROPDIOICAClD

1-5

ETHYLCYANIDE

~~0~n~tmme

101-114

ETHYL t

I-PROPENOIC-ACID,1-UEWYL

974W

MEllWNESUFONIC ACID,

LnHnJM! DmROMlDE
I

YES

.

--

I004l-4

ElWNE. 1.1-DIBROMm

.--

141.w

ETHYLBENm

mn.WmUMSlhFONATIE

'

%+11.1
-

m
O
N

mmc~mm

- ----

61.M

E a R

,

106.934

-

b

Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of07/01fl4
,

.-

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS #

RCRA
HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

~

o

L

Y

C

o

i

.

~

m

I

mtANoL.1.m.

mMENEOmJE

V-111

lznmmETMOVILLA

14MlD-

964-7

ElHYl.ENEBtSDmnoclrrwmeACID. U L l S L EWERS

CARBAMODllHlUC AClD

I11-544

IOhlSJ

!nnnEnEmAhtlNE~ACID

6ww

FAMPHUll

PwJmRmnrmCAaD

FEIUICAMWmnJMQIUTe

ll I S 9 . 5

F E W C mmMI o!cuATE

9-4

FERILKIc!HmMDE

nomm

FEuICFLumDE
FEllLICSWAT6
FERROUSAL(UOHNW W A T C

Ical&nd

-

1004~J

FEMOUSEHU)m

TIY94-J

--

Till-

FERROUS SllVAl'K

~

S

O

U

MBI. Dm. m3.0001. WW.
O W 0011. 00ll. OOP. 0012 0013.
0014 0019. 0016. Mn7. 0028.
0019.WM. W I Z 0033, DaY.
0015. WM. DaM, WIP. ma.
M I . U M L F W I . F W 1 . TWY.FW7.
W13. Wl7.W3V

W

MBl, m 3 . m y .

nn44

FUIDm
A

m

q

l

-

M

S

YES

dQlM

Joau

urn

FORMALDEHYDE
FORM)C AClD

YES

m

FLUOnJm

v

-

wn7

nuOlRI1-

~ROACErAMmK

m.
aom

YES

Dam

FlmBmJcA m

Fum

Kg

11-1

OXIllANE

mMWm

> 1000

UIU
FWl

YTS

Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of 07/01/94

Chemical Name

ruwlmc ACID, MERCURY (lrJSALT

Synonym

CASU

MERCURY FULUINI~TE

-6

KlMN

mMuMN

K l M N , ~ O .

.fEmAwuR-

CIMWAHC

lU.UClEXAmCUlAUUh ~
~ I A L M 5R
AUll&
BEr* H E X A C M L ) R o C ( ~
O M R U rsoMER)UNDANE

-

NWAlllCAClD

l lCl74
11-9

Io9-9w

~~
(RKIDWEHIPF:
dLIANlUNE, N-WlHYLm-

RCRA
> 1000
HAZARDOUS
Kg
WASTE #

0-XIALMHYLE

h

Do01

YES

WII. Do)?.DOU. WI4. W15,
Dols.W21, Wl8, WI9. DOXI,.
00%. W l . Dl42 DM. Fool.
FOOL FW3. FWS

ru

16SW

MNNO

10Sl

APHPHOSMEnm

nm.4

nNKUmlATmR*MI-

wal Dm. war.D m . oaap.

D010,DolI. DllV. W22 ma.
mI4. DOIS. Wl6. W17. W18,
mn. wm. 0.32 ~33,0035.
oaw. m 7 . oar.ma. DMO.
W l . LWI, W 3 , FWl. FOOL Fm3.
moS. FOW. Pl07,rn. WI.V11L

tw!AmomwmuQmos

IR24UZlI

Doolwal ms. m.m1.
mqD009.WlI.DOI8. W3S.
M a . M.FWl.FWl. Fool. FWS,
FU39. M31

tw!Amomwrn-

MA-

-

47-MrmA - I W - ~ 1 ~ 4 1 ~ , b R m A C ~ S 3 & 4 . 7 . 7 A - ~ r r ) R 1
~ C W

M I T A Q M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E
H E X A ~ W U T ~

lmbn-3
I,mmENB

I.IU.4,*lEXAcHwma

H E X A C H L O R O C ~

nd8.3
6WRI

lS.U>HEXArnO

n4-4

HExACHLOR-m

I-MAmm

H E X A C ~ O ~

rr-Mrmnmelgx~cmHu)Ra

mm

HEXACHLOROIllOt~

I- PRO^ I.IZZSHEXACHU)R~

1CS-11-1
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Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as 0/07/01/4

Chemical Name

HaUenm-1E

Synonym

-0RJC

AC14 HEXAETHn E

HVDMlmE

8

7S7-S4

M41-2

HYIJRAnNEIl-UMElHYL

HID-

m

CAS#

12-DIpHRMr

-m

1.2-D-

Yo?38

I.2-DwlmmJml~

111467

H m M H n l W

6aJU

RcRA
> 1000
HAZARDOUS
Kg
WASTE #

Hazardous Substances as de/ined in 40 CFR, pable 302.4) as of 07/01/94
RCRA
Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS#

HAZARDOUS

WASTE #
LeAD
ACmCAClb.LUD(Hpl.1

lO10*1

W -Am

-9

LEADcHl.onm6

7

LEAD FLUJmUATII

1SIC165

7

~

)

~

LEAD m w M K

Dm

new1

LWFLmWDF.
LEADIOUDI

10101126

LEADmn!

I ~ l U

wmmn

PHOSPHORIC ~

c l LUD(I+WTWJ)
q

1U617.7
IORJS-I

wSILAM1E
L W .s n ( A C E T A 7 m -

LEAD SUUClXATK
LEAD W A T B

113$314
74&14-2

LEADsJmm

111Ul4

W THIOCTANATII

Y924'ld

LnnKlU

a

urinnr-n
ulHfuuQUeONMTlRM

M-Xn.ENE

MCILESOL

MCRESlLlC AClD

lam
lLU39.4

M-mm

9PbW

M-Nmo?nEuoL~

554dA.7

M - N m m

99-1

-

111-1s-5

wm

MALEICAcm

llblM

HALEcHlDIVPW

11+3%1

I , C ? Y R l D P

It--0

IROTANEDlNllNW

IDS-TI-3

~ ~ y n ( l - o m m - 1

MEVHAWl

IWI-3

M
-EI

lQ324W

~CURICCYANRR

SPIOCI

E

R

UJOl.DOm

YES

ml.m 3 . wm

YES

11301-3-

LeBmVENh tllMmWL

(

Kg

70P31-I

LEAD ACETATE

L

> 1000

~

~

n

10015956

!

770359

HERClJNC W A T l
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Hazardo~lsSubstances as defined in 40 CFR,(Table 302.4) as 0/07/01/94
e

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS#

> 1000

HAZARDOUS
RCRA

Kg

WASTE #
MLL(XIIL1CmmATL

m.sY

MMatnWlTMTE

WY7

MLICURT

1-4

M R M T

mO9

MEC
I UUTW
. RA-

F ~ ~ L U E AR~ ~A T C

¶-bmH?b

rrmUCR-

I-FR-

MmWlmwmWWII1K)SO.

N

METH~~WL~M~O.

mncmm

7~1.3

m m -

Mmmn u o m

-7

llmmllx-

rnI4.a

--uEnwn!.-0.

LmwmnwL

.

N

m

o

D

m

IIC-T

n.m

~

I I I I C W U ) R O M O H O ~ ~

n@4

tlVbCHLouw-m

w - 3

lmohmwmL

74SI

mn-

I.~.I.-O~UM

71-9%

MElml.Ellm.~

MEK

mWJ

humwa.

hmmwmmm

M

E

l

'

l

m

.

~

~

~

MmMlwm!
H

m

~

~

m

TES

tcrn-n.~

.

.

I-LIVrANONEmROXIDE

m

13s-1F4
74.884

U M m l l b l - n n T ~

lCR161

hmM?L~ANAn!

61-

LanmumUCRI1An

~-mm0wACIQ
2 1

rchnm~11~7~10~

o . ~ m m n w c m o m nm)

-

mMElllTLESmX

(W14

a

mad
,

DmIOMO

urntm~mm

74-95-1

m

1%1

h4mmmE-

mnmaca-I

rnclwJn-

~YMaJRACO,

4

(

I

Fool. Fool, F W Y
H

)

? Y~ , ~m f l W m o * ~ ~ ~ - ~

TES

-2

Pe____

MNWMW

77m34.7

mcARMn

3l>i&4

huluhmmc

b

W ? J . m m m b U - l ~ O - ~9I.b.S
~

HmUNZlOm
m

.

n-YI

ALCOHOL

i 1 . m -

mom.

TES

n.w

mu r

r

~

~

m - 7

~

~

f

Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as oJ07/0IB4

Chemical Name

Synonym

CASW

MOK)rlwumm
m
-

MVSCR(OL

W~ISO-

NN-DrmmBmMmcll

HYDRMDE, 12-DIElWL

I6IUbl

N - B r n ALUJHU,

I-BUTANOL

71-%3

N.Nm050N-ElWWRZA

UREA

7ml3.9

N.rnOSON--

m

N-NrlROSOM-K-

I-WANAMWE- N

s + t m m m m ymmn~ugg~

z~.o.)(.I

aer3.5

~

N

-

~

~

91Clb3

16-

N - N l T R O S D V
VlN?LWmN-m-NllUm

45494.0

N-rnOSD-

PRERlDfNF., l-Nrm090

1m7c

N-NllRosUtTRROllDM

PTXROCEDUdE I-NITROSO

930.5>1

NALED

-76-5

NAnmULblh

91-103

NA?mnEmcAClb

13R-2&9

NICKEL

7

NICI(EL-IIV

15699.116

rnCl[aUlbOMt

W

8

IYbJ-39-3

..

HKXELCUWNDS

3721149.5

MCIELCIANnX

597-19-7

MCI(ELHYDROm

IZOWW7

N I M ~ T P

l4216-1S1

MCKEL LLhPATt!

m6.814

l

u

r

HlOdnnANO8Al.n

o

~

tWD~yl-MmRtl*~,~hm
P*IIMHZ

YIIJ

~ ~ . m l l r t . r m mm
m~,

,

WII-I
7697.W-1

NTIUCAcm

YES

cam

NrtucACID
101rn+9

NrtucoXIW

m
mmmxma
ToaLYcEluN€

Kg

1-5

N - N H R O S D M E n m ~

~

> 1000

lOC1

MONO-

m

RcRA
HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

Dml
Iotrn-Ud
I,WPROPANETN%~TE
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Hazardous Substances as declined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of07/OI/94

-

-

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS #

RcRA
> 1000
HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

m

m

m

2YIYSM
1321-124

I + l ' l R m
0

B oolmm.
~

.

mcnU311-

m m m

95474

1CHUIIO)IIMOL

9SY71

OLlIrm'ROBEN~

nW94

om-

11-11-1

9MM

llEmiN~bMmm.

DluLMDM

Fool. Ooas.D m

M1
OIOANIC moxmc

O

S

OSMM(WOxnn

M

D

~

m

1011C124

Pm7

~

DWl.
%'=I
mx aaaq web
mm.rn1t.rn1.uo31

~

P - B E N W Z fnbmlM~

?-mLENE

1W.a-3

?-BEN-

lScYmOWXADllX-l&DrONL

IWYI4

r-wsa

PCES~IC

1061~s

A C ~

P.DlNfl'nOBb)LblL

IOOZY

P-NlTRfJmmNa

99.w.4

P-lOwlDrn

B

~

b

I

I

E

n

m

-

rnl.m.F W Y

mnYH

-P
2

S

W

m

4

C

PAILALDEHYD6

l

PAMTHKlN

PHOSPHOR(rmlMCAClD, 0.ODImcYL WWllXOPHENVL) ESTER

S1-1

V

12WS7

PENTAm-(ra)

PHENOL PENlACHU)Ra

n66Y

ACETAMKX,N4:4~XY?tIENYW

6144-1

m 1 . Do01

P a r c r a a r u c APtENAtXllN

15411

PHENmTmmE
PHENOL

a&-0

pHENU.tu-0.

PHRIOL

a~cmamm

PHENU. 24DKWJRm

BENZENE, mom-

lOIb9Y-1

~

S9o.l

,

~

C

~

C

I

I

W

rrs

1-4

PAmT

PHENOL

YES

rnI

OSMIUUOXIDP
O

Kg

R

O

~

~U.TIVCHU)ROPHENOL

PJF9Y

1.4.ClRJCHLOROPHMOL

W-1

Z,&MCMOROPHMOL

11013.1

-

YES

Hazardous Substances as de/ined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as oJ07/0ID4
.-

Chemical Name

Synonym

CAS #

RCRA
HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

> 1000

Kg

PHENOLZ&DR(rmYI.

Z,+DM€lHYl PHENOL

IOW-9
131-I

PHENOLl C Y C L O ~ C D m I T R @

ICYCLOHEXilA.CDMlROFHENOL

PHEN~TH~OU~~EA

T

P H O M

PHOSPHORODllHlOlCACID, 0.Wlmm

19b01-1

PHOSnrmE

HYDROGR( PHOSPHIDE

7WSII-1

H

1031s~

I PHENIZ
~

m m Mmm.ESTER

PHOSPHOIUCACII)

'766eSi

PHOSPHOlllCAClb

WOI

PHOSPHOR^ AClD.O,bMmm S-YLEmR

0 , ~ ~ S M m m D l l H U J P ~ l E

YlU-%l

PHOSPHOROVSAuORmaJs

WOI. DW3

m311d

PHOSPHOILVS

PHOSPHORUS O x Y c m D U m

IOcnW-J

PHOSPNORVSrPrT~

.

~ U S S U R D C

PHOS~ORUS
WM~)IUDE
'

131-J
nl%ll-l

PHMAUC ANHYDM3E

~~
.O
E
IIN
I-

OW9

PUJMBANE,ElaAEm%

TEnIAEmYL LEAD

7MQ-1

amlow

-. -.

00x3.

~ F @ J 7 , ~ 4 4 . W M 4 ~ ,
lEs
m1.um.uIm.VIII.V11Y,
VIlb. POM. POB7. Pgpq PI06

-Lrpurw

m.om2 m.ms.Dmd,
wO7, DOW. DOOP. 0011. FWZ,
ma7.mIII.m3o.PWI.PI06.PIIO.
MSI.vmo.Vlrc. v170. Vllg.Ul13

mSO)(~s

uml. DON

r o L Y A U t ~
I

O

L

m

A

T

m

m

RBI

IJ S W J

Way. Dm. P M

PormIUM

W14

RXWSIUMm m A n

IOIl4M

PormAMNllh
POTASSIUM

n~cmown

m-w-9

PorASSIVM CHILOMAn!

7n9W

POTASSIUMCYANIDE

Isl-Jbl
W 3 . F007, mr

P o r A W U M CYANIDE
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Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Tab[e 302.4) as 607/0I/94
'

r

Chemical Name

Synonym

CASU

PQTAssnJU Hn,ROXRn
POT-

WOI. ml

WfAsSlW FEMUNaANAlE

TM&1

FWTASSlUUSILVER CYANIDE

ARGEWAll! (I-k B-AN-.

PIIOHAuIDs

BRlULflM

P R O P m E N l m mX
umma

3 . C H L O R O r n ~

rOTASlUM

WId

U)5B.SCJ
542-161

2311-1Y

PRorARGnl!

r n o r A I L G Y L ~

101-19.1

I-norm-la

ma94

PROTDNICACID
~ R o n o N I ACID,
c
2 a ~ ~ o r l I ~ N O x r ) .

SkVEX

9+R-l

I~.~O111orANE

w - 5

IWM

PRorloNlcANllIMIW

DlCHLORlDC

PROPYUNE0XIm

7>%9

PllRlE

1ndo.o

PTmmmm¶

11l.11-1

PYNDME

110161

-

mI

PIRII+Dm

91.n-s
~ - 1 c c r u S O m U ~e C l D . l l . l l ~ x Y - 1 Y Q ~ T l l M ~ x Y

mm

SSM

rnl

IILSMSDUIIIOM

.

SAFROU

13-

- I

IIL~RCN~

~cctmnmmmn
E

I ~ B E N ~ S ~ ~ I A ~ ~ N - M N ~ . I . I ~ -

8101-1

I>BENZDDIOXOLE, W-PROTENYLk

9bS-1

'

G A ~C E ~ A T ~

61626

S E C E M Y L -ATE

to*

SEC-

31-5

sEmmus A

TllMM

m

sUamMM0-

smsumc
SEq.?JaJREA

Kg

m 2

WfAssnJU ?ERCHLMUTL

S

> 1000

lYlb9CY

HIDROXlD6

nor-

HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

sELENM(0ROE

IU
Q
161aM4
6mlO.4

.

ns

Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of 01/01/94

Synonym

Chemical Name

,

SlLMR

RcRA
> 1000
HAZARDOUS
Kg.
WASTE #

CASH

74en-l

I

SODIUMAIlDE

soom mumown

I

I

no,

I

1oau14

-

SODIUMSrmrO~

'

133-1

SODIUU BlWLFIlE

763148-5

SODmCHllOLUT6

rnw-3

900IUMcTANm

l e m

S O D N M D O M C ~ m A n

131,>3w

S O O l V M ~

lUlU-4

S O o N M m o m

I(nI-3

SODIUU

HYDRO~S

C A ~ S O D A

-

131snz

YES

SODnn( WDR0)ODB

DODl

SOo~HWOCHLO~

7611-529

SODlVMuEnmATE

IlUI-4

SODIUM u E n m A T 6

lsndw

SOMUMrHOS?HAR~

75SM

SODNMSEtlENITli

10101-IU

'

~ 0 0 1 . ~ ~ 3

~ s u v R ) 6 .

lMxumn!

1amda
nn-sl

mm-1-

37-249

S T I I ~ C H I I ~ T I

sIRYCHNlN6

YES

Dao3

~~

m=

YES

1004-5

ST1I1MB

D O O I . ~ ~

~ ~ M T l E l l R ~
SULNIIMONammma

IIT714L~

sUFVlllCAClD

76444S9
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Hazardous Substances as defirred in 40 CFR,(Table 302.4) as of07/0I/94

Chemical Name

Synonym

I

CAS#

I

ITUCIU

TERT-aTnt ACtXAlZ

-5

TERT-WtWAWE

1-9

T m K A C H L A R O D I ~

TCOD

> 1000

HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

I

Kg

wcn

YES

m
1

YES

I

174Ml-d

~ctn.OROm(M

M39. P.aoa. FWt

m

11ICn-s
7-no

THAI,I,IlJM 0 ACrrAm

M
A
U
mA C m A l E

#Mu

-mmm

mrruc ACID, lluuuu (I+) SALT

lo~rn-rs~

I

TMMNb WSOCIANATe
~OUJ€NI
DIISXYANAII

!UU9

DWI. UIB

YES

Hazardorrs Substances as dejlned in 40 CFR,(Table 302.4) as of 07/OI#4
. .

RCRA
Chemical Name

TR1CHU)IVRI

TIIICHU)WHON

5ld8d

TIIICHLORO~

!almqTIIICHUIRO

7P4ld

TRICHLDRD~~(~

mctm~omntmm

~ C H L D R O L ( O N 0 m
'
~

knmfmE. ~ C H L o R O m o

7

lKlCHU)IIOCWEWL

I73WI-1

TlllrmYLAURlE

111444

TlllMETHYLAMINE

7SYO-3

W A N BLUE

Z.~-NAM'HALM~~SULFONI~
ACID.

n-57.1

wnuusrm

y o t s g c m ~ o m n ~ ~

6 7 ~ 1

wnmn

'

m 1 6 1
VANADIUM-!UDE

VANMMIL(O!aDI

I1IM-l

A WD A ~ ~

1m4-IM

VINn ACmAlE

>Om

SALRWUEN?RXSEWAT-

VRmACETAlE MONOMER

lWY4

lH.I-~YUAN-YOHE

1111-1

WASlE WATLll SUlWC

m06

XVUNE

Imd7

)noocF
m
M
E

XILM

OWI.

XILENOL

1m114

UNC

lUbd66

WAChtATS
~

A

YES

Y 149-3

VIIAHYL A C W A I

WARFAWN..

Kg

m

T N E I H A N U A U I N E W M C M ~ A R

~

> 1000

VES

mw.wo
L1I6l~-l

V

HAZARDOUS
WASTE #

CAS #

Synonym

551-34d
M

M

~

~

~16nzrr

wc m ~ n

133l47-6

aBROMDI!

, ldW-4U

m~txmm~n
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Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of 07/01/94
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Exfremely Hazardous Subsfances as defined in 40 CFR, (355, Appendix A) as of 07/01/94
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Extremely ~azardousSrtbsfancesas dejned in 40 CFR, (355, Appendix A) as of 07/0I#4
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Exlremely Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (355, Appendtjc A) as of 07/01/94
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Extremely Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR,(355, Appendrjc A) as of 0 7/01/94

Chemical Name
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Extremely ~azardousSubstances as defined in 40 CFR, (355, Appendix A) as oj07/01#4
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Chemical Name
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Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as of 07/01/94
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Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (Table 302.4) as 0/07/01/94
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Extremely Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (355, Appendir A) as of 07/011/P4
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Exlremely Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (353,Appendix A) as 0/07/01/94
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Extremely Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (355, Appendix A) as of 07/0IB4
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Chemical Name
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Extremely Hazardous Substances as defined in 40 CFR, (355, Appendix A) as of 07/01/94
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Extremely Hazardous substances as defined in 40 CFR,(355, Appendix A) as of 07/01/94
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Figure 3-1. Pinellas Plant RMMAs in Existing First Floor Layout
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Figure 6-1. On-Site Exhaust Stack and Ambient Air sampling Station Locations
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Figure 6-2. Radiological and Nonradiological Liquid Effluent Sampling Locations
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